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ABSTRACT 
 

Heterogenization of metallocyclopentadienyl ([CpxMII]+, M = Ru, Fe) precatalysts is explored 

through introduction to Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs) using [CpxMII]+-functionalized 

organic ligands. Such precatalytic moieties are known to be photoactivated by ultraviolet 

irradiation to give well-known and versatile catalytically-active species that aid in a variety of 

organic transformations including carbon-carbon bond formation. Different methods of 

introducing these precatalysts to MOFs is investigated.  

Firstly, synthesis of [Cp*MII]+-functionalized linear aryl dicarboxylates (Cp* = 1,2,3,4,5-

pentamethylcyclopentadienyl anion, M = RuII) via direct facial metalation is reported, with 

particular focus given to functionalization of extended aryl dicarboxylate 1,4-biphenyldicarboxylic 

acid (H2BPDC). Additionally, the zwitterionic [(Cp*Ru)2BPDC] ligand is substituted into known 

polymers of 4,4’-bipyridine (bpy) and geometric differences that result from ligand substitution in 

the resulting polymers is discussed. Facial metalation of 4,4’’-terphenyldicarboxylic acid 

(H2TPDC) is also attempted, though control over product formation is limited. 

Secondly, synthesis and incorporation of facially-metalated functionalized ligand 

[(CpM)(TPA)]- (Cp = cyclopentadienyl anion, M = FeII, RuII, TPA = terephthalate) into MIL-101 

(MIII(µ3-O)(RCO2)6(L)3]X), a MOF with high native porosity, is investigated. [(CpM)(TPA)]- is 

introduced to framework synthesis in mixed-ligand fashion along with unfunctionalized 

NH2TPA2- (NH2TPA) = aminoterephthalate) to give a variety of permanently porous metal-
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organometallic frameworks (MOMFs) with incorporation of functionalized ligand ranging from 

1% to 33%. [(CpM)(TPA)]- incorporation and its effect on framework porosity is discussed in 

terms of internal surface area and total internal pore volume, and the effect of framework geometry 

on incorporation and porosity is also explored. Attempts at photoactivation of a resulting 

framework demonstrate framework stability under ultraviolet irradiation, though evidence of 

generation of any desired catalytic species is not seen. 

Finally, synthesis of a terphenyldicarboxylate ligand bearing a covalently-tethered precatalytic 

metallocyclopentadienyl ruthenium moiety is achieved through reaction of a pendant-arm bearing 

[Cp*OHRu(benzene)]+ moiety with a substituted terphenyldicarboxylic acid. Three analogues of 

the ligand are also synthesized and characterized and their behavior under UV irradiation studied. 

The functionalized ligand is successfully incorporated into two known MOFs, and the behavior of 

the resulting frameworks under ultraviolet irradiation studied. Evidence for successful 

photogeneration of the desired catalytic species is discussed. 
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Chapter 1 Chapter I 

Metal-Organometallic Frameworks for Heterogeneous Catalysis 

 

 Introduction 

Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), also known as coordination polymers (CPs), have garnered 

significant attention in the past three decades. MOFs are materials constructed of organic ligands 

and metal nodes that result in crystalline two- or three-dimensional polymeric structures which are 

often porous. This marriage of organic and inorganic chemistry makes MOFs one of the most 

widely-studied fields in materials chemistry, as they have a nearly unlimited degree of tunability 

that cannot be found in other porous materials, particularly zeolites. As a result of this incredible 

synthetic diversity, MOFs are highly amenable to a range of uses. Though originally studied for 

their ability to perform separations and store gases,1–3 the uses of MOFs have now expanded 

exponentially to include drug storage and delivery,4,5 detection and storage of harmful or explosive 

materials,6–9 sensing,10 etc., and, most important to the work herein, heterogeneous catalysis.11–13  

1.1.1 Background and Significance 

Recent interest in MOFs can be traced back to articles published by Robson in 198914 and 

1990,15 in which he proposed that ordered, three-dimensional frameworks could be rationally 

designed through the combination of rigid organic linkers and metal centers. In their initial paper, 

Hoskins and Robson reported the synthesis of a three-dimensional framework constructed of 

tetrahedrally-coordinated CuI and the tetrahedral, multi-dentate ligand 4,4’,4’’,4’’’-

tetracyanotetraphenylmethane (TCTPM). By using metal ions with well-known tetrahedral 

geometries and a ligand with simple coordination behavior, Robson was able to reasonably predict 

that the framework would have a similar, though expanded, three-dimensional structure to that of 
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diamond.  The resulting diamondoid structure, seen in Figure 1.1, had the formula 

[Cu(TCTPM)4]BF4 C6H5NO2, with both solvent and counterions occupying the space within the 

framework, which can be easily observed in the structure below.  

 

Figure 1.1 Robson’s first rationally-designed coordination polymer with a view of the tetrahedral 
ligand on the left and the resulting diamondoid framework on the right. 

Recognizing the potential of these materials, Robson remarked that such structurally-

engineered frameworks could be exploited for molecular sieve and ion separation behavior and 

would be highly tunable for other purposes, some properties for which MOFs are now most 

recognized. A perspective by Robson in 200816 focused on the evolution of MOF design, which at 

that point had become highly diversified as the field rapidly expanded.  In the decades since, MOFs 

and their many subcategories have been extensively reviewed in a number of books17–19 and 

themed journal issues,20–22 both of which continue to increase in number.  

1.1.2 Metal-Organic Framework Design 

The early years of MOF synthesis focused mainly on the methods of design for these potentially 

useful materials. Overall, two methods of design emerged: the “node and spacer” approach, 

introduced first by Robson, as well as the now extensively-used secondary building unit (SBU) 
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approach made popular by Yaghi.23 The “node and spacer” approach is based in part on a system 

outlined by Wells24 as a method of classifying three-dimensional networks. In the case of MOFs, 

the “node” refers to a metal center of a certain geometry around which organic “spacer” ligands, 

typically linear bridging ligands such as 4,4ʹ-bipyridine (bpy), coordinate. The main advantage of 

such a system is a simple and straightforward method of designing the underlying connectivity of 

a network. Despite the simple nature of the node and spacer method, it presents several limitations 

when used in the construction of porous materials. While many of the networks synthesized thusly 

appear to have cavities, sorption studies have shown that most early examples are not permanently 

porous. This is largely attributed to the fact that, in a majority of cases, the often neutral organic 

linker is coordinated to the metal ion via a metal-nitrogen bond. Overall these bonds are considered 

relatively flexible, and as a result a large number of networks synthesized via this method do not 

maintain their porosity upon evacuation of solvent, instead presumably collapsing into more close-

packed, non-porous structures. This loss of framework structure upon solvent removal is the 

defining characteristic of what Kitagawa later deemed “first-generation coordination polymers.”25  

1.1.2.1 The Secondary Building Unit Approach 

The most prominent methodology for construction of permanently porous MOFs involves the 

use of rigid, negatively-charged aryl carboxylate bridging ligands instead of neutral nitrogen-based 

linkers. The ability of the aryl carboxylates to form stronger bonds with the metal center allows 

for a higher level of chemical and thermal stability compared to those networks made with 

nitrogen-based linkages. More importantly, aryl carboxylates have been shown to form well-

defined polynuclear metal-ligand clusters around which bridging ligands coordinate, known as 

Secondary Building Units (SBUs). The well-defined geometries of the SBUs help to stabilize the 
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resulting networks and allow for classification of MOF subspecies.  

 

Figure 1.2 SBUs seen in (a) MOF-5, (b) HKUST-1, (c) MIL-88B/101, and (d) UiO-66  (grey – 
carbon, red – oxygen, teal – metal). 

 
Shown in Figure 1.2 are four examples of some of the most well-known metal-carboxylate 

SBUs. The neutral MII4(µ4-O)(RCO2)6 SBU (1.2.a) acts as an octahedral bridging node, 

demonstrated in perhaps the most well-known family of MOFs based on Yaghi’s MOF-5.26 The 

highly-explored paddle wheel MII2(µ-RCO2)4, (1.2.b) is the building block of the first microporous 

family of MOFs, namely Cu(TPA)2 and Zn(TPA)2 (H2TPA = terephthalic acid).27 It also forms 

the basis of HKUST (HKUST = Hong Kong University of Science and Technology),28 acting as a 

square planar four-connected node. The [MIII3(µ3-O)(RCO2)6]+ node (1.2.c), seen in the MIL-

88/101 (MIL = Matérial Institut Lavoisier)29,30 family of MOFs, contains three metals centered 

around a bridging oxygen and acts as a flexible, trigonal prismatic, six-connected bridging node. 

Lastly, the neutral [Zr6O4(OH)4(RCO2)12] SBU of the UiO-66 (UiO = Universitetet i Oslo) family 

of frameworks is a 12-connected cuboctahedron, whose high oxidation state metals have been 

implicated in the high level of stability of the frameworks based on it (1.2.d).31 Figure 1.3 shows 

the TPA2- versions of MOF-5, MIL-88, and UiO-68. In HKUST-1, the ligand is trimesic acid 

TMA3-.  
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Figure 1.3 Structures of (a) MOF-5 (Zn4(µ4-O)(TPA)3), (b) HKUST-1 (Cu2(TMA)4),  
(c) MIL-88B ([Cr3(µ3-O)(H2O)2(TPA)3]X, X = F-, OH-), and (d) UiO-66 (Zr6O4(OH)4(TPA)6) (all 

viewed down the c-axis of the unit cell). Solvents and hydrogens omitted for clarity. 

In addition to an increase in thermal and chemical stability imparted by the metal-oxo SBU 

method, frameworks that have been synthesized through the SBU method demonstrate useful 

porosity. SBUs are much more rigid than the metal-nitrogen linkages seen in the earlier MOFs, 

and as a result, while some do demonstrate “breathing” behavior, a large majority of these 

frameworks are permanently porous.32,33  

1.1.2.2 Reticulation and its Uses 

The synthesis of MOF-5 reported by Yaghi and coworkers in 1999 was among the first to 

outline the use of aryl carboxylates as ligands to obtain microporous coordination polymers, and 

MOF-5 drew enormous attention (over 4,460 citations to date) as the surface area and pore volume 

were near the highest of any known material at the time. Since then, the use of SBUs has provided 

a useful means of predicting the overall three-dimensional structure of a MOF. This property has 

led to a practice called reticular synthesis, named and demonstrated in a series of highly-cited 
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papers published by the Yaghi group.23,34,35 Reticular synthesis is described as the systematic 

assembly of rigid SBUs into predetermined 3D structures. This facet of MOF synthesis allows 

SBUs to be linked together by ligands of similar coordinative behavior but with various sizes, 

lengths, and functionalities. MOFs with the same 3D net are known as isoreticular MOFs. The 

original family of isoreticular of MOFs is the IRMOF family, which utilizes the SBU of MOF-5 

(seen in Figure 1.2a). Using MOF-5 as a base structure, a series of isoreticular MOFs (IRMOFs) 

were successfully designed and synthesized through replacement of the simple terephthalate 

(TPA) bridge with other rigid linear dicarboxylates such as 4,4ʹʹ-terphenyldicarboxylate (TPDC) 

or ligands baring functional groups such as aminoterephthalate (NH2TPA), examples of which are 

seen in Figure 1.4.35 To date, over fifty members of the IRMOF family have been synthesized, all 

displaying identical 3D frameworks, though some are interpenetrated, with varying pore sizes and 

properties.26,34,44–51,36–43  

Figure 1.4 Structures of three members of the IRMOF family, demonstrating retention of overall 
connectivity of the framework regardless of ligand functionalization or length. 

 
Several other families of isoreticular MOFs have been reported, including the UiO family, 

which has been extensively reticulated in a similar manner to that of the IRMOF family, though 
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UiO frameworks tend to display significantly increased stability and therefore more widespread 

applicability.31,52,53 The UiO family will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.  

1.1.2.3 Post-Synthetic Modification 

 Post-synthetic modification (PSM) is a popular method for adding functionality to MOF 

frameworks that can’t be obtained via simple reticulation.54–59 In general, PSM requires the 

synthesis of a MOF followed by a reaction that manipulates the chemistry of functionality to the 

parent framework, while maintaining crystallinity and overall structure of the parent MOF. PSM 

can be achieved via the presence of a modifiable substituent on the organic linker, such as an 

amine60 or aldehyde group,61 which is later covalently modified to impart, for example, catalytic 

behavior  via imine condensation to give pyridylimine-type sites within the framework which can 

then chelate a number of catalytically-active metal species and perform catalysis including 

ethylene dimerization.62 Another general class of PSM known as building block replacement 

(BBR) allows key structural components of the MOF framework to be exchanged post-

synthetically without affecting the overall structure.63 BBR includes solvent assisted linker 

exchange (SALE),64–68 non-bridging ligand exchange, transmetalation,69 or a combination of the 

three, a diagram of which can be seen in Figure 1.5.  
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Figure 1.5 Schematic representation of a framework undergoing post-synthetic linker and metal 
exchange. (a) Original cubic framework, (b) Two types of octahedral SBUs seen in the original 

framework, (c) Loss of ligand and metal results in a new structure with triangular SBUS, (d) Octahedral 
SBUs of the newly-formed framework with different metal centers and new linkers shown in green. 

Reprinted with permission from Ref. 64. Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society. 

SALE is a process in which partial or complete replacement of the structural ligands with 

functionalized ligands can be obtained and has been used to synthesize otherwise unobtainable 

frameworks.65–67 Exchange of non-bridging ligands, also called solvent-assisted ligand 

incorporation (SALI), is the replacement of nonstructural ligands with those bearing a desired 

functionality.68 Transmetalation is the modification of SBUs via metal exchange to obtain partial 

or complete replacement of the SBU with a different metal center, again without affecting overall 

MOF structure.69 Other PSM methods include metalation of pre-functionalized ligands,54,70 and 

“ship-in-a-bottle” synthesis, a method in which the catalytic moiety is synthesized within the pores 

of the framework, often used for installation of metal nanoparticles and polyoxometalates.71,72 

Several reviews on PSM have been published, showing the versatility of this method for creating 

functional MOFs with a wide variety of applications.55–57,73 
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 Porosity in Metal-Organic Frameworks and its Potential Usage 

1.2.1 Porosity 

Essentially the most significant property of MOFs is their porosity, a term that refers to the 

often readily accessible pores that are present throughout the structure. Defined and classified by 

the International Union for Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC), porosity comes in many shapes 

and sizes.74 As the number and “types” of porous materials (and thus types of porosity) has 

increased over the past decades, updated definitions were presented in 2016.75  According to the 

current method of classification, there are several types of porosity: macroporous materials contain 

pores with widths greater than 50 nm, mesoporous materials contain pores with widths between 2 

and 50 nm, while microporous materials have pores with widths less than 2 nm and 

ultramicroporous materials have pores widths less than 0.7 nm. In addition to these four types, 

there is a broad classification of nanopore, which encompasses the above four distinctions as well 

as any pore with a width up to approximately 100 nm.76 MOFs typically fall in the micro- to 

mesoporous range, with some frameworks containing porosity of both types. 

1.2.2 Measuring Porosity 

Porosity is measured via a physisorption experiment in which the material in question (the 

sorbate) is “activated,” or evacuated, to remove any guest molecules, particularly solvents and 

unreacted ligands that could be present in the pores, with the aim of characterizing features such 

as surface area, pore size/volume distribution, and pore structure and geometry. The material, once 

evacuated, is equilibrated with a gas or solvent vapor (the sorbent) under well-defined pressure 

and temperature conditions to monitor sorption behavior as well as its reversibility. Data is 

collected and presented on an isotherm, generally resulting in one of eight types of isotherms, 

shown in Figure 1.6.  
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Figure 1.6 The eight types of sorption isotherms classified by IUPAC. Reproduced from Ref. 76 © De 
Gruyter, 2015. 

A material is considered permanently microporous if it results in a Type I isotherm, of which 

there are two variations that indicate the type of micropores: ultramicropores (Ia) or micropores 

(Ib). Type II and III isotherms are considered demonstrative of nonporous materials, while Type 

IV results from mesoporous materials, either with or without hysteresis that results from 

differences in pore width. Type V isotherms are the product of stronger sorbate-sorbate versus 

sorbate-sorbent interactions, i.e. water adsorption on hydrophobic microporous and mesoporous 

materials. Finally, Type VI isotherms are considered “step-wise” isotherms and demonstrate layer-

by-layer sorption of a material with nonuniform porosity.   
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1.2.2.1 Langmuir and Braunauer-Emmett-Teller Theory 

In assessing the porosity of a MOF, there are several parameters researchers use to compare 

and classify materials. The most cited of these is the internal surface area (SA), a quantification of 

the surface area (in m2) present in one gram of material. There are two popular models of 

adsorption that can be used to calculate this value using data from the obtained low pressure, low 

temperature isotherm: Langmuir theory and Braunauer-Emmett-Teller theory. The earlier of the 

two, Langmuir theory presumes that adsorption is limited to single-layer coverage on the 

adsorbent, which, while applicable to materials with slit-like pores, does not account for the filling 

of larger pores by the adsorbate.77 Braunauer, Emmett, and Teller later made several modifications 

to account for weaknesses they felt existed in Langmuir theory. The major modification was 

allowing for the formation of multiple layers of adsorbate, without the requirement for a single 

layer to be complete before a second layer begins to form.78 The practical consequence of this 

assumption is that multiple non-uniform adsorption sites exist at any given time, some having more 

layers formed than others, until saturation pressure is reached. This nonuniform approach to 

surface coverage is more applicable to materials with pores larger than ultramicropores, and is thus 

the favored method of reporting surface area for MOFs. Typically, data for BET surface area 

(SABET) calculations are obtained at relative pressures between 0.05 and 0.35 in the isotherm, 

though some debate exists over the applicability of this range, and in fact BET theory in general, 

to microporous materials such as MOFs.79 Snurr has shown fairly convincingly that BET surface 

areas of microporous materials, when measured over a relative pressure range below P/P0 = 0.01, 

agree quite favorably with computationally determined surface areas of frameworks via Monte 

Carlo simulations.80 
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1.2.3 Uses of Porosity  

In synthesizing and characterizing new MOFs, it is important to identify whether the material 

is permanently microporous. Generally, N2 and/or Ar sorption experiments are performed on 

MOFs at low temperature and pressure as a basic means of determining these characteristics. From 

the isotherms, the Langmuir and/or Braunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface areas, pore volumes, 

pore size distributions, and heats of adsorption (Qst) can be experimentally estimated. These values 

are important for the characterization of MOFs, as they demonstrate whether or not a MOF 

maintains its porosity following removal of the solvent molecules that likely occupy the pores 

during synthesis. Values calculated via isotherms may also be compared to expected values 

calculated from the single crystal structure. Permanent porosity (or flexibility and induced 

porosity) of a MOF is important for virtually every application of this class of materials.  

The achievement of permanent porosity in MOFs opened the doors for what was once only 

considered available in inorganic materials such as active carbons and zeolites. As a class of 

materials, MOFs have demonstrated remarkable properties, including the largest internal surface 

areas and pore volumes with the lowest densities of any known crystalline material. In the early 

days of permanently porous MOFs, these frameworks were heralded as the next generation of gas 

separation and storage materials, with an extensive number of reviews dedicated to such behaviors. 

A 2012 review written by Suh and coworkers81 outlined the use of MOFs for H2 storage, while 

Long and coworkers82 detailed the ability of MOFs to act as CO2 storage materials under a wide 

variety of conditions. As a result of this property, many MOFs show selectivity for one type of 

adsorbate over another, making it possible for MOFs to be used as materials for gas separation. 

With approximately 10% of the world’s energy being used for separation of commodity chemicals, 

sorption/desorption-based separation offers a lower energy alternative, for which MOFs provide a 
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myriad of new sorbents. A detailed review by Zhao et. al.1 explored the use of MOFs for separation 

purposes, including both adsorptive and membrane-based separations. Currently, gas-phase 

sorption and separation behavior of MOFs are some of the most widely reported behaviors and 

potential applications.83,84  

 Metal-Organic Frameworks for Catalysis 

Another area of high interest with respect to microporous materials is the ability to provide a 

platform for heterogeneous catalysis. In this realm, zeolites have long been considered the most 

useful due to their catalytic activity, high thermal stability, and their inertness to water and other 

solvents.  In recent years, however, MOFs have demonstrated a catalytic repertoire that in some 

ways outperforms that of zeolites, though MOFs present their own complications, namely cost, 

scalability, and stability. Ideally, MOF-based catalysts would resemble zeolitic catalysts in their 

low cost, size and shape selectivity, easy separation and recovery, as well as their recyclability, 

while imparting properties that are not available in zeolites via the modular design of 

functionalized MOFs. The clearly-defined crystal structures of MOFs can allow for strategic 

incorporation of catalysts and control of the surrounding pore environment,85 making them 

potentially enzyme-like in their selectivity. This property can also allow for detailed mechanistic 

studies of catalysis that may not be available in traditional homogeneous settings, such as the effect 

of nearby functional groups, or even the structure of otherwise short-lived intermediates which 

could be stabilized by their framework surroundings. Additionally, MOFs can provide catalytic 

site isolation, which can prevent aggregation, a common route of catalyst deactivation. They also 

provide opportunities for tandem catalysis.  

The first use of MOFs as heterogeneous catalysts was reported in 1994, when Fujita86 

synthesized the framework [Cd(bpy)2(NO3)2⋅(C6H4Br2)2] , which not only preferentially 
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enclathrated o-dihalobenzenes over their meta and para isomers in its pores, but was also found to 

catalyze the cyanosilylation of aldehydes. Fifteen years later, a review written by Hupp and 

colleagues87 effectively summarized the research in the field up to 2009. The review included only 

75 references, illustrating the relatively slow growth in this area of MOF chemistry to that point. 

The last decade has seen a proliferation in the use as MOFs as heterogeneous catalysts, as 

evidenced by the plethora of reviews on the matter.11–13,88–93 

In addition, MOFs have demonstrated catalytic ability in both photocatalysis and 

electrocatalysis.94–97 Catalytic transformations can be obtained in a MOF in one of three general 

ways: catalysis via a vacant coordination site on a metal that is an integral part of the framework 

(e.g. the SBU), a molecular catalyst encapsulated within the pores of the MOF, or a ligand 

functionalized in such a way as to display catalytic behavior. These catalysts can be introduced 

either during synthesis, known as the “one-pot” method, or after synthesis, via post-synthetic 

modification. 

1.3.1 Catalysis at a Vacant Coordination Sites 

In some cases, the SBU of a MOF contains coordinated solvent molecules which can be easily 

removed by heating the framework under vacuum. In fact, the earliest example of catalysis in a 

MOF is the result of such a vacant site.86 Additionally, HKUST-1,28 [Cu3(TMA)2(H2O)3] (TMA 

= trimesate), was among the first MOFs to display catalytic behavior as a result of unsaturation at 

the metal center. Thermal activation of the framework results in loss of H2O from the CuII metal 

sites, which have been shown to catalyze the cyanosilylation of aldehydes, isomerization of terpene 

derivatives, and Pechmann condensations.96–98 Other prominent examples of SBU-based catalysis 

are the tetrazolate-based frameworks of Long and coworkers, which have been shown to catalyze 

cyanosilylation of aromatic alcohols as well as Mukaiyama-aldol reactions with impressive size- 
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and shape-selectivity,99 and MIL-101 ([Cr3(µ-O)(TPA)3]X)100 which has also facilitated 

cyanosilylation reactions, among others, and will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3.  

1.3.2 Encapsulation of Catalytically-Active Moieties 

Encapsulation is a prevalent method for including catalytically-active moieties within a 

framework without directly affecting the structural stability, and the materials are often denoted as 

catalyst@MOF.71 Metal nanoparticles (MNPs) are overwhelmingly the most common molecular 

catalysts introduced into MOF pores, as evidenced by an extensive review in 2017 that included 

nearly 300 citations.98 In addition to the general benefits of framework inclusion mentioned 

previously, such as prevention of aggregation and site isolation, some synthesis of MNPs can take 

place within frameworks, known as the “ship-in-a-bottle” method, giving precise control over size 

and shape of the nanoparticles than cannot be found elsewhere. As a result, MNPs comprised of a 

variety of transition metals have been included in MOFs and shown to catalyze a range of 

reactions, including hydrolysis,99–103 reduction,99,104 oxidation,99,105,106 and coupling reactions.107 

Furthermore, polyoxometalates (POMs) have been introduced to MOFs in a similar manner to 

those used to incorporate MNPs. Encapsulated POMs have shown a range of applicability in 

oxidations108–110 and photocatalytic transformations, among others.111,112  

While not as common, a variety of organometallic catalysts have also been incorporated into 

the pores of frameworks through a variety of methods. Post-synthetic encapsulation occurs in 

PCN-777 ([Zr6(O)4(OH)10(H2O)6(TATB)2], TATB = 4,4’,4’’-s-triazine-2,4,6-triyl-tribenzoate, 

PCN = Porous Coordination Network), a framework with “ultra-large” pores, into which three 

different large organometallic catalysts were introduced following framework synthesis, including 

meso-tetra(4-sulfonatophenyl)-porphyrin (TSPP), tris(2,2’-bipyridine) dichlororuthenium(II) 

([Ru(bpy)3]Cl2), and a patented tetra-amido macrocyclic ligand catalytic activator for C-H bond 
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activation known as TAML-NaFeB*, though no catalytic studies were pursued.113 Eddaoudi and 

coworkers have also encapsulated 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(1-methyl-4-pyridinio)porphyrin 

(H2TMPyP) as counterions within the cavities of an anionic rho-ZMOF 

([In48(HImDC)96][TMPyP]24, HImDC = 4,5-imidazoledicarboxylic acid,  ZMOF = Zeolite-like 

Metal-Organic Framework) via one-post synthesis (seen in Figure 1.7).114  

 

Figure 1.7 Crystal structure of rho-ZMOF (left, hydrogens omitted for clarity) and schematic 
representation of the porphyrin within the cages of rho-ZMOF. Adapted with permission from Ref. 

114. Copyright 2008, American Chemical Society.  

The porphyrin can be metalated, with the identity of the chelating metal tuning catalytic 

behavior, for example, introduction of MnIII by reaction of a methanol solution of Mn2(NO3)3 with 

rho-ZMOF allows for catalysis of the oxidation of cyclohexane. In another porphyrin@ZIF 

example, a Mn-porphyrin is encapsulated in ZIF-8 (SOD-Zn(Im)2, SOD = from the mineral 

sodalite with which it shares a topology, Im = imidazole, ZIF = Zeolitic Imidazolate Framework) 

and the resulting material catalyzes epoxidation of olefins with higher selectivity and activity than 

the homogeneous porphyrin.115  

Another way to introduce these molecular catalysts is via cation or anion exchange of the 

catalytic moiety with any counterions residing in the pores of the MOF. An early example of such 

ion exchange was performed on the anionic MOF ZJU-28 ((Me2NH2)3[In3(BTB)4], BTB = 
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4,4’,4’’-benzene-1,3,5-triyltribenzoic acid, ZJU = Zhejiang University). In 2013, Sanford and 

coworkers reported the successful partial exchange of the cationic [Me2NH2]+ residing in the pores 

of the framework with the cationic molecular organometallic catalysts [Pd(CH3CN)4]2+, MTN-

[FeCp(CO)2(THF)]+, [Ir(COD)(PCy3)(py)]+, [Rh(dppe)(COD)]+, and [Cp*Ru(CH3CN)3]+  (THF 

= tetrahydrofuran, COD = 1,5-cyclooctadiene, PCy3 = tricyclohexylphosphine, py = pyradine, 

dppe = 1,2,-bis(diphenylphosphino)ethane), marking the first time several of the catalysts had been 

heterogenized.116 Though exchange was successful, only the framework encapsulating 

[Rh(dppe)(COD)]+ was demonstrated to have any catalytic behavior, performing hydrogenation 

of 1-octene. Later, [Rh(dppe)(COD)]+ was introduced to an anionic version of MIL-101(Cr3(µ3-

O)(H2O)3(TPA-SO3)3]-2, TPA-SO3 = 2-sulfonatoterephthalate) which was shown to have 

improved catalytic ability over ZJU-28.117  

One significant difficulty that can arise from encapsulation of the catalyst within the pores of 

the framework without any tethering is leaching.110,118,119 Additionally, control over catalyst 

location can be problematic, as the catalysts have no bearing on structure of the framework. A 

solution to both of these problems is to tether the catalyst to the ligands within the framework 

without sacrificing activity.  

1.3.3 Functionalized Ligands 

A highly used method of strategic synthesis is the incorporation of catalyst-functionalized 

ligands. In this sense, functionalized ligand can be taken to mean a ligand that contains a known 

catalytically active moiety. Catalyst-functionalized ligands can be introduced as the sole ligand 

within a framework, or could be introduced in a mixed-ligand MOF, a single framework 

constituted of different ligands, often in controllable ratios. Often in these cases, only one of these 

ligands displays catalytic functionality. Benefits of mixed-ligand frameworks include more 
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“space” around each catalytic center, possibly allowing for larger substrates, and more open pores 

through which substrates can diffuse.  

The simplest of the functionalized ligands are common MOF ligands that have been substituted 

with one or more functional groups that possess catalytic active sites, including amines, amides, 

pyridyl and bipyridyl, and sulfoxy groups. A popular substituent is the sulfonic acid group (-

SO3H), which acts as a Brønstead acid and can perform many acid-catalyzed transformations 

within the framework. Simple substitution of 2-sulfoterephthalic acid for terephthalic acid in 

syntheses of MIL-101 gives MIL-101-SO3H ([Cr3(µ3-O)(H2O)3(TPA-HSO3)3][NO3]), resulting in 

frameworks that can acid-catalyze esterification reactions,120,121 cellulose hydrolysis,127 ring 

opening of styrene oxides,122 and transfer hydrogenation of imines.123 In 2014, Ye and coworkers 

synthesized a series of frameworks containing 2-sulfoterephthalic acid and demonstrated the acid 

catalyzed poly-dehydration of fructose to 5-hydroxymethylfurfural.124 Though more common to 

see acid-based catalysis in MOFS, is also possible to observe basic catalysis, typically with ligands 

baring a Lewis-basic nitrogen, such as amino, amide, and pyridyl groups. The simple ligand 2-

aminoterephthalic acid has been reticulated into MIL-101,125 UiO-66,126–129 and IRMOF-3,130 

among others, demonstrating catalytic Knoevenagel condensations and transesterification 

reactions.12 

In more complex functionalized ligands, the catalytic site can be part of the ligand structure 

and therefore an integral part of the scaffold, but not responsible for sustaining the integrity of the 

framework. An example of this can be seen in Figure 1.8, from a 2007 paper by the Kitagawa 

group in which the porous MOF [Cd(4-btapa)2(NO3)2] (4-btapa = N1,N3,N5-tri(pyridin-4-

yl)benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxamide) is synthesized containing organocatalytically active amide sites 
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within the ligand and demonstrates size-selective catalytic Knoevenagel condensation between 

benzaldehyde and malononitrile with 98% conversion.131 

 

Figure 1.8 The structure of the 4-btapa ligand used in synthesis of Cd(4-btapa)2(NO3)2, 
demonstrating the two different functionalities of the ligand.131 (Right) The two-fold interpenetrated 

structure of Cd(4-btapa)2(NO3)2 with network colored red and the other green, and a view of a single 
network from within the structure. 

N-heterocyclic carbenes (NHCs) are another class of organocatalysts that have been 

heterogenized via inclusion in a functionalized ligand. Powerful homogeneous catalysts, NHC-

derived ligands have the potential to catalyze a wide-range of transformations, including C-C, C-

N, and C-O bond-forming reactions. Incorporation of NHC-based ligands, while generally 

successful, has resulted in few catalytically active frameworks,  with those that are active 

facilitating addition of alcohols across double bonds.132 Other organocatalysts that have been 

heterogenized into MOFs as ligands include urea moieties, shown to catalyze Friedel-Crafts 

reactions between pyrroles and nitroalkenes with conversions of up to 98% in a Zn-based 

framework,133 and proline, which has been introduced into an IRMOF framework for asymmetric 

aldol reactions.134 However, as demonstrated above by the variety of open-site metal catalysts 

shown with both vacant coordination sites and encapsulated ligands, the majority of catalysis in 

MOFs occurs at a metal center immobilized within the framework. Thus, catalytically-active metal 

sites are included in the majority of functionalized ligands, often called metalloligands. 

4-btapa

Cd(NO3)2�4H2O + 

Coordination site

H-bonding site
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1.3.3.1 Linkers Containing Catalytically-Active Metal Centers 

Linkers that contain catalytic metal centers, also known as metalloligands, can be divided into 

two groups: coordination-based ligands, those whose metal centers are chelated through any bonds 

that are not between carbon and the metal center, and organometallic ligands, in which the metal 

is bound to the ligand through a carbon-metal bond. Though both types of metalloligands are 

capable of performing organometallic catalysis, for the purposes of this discussion, organometallic 

is taken to denote ligands containing a carbon-metal bond rather than the type of catalysis 

performed. Of the two classes, coordination-based metal-organic ligands are more widely studied 

and applied. The earliest examples of metal-organic ligands are metalloporphyrins, which remain 

the most common metal-organic ligands used in MOF synthesis. The rigidity of porphyrins makes 

them ideal structural components of MOFs, while the immobilization of a catalytic metal center 

can allow for biomimetic catalysis within the pores of the framework.135–137 Additionally, catalytic 

behavior of the porphyrin can be tuned via the choice of metal center. The earliest examples of 

porphyrinic MOFs incorporated a MnII catalytic center and showed exceptional promise as 

epoxidation catalysts, with significantly better properties than of their homogeneous counterparts, 

as well in as oxidation and hydroxylation reactions.138,139 Subsequent porphyrinic MOFs have 

shown improved catalytic behavior compared to their homogeneous counterparts in various 

epoxidation reactions.140–142 Perhaps the most notable of the porphyrinic MOFs are members of 

the PCN family (PCN = Porous Coordination Network), namely PCN-222-M (Zr6(µ3-

OH)8(OH)8(TCPP)4, TCPP = tetrakis(4-carboxyphenyl)porphyrin, M = porphyrinic metal 

center)143 and PCN-224-M (Zr6(µ3-OH)8(OH)8(TCPP)3).144 Built around highly stable 

zirconium(II)-oxo SBUs, these are the first porphyrinic frameworks to be stable to water, as well 

as pH ranges from 1-11. PCN-224-Co has been shown to catalyze cycloaddition of CO2 and 
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propylene oxide at superior efficiency to the metalloporphyrin alone. Meanwhile, PCN-222 is a 

widely useful catalyst, with exceptional peroxidase activity that mimics cytochrome P450 while 

also being photoactive, able to capture and photocatalytically reduce CO2 to formic acid under 

visible-light irradiation.145 

In addition to porphyrins, several other metal-organic molecular catalysts have been 

incorporated as ligands. A range of metallosalen complexes have been successfully introduced to 

MOFs as functionalized ligands, with particular emphasis on asymmetric catalysis, including 

Diels-Alder cycloadditions and Nazarov cyclizations.146 Like porphyrins, choice of the metal 

center incorporated into salen ligands can help tune a framework towards certain types of catalytic 

transformations. Displaying significant size-selectivity in asymmetric epoxidation reactions, 

MOFs incorporating metallosalen complexes have also been shown to be highly recyclable and 

efficient.147–151 Also in terms of asymmetric catalysis, the research group of Wenbin Lin has 

published several frameworks incorporating a wide array of metal-organic ligands based on the 

homochiral BINOL (2,2’-dihydroxy-1,1’-binapthyl) scaffold, examples of which can be seen in 

Figure 1.9.150,152–154 These BINOL-type ligands then are post-synthetically metalated for the 

purposes of enantioselective catalysis, particularly the addition of ZnEt2 to aromatic aldehydes to 

give chiral secondary alcohols with very high ee.   
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Figure 1.9 A range of BINOL-based ligands used by the Lin group.  

 Metal-Organometallic Frameworks (MOMFs) 

The use of organometallic ligands (i.e. ligands that contain a metal-carbon bond) as bridging 

ligands in MOFs to create Metal-Organometallic Frameworks (MOMFs) has been a field of rapid 

growth. Some of the earliest examples of MOMFs include heterometallic frameworks with 

metallocyanide ligands, first reported by Robson in the early 1990s.15 Later work with MOMFs 

incorporating such ligands has demonstrated unique magnetic properties,155 while a few have 

demonstrated sustainable porosity.156  

The Sweigart group has, for many years, been studying the incorporation of π-bonded transition 

metal quinoid complexes into novel one-, two-, and three-dimensional frameworks, a body of work 

for which they authored a minireview in 2006.157 With a focus on [(η4-benzoquinone)Mn(CO)3]- 

(p-QMTC), the group has systematically studied the effects of synthetic conditions on resulting 

frameworks by reacting the quinoid complex with a variety of divalent metals, with several 3D 

frameworks resulting.158–162 

In a similar vein, a variety of metallocene-type ligands have been used to create MOMFs. 

Kondo and colleagues have synthesized cobaltocene-dicarboxylate-based redox-active 

MOMFs,163 while Krautscheid and coworkers have more recently reported a series of isostructural 
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cobaltocene-based MOMFs, though have not explored possible applications of said frameworks.164 

More commonly, ferrocene-derived linkers are used in MOMF synthesis, with a 2010 minireview 

by Horikoshi and Mochida summarizing the various methods of introduction used by 

researchers.165 In more recent years, ferrocene-functionalized frameworks have been synthesized 

via post-synthetic addition of ferrocenecarboxylic anhydride (FCA) to amino-functionalized 

MOFs IRMOF-3 ([Zn4(µ4-O)(NH2TPA)1-x(Fc-TPA)x(btb)4/3], btb = 1,3,5-benzenetribenzoate) 

and MIL-53-NH2 (Al(OH)(NH2TPA)1-x(Fc-TPA)x) to give amide-bonded ferrocenyl groups 

within the framework pores.166  

 
Figure 1.10 Top: Post-synthetic functionalization of amine-functionalized MOF with FCA. 
Bottom: Suggested pore structures of functionalized frameworks with ferrocenyl groups in the 
pores. Adapted from Ref. 166 with permission. Copyright 2012, Royal Society of Chemistry.  

 
A 2008 paper by Kaye and Long demonstrated the post-synthetic modification of IRMOF-1 

(MOF-5, Zn4(µ4-O)(TPA)3) in which the arene rings of H2TPA were functionalized with Cr(CO)3 

moieties (Figure 1.11).167 It was then shown that the resulting MOMF (Zn4(µ3-O)[(η6-
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TPA)Cr(CO)3]3) could be activated for gas binding by  photochemically cleaving a CO from the 

chromium centers. Creation of open coordination sites on the non-framework-dependent metal 

centers allowed for the reversible binding of CO2 and H2. More importantly, perhaps, was the 

demonstration of the photolytic stability to UV irradiation of MOMF architectures.  

 

Scheme 1.1 Post-synthetic modification of IRMOF-1 with Cr(CO)6 and demonstration of 
photochemically-activated gas binding. 

 
Ligands bearing metalated NHC-complexes have long been sought after in the push to create 

catalytically-active frameworks, as they are a common motif in homogeneous catalysis, as 

demonstrated in a 2007 review on the extent of NHC-based organocatalysis.168  In 2010, Son and 

coworkers reported a post-synthetic route to Cu-metalated NHC ligands within a novel helical 

MOF, the first example of a three-dimensional framework baring metal-coordinated NHC 

ligands.169  

Shortly afterward, Yaghi and colleagues reported the first one-pot synthesis of a palladium-

decorated NHC-based ligand by reticulating it into the popular IRMOF framework. In pre-

synthetically functionalizing the ligand with PdI2(py) and using mild synthetic conditions, they 

were able to obtain the interpenetrated IRMOF-77 (Zn4O(C28H21I2N3O4Pd)3), seen in Figure 1.11, 

though no yield was reported or catalytic activity demonstrated.47  
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Figure 1.11 IRMOF-77 seen as a) Schematic view displaying the NHC ligand within the cubic 
framework, (b) The single crystal structure of IRMOF-77 with only one of the two interpenetrated 
nets; yellow ball indicates free space inside pore, and (c) A view of the interpenetration, with nets 

distinguished by color. Figure adapted with permission from Ref. 47. Copyright 2010, American 
Chemical Society. 

1.4.1 Catalysis Within Metal-Organometallic Frameworks 

The integration of known homogeneous catalyst platforms into MOMFs remains a relatively 

underexplored field, despite its promise. In 2011, Chen and coworkers authored a mini-review 

summarizing the field of MOMFs,170 with particular focus on applications in gas capture, 

separations, and heterogeneous catalysis. Though slow to start, the past five years have seen more 

examples of catalytic MOMFS, as researchers have been more successful in incorporating 

organometallic catalysts, particularly those based on NHCs. 

Chosen for their exceptional thermal and solvent stability, MOFs of the UiO-66 family are the 

most utilized frameworks for organometallic ligand incorporation, as they are less susceptible to 

framework degradation that could result from the functionalization process. The first report of a 

catalytically-active MOMF was in a 2011 paper by Lin.96 Through incorporation of ligands bearing 

iridium-based water-oxidation catalysts, which can be seen in Figure 1.12, the new mixed-ligand 

[Zr6(µ3-O)(µ3-OH)4(BPDC)6-x(L)x] frameworks were found to be capable of heterogeneous 

catalysis for water oxidation. Additionally, Lin and coworkers reported the first chiral diene-based 
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MOMF that could perform asymmetric carbon-carbon bond forming reactions. Deemed E2-MOF, 

the framework is constructed of the Zr6(µ3-O)4(µ3-OH)4 SBU shared by the UiO family with an 

extended linker bearing an amide-bond tethered bicyclo[2.2.2]octadiene which is then partially 

post-synthetically metalated with either [RhCl(C2H4)2]2  or [Rh(acac)(C2H4)2]2 (acac = 

acetylacetone) to give mixed-ligand frameworks E2-MOF-RhCl (Zr6(µ3-O)4(µ3-OH)4(L)2(RhCl-

L)4) and E2-MOF-Rh(acac) (Zr6(µ3-O)4(µ3-OH)4(L)5.2(Rh(acac)L)0.8), respectively, the ligands of 

which can also be seen in Figure 1.12.171  

 

Figure 1.12 Metalated linkers used (a) Lin’s UiO-type [Zr6(µ3-O)(µ3-OH)4(BPDC)6-x(L)x]96 
frameworks and (b) E2-MOF-RhCl (left) and E2-MOF-Rh(acac) (right).171 Sol = solvent. 

 
E2-MOF-RhCl was a highly effective catalyst for 1,4-additions of arylboronic acids to ",#-

unsaturated ketones with a broad scope of substrates, giving exceptional ee values and higher 

yields than those seen from the traditional homogeneous catalyst at very low catalyst loading. E2-

MOF-Rh(acac) performed asymmetric 1,2-additions of arylboronic acids to aldimines 

significantly better than the homogeneous catalyst, with high recyclability. Matsuoko and 

coworkers have also synthesized a catalytically-active UiO-type MOMF by post-synthetically 

metalating the aromatic ligands of both UiO-66 and UiO-67 with Cr(CO)3 to obtain piano-stool 
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complexes within the MOMF.172 Selective catalytic epoxidation of cyclooctene to cyclooctene 

oxide was demonstrated in both UiO-66-Cr(CO)3 and UiO-67-Cr(CO)3, though performance in 

the latter was significantly better.  

In terms of metal-NHC containing MOMFs, responsible for the majority of catalytically-active 

MOMFs, the carbene coordination site allows for a wide variety of metal catalysts can be 

incorporated. The first of these to demonstrate catalysis wasn’t reported until 2014, when Sumby 

and colleagues reported a 4-fold-interpenetrated diamondoid structure based around unusual 

tetrahedral Zn4O SBUs to give [Zn4O{Cu(L)2}2] (Figure 1.13). The interpenetration of the 

frameworks allows for the postsynthetic trapping of Cu atoms between two adjacent NHC ligands 

and the material catalyzes CO2 hydroboration.173  

 

Figure 1.13 (a) Synthesis of [Zn4O{Cu(L)2}2] with a view of the unique NHC-containing ligand, 
showing one unique diamondoid framework down the a axis (b) The [Cu(L)2] complex formed 

within the framework (orange = Cu, black = C, blue = N, red = O, white = H) (c) the unique Zn4O 
coordination of the SBU (cyan = zinc).  Adapted with permission from Ref. 173. Copyright 2014, Royal 

Society of Chemistry. 
 

More successful examples of metal-NHC incorporation have exploited the robust UiO-type 

frameworks. Cp*Ir (Cp* = 1,2,3,4,5-pentamethylcyclopentadienyl anion) moieties have been 

introduced via post-synthetic linker exchange to UiO-type framework [Zr6O5(OH)3(dmtpdc)5.5] 

(dmtpdc = 2’,5’-dimethylterphenyl-4,4’’-dicarboxylate), to give the mixed ligand framework 
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[Zr6O4(OH)3(dmtpdc)4.6(Cp*Ir-L)1.4], the organometallic linker for which can be seen in Figure 

1.13a, which is capable of supporting catalytic isomerization of 1-octen-3-ol.174 Moreover, 

introduction of a complex bis-NHC palladium ligand (Figure 1.13b) into a UiO-67-type 

framework produced mixed-ligand  [Zr6O4(OH)4(Pd-NHDC)0.2(BPDC)5.8],  a MOMF that can 

catalyze Heck couplings of a variety of aryl halides and olefins, as well as benzyne-benzyne-alkene 

insertion reactions.175 

 
Figure 1.14 Organometallic ligands used in (a) [Zr6O4(OH)3(dmtpdc)4.6(Cp*Ir-L)1.4],174  (b) 

[Zr6O4(OH)4(Pd-NHDC)0.2(BPDC)5.8],175 and  
(c) [Cr3(µ3-O)(H2O)3(NHCTPA)x(Pd-NHCTPA)3-x]Xy.176 

Finally, MIL-101 has also been functionalized with the NHC-type ligand and post-

synthetically metalated with palladium to give the ligand seen in seen in Figure 1.14c. The 

resulting framework [Cr3(µ3-O)(H2O)3(NHCTPA)x(Pd-NHCTPA)3-x]Xy was shown to 

successfully catalyze a Suzuki-Miyara couplings for a range of substrates with near quantitative 

yields and little to no catalyst leaching.176 Though few, these examples show the potential of metal-

organometallic frameworks for catalysis.  
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  Incorporation of [(η5-Cpx)MII]+-functionalized ligands into Metal-Organometallic 

Frameworks for Catalysis 

As a relatively unexplored field, the incorporation of organometallic ligands into MOFs for 

catalysis is an attractive prospect. Recognizing this potential, our group has been actively working 

toward the synthesis of a range of MOMFs that bear the known metallocyclopentadiene catalyst 

family [(η5-Cpx)MII]+ through synthesis of frameworks using functionalized ligands. 

1.5.1 Catalytic Versatility of [(η5-Cpx)MII]+ Species 

In particular, ruthenium-based [(η5-Cpx)MII]+ species are incredibly versatile catalysts. Both 

[(Cp*Ru)(L)n]+ and [(CpRu)(L)n]+ (L = solvent, phosphines, olefins, etc.) have been studied 

extensively as homogeneous catalysts, with their wide-ranging applicability summarized in a pair 

of reviews by Trost, who described [(η5-Cpx)RuII]+ species as catalysts for a “treasure trove” of 

catalytic transformations (Figure 2.15).177,178 Additionally, catalysis performed by such  [(η5-

Cpx)RuII]+ species has high “atom economy,” that is, if a reaction can produce any unwanted 

byproducts, those byproducts are produced in minimal amounts or their formation is prevented 

altogether. This is particularly important for industrial-scale applications of such useful catalysts, 

where byproducts serve only to make synthetic processes less efficient. 
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Figure 1.15 Trost’s “Treasure Trove” of catalytic transformations performed by [CpxRu(L)3]+ 
species. Figure taken from Ref. 177 with permission. Copyright 2005, Wiley & Sons Publishing. 

Species of both [Cp*Ru(L)n]+ and [CpRu(L)n]+ are frequently used as catalysts in coupling 

reactions between unsaturated hydrocarbon species. For example, [Cp*Ru(cod)]+ (cod = 1,5-

cyclooctadiene) has been used to catalyze dimerization of alkynes, alkynes and allyl alcohols, and 

a wide range of alkene-alkyne couplings, including those utilizing nonactivated substrates.179 In 

[Cp*Ru(L)n]+ species, the bulky, electron-rich Cp* helps to stabilize the coordinatively unsaturated 

ruthenium intermediate as well as provide some control over reaction geometry and resulting 

regiochemistry of the products.179 [(CpRu)(L)n]+ species can perform many of the same reactions 

as those performed by Cp*Ru(L)n]+ species despite being less electron-rich. Overall selectivity is 

typically lower, however, as a result of the less-sterically encumbered cyclopentadienyl 

substituent.177 

Despite their wide-ranging utility, heterogenization of [CpxRu(L)n]+ species remains a 

relatively unexplored field. Thus far, only [Cp*Ru(CH3CN)3]+ has been confined within the pores 

of a MOF. Through post-synthetic cation exchange, [Cp*Ru(CH3CN)3]+ was encapsulated within 
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the anionic framework ZJU-28 ((Me2NH2)3[In(BTB)4], BTB = 4,4’,4’’-benzene-1,3,5-

tiryltribenzoic acid, ZJU = Zhejiang University) though no further studies beyond characterization 

have been undertaken.116 Other [CpxRu(L)n]+ species have been immobilized on solid scaffolds 

such as MCM-41,180 or mesoporous silica.181  

Importantly, catalytically-active [CpxRu(L)3]+ species can be photochemically generated from 

a variety of easily-synthesized, highly stable [CpxRu(η6-arene)]+ complexes in the presence of the 

appropriate coordinating solvent (such as acetonitrile, acetone, etc.).182 In addition, these 

[CpxRu(L)3]+ species, when treated with an arene in non-coordinating solvents (such as 

dichloromethane) under relatively mild conditions will readily complex the arene to form new 

[CpxRu(η6-arene)]+ species.183,184 This behavior has been widely exploited as a manner of 

synthesizing novel [CpxRu(η6-arene)]+ species from known [CpxRu(η6-arene)]+  species, typically 

known as arene-exchange reactions.  

More affordable than [CpRuII(arene)]+ compounds, [CpFeII(arene)]+ compounds demonstrate 

similar photochemistry, though the photochemically-generated species [CpFeII(L)n]+ can be highly 

unstable. For example, photochemical reaction of [CpFeII(arene)]+ with acetonitrile in solution, 

results in liberated [(CpFe)(CH3CN)3]+, species which is thermally unstable and known to 

disproportionate to form ferrocene and Fe2+ ions.185 As a result, the use of [(CpFe)(CH3CN)3] as a 

catalyst has not been widely explored. [Cp*Fe(CH3CN)3]+, however, can be isolated185,186 and has 

been used to catalyze cycloaromatization of enediynes187 and alkyne [2+2+2] cycloadditions.188 It 

is possible, we hypothesize, that generation of [CpFeII(L)n]+ within a MOMF framework could 

allow for previously unobserved catalytic behavior of the unstable species.  
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1.5.2 Methods of Introduction 

As facially-metallated arene complexes of [CpFeII]+ (Cp = cyclopentadienyl anion), [CpRuII]+, 

and [Cp*RuII]+ are known to be photochemically active, releasing the metallocyclopentadienyl 

groups in the presence of appropriate ligands and counterions, we have envisioned introduction of 

[CpxMII]+ species into MOFs through the use of precatalytic [CpxMII(η6-arene)]+ complexes, which 

can later be photochemically activated to form the catalytic species within the pores of the 

frameworks. The introduction of such complexes into MOFs can be obtained through three general 

methods, demonstrated in Figure 1.16. Upon the completion of any desired catalytic 

transformations by the generated [CpxMII]+ catalysts within the pores, the unique “click” chemistry 

of such compounds could then be used to self-heal the MOF by applying gentle heating. This type 

of self-healing has been demonstrated previously  

 

Figure 1.16 The three potential methods for introducing [CpxMII]+ catalysts into MOMFs. 
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Firstly, a [(CpRu)(η6-C6H6][PF6] precatalyst can be encapsulated within the framework during 

framework synthesis, a method that has been successfully utilized for introducing several other 

molecular catalysts into MOFs. Once introduced, the catalyst can be photochemically generated, 

with self-healing potentially resulting in a framework with facially-metalated structural ligands, 

making this a post-synthetic modification of the parent framework. This more indirect method of 

functionalization could potentially be useful if synthetic conditions for the MOF were too harsh 

for direct methods of catalyst introduction. The second method, and thus far the most successful 

in our hands, involves η6-facial metalation of common arene dicarboxylate ligands with [CpxMII]+ 

followed by direct construction of the framework using the functionalized ligand. Activation and 

self-healing would be similar to that seen with the encapsulated catalyst. Finally, covalent tethering 

of a precatalytic [Cp*RMII(η6-arene)]+ moiety within the framework, similar to tethering of other 

[Cp*RMII]+ catalysts to heterogeneous scaffolds, could prevent leaching of the catalyst and offer 

unique self-healing opportunities. Of the three methods above, our group has focused on both 

direct synthesis and covalent tethering as methods for introducing precatalytic [Cp*RMII(η6-

arene)]+ complexes to a variety of frameworks, both known and novel.  

1.5.3 Facially-Metalated Aryl Dicarboxylates for Direct MOMF Synthesis 

Our lab has extensively studied the synthesis and use of [CpxMII]+-metalated arene complexes, 

with an emphasis on aryl carboxylates, commonly used as linkers in MOF synthesis. In 2007, our 

group reported the synthesis of 22 [Cp*Ru]-η6-facially-metallated arenes using simple aqueous 

reactions that involved little or no work-up and gave near-quantitative yields of the desired [η5-

Cp*Ru(arene)]Cl compounds.189 Three different aqueous synthetic pathways were developed  

where reaction of [Cp*Ru(µ3-Cl]4 (hereafter known as “cubane”) with a wide array of arenes gives 
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reproducibly high yields of the desired product with little to no biproduct (Scheme 1.2), fulfilling 

Sharpless’s criteria to be considered an example of “click” chemistry.190  

 

Scheme 1.2 Three aqueous routes of arene metalation using [Cp*Ru(µ3-Cl]4. Reproduced from Ref. 
189 with permission. Copyright 2009, American Chemical Society. 

 
Later, arene di- and tri-carboxylates were shown to undergo cubane-based metalation with 

similarly high yields, seen in Scheme 1.3, resulting in potential [Cp*Ru]+-metalated bridging 

ligands for MOMF syntheses.191 Additionally, these [Cp*Ru(η6-arene carboxylates)]+ have 

demonstrated stability to air, water, and heat, making them stable to the various conditions of 

MOMF synthesis.  
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Scheme 1.3 Aqueous synthesis of [Cp*Ru]+-metalated arene polycarboxylates. Reproduced from Ref. 
191 with permission from Robert Fairchild. 

 
Two of the newly-synthesized compounds, namely [(Cp*Ru)(H2TPA)]+ and 

[(Cp*Ru)(H2IPA)]+ (H2IPA = isophthalic acid), seen in Figure 1.17, were successfully introduced 

to novel three-dimensional frameworks [Cd0.5(Cp*Ru)(TPA)] and [Cd0.5(Cp*Ru)(IPA)], 

respectively, via reaction with Cd(NO3)2.191   
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Figure 1.17 Frameworks synthesized incorporating [(Cp*Ru)(TPA)]- and [(Cp*Ru)(IPA)]-.  

While this confirms the stability of such [Cp*Ru]-metalated ligands to synthetic conditions of 

a MOMF framework, the bulky [Cp*Ru]+ groups reside within the pores, as can be easily observed 

in Figure 1.17, essentially occupying all available open space within the frameworks. Indeed, the 

frameworks show no permanent porosity to N2 when sorption analysis is performed. In order to 

achieve photolytic activation and catalysis, permanent porosity must not only be achievable, but 

the framework must maintain that porosity under a variety of conditions. 

  Moving towards slightly less bulky facially-metalated linkers, our group developed a series 

of new [CpMII]+-based ligands using both [CpFe]+ and [CpRu]+, shown in Figure 1.18.192,193 As 

previously mentioned, both [(CpFe)(arene)]+ and [(CpRu)(arene)]+ share similar photochemical 
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behavior, though the starting materials for synthesis of [(CpFe)(arene)]+ species are considerably 

less expensive than those for [(CpFe)(arene)]+. As a result, our exploratory work is performed 

using [(CpFe)(arene)]+ species when possible. 

 

Figure 1.18 A series of new [CpMII]+-functionalized ligands. 

 
In particular, several frameworks were synthesized utilizing [(CpFe)(TPA)]- as the functional 

ligand. It was found that reaction of [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] with either Co(NO3)2 6H2O or 

Ni(NO3)2 6H2O resulted in a series of novel three-dimensional polymorphic frameworks with the 

general formula  [M3(CpFe(TPA))4(µ-H2O)2(H2O)2][NO3]2 xsolvent (M = CoII, NiII; solvent = 

EtOH, or DMF/H2O) (Figure 1.19).193 Like the frameworks resulting from its bulkier counterpart  

[(Cp*Ru)(TPA)]-, namely [Cd0.5(Cp*Ru(TPA))] and [Cd0.5(Cp*Ru(IPA))], these frameworks of 
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[(CpFe)(TPA)]- have the majority of their pore space occupied by [CpM]+ moieties, with 

theoretical porosities (ε) of only 0.22 (Figure 1.18).  

 

Figure 1.19 Space-fill and framework view of two polymorphic [(CpFe)(TPA)]-functionalized 
frameworks, "-[M3(CpFeTPA)4(µ-H2O)2(H2O)2][NO3]2 xsolvent (a) and #-[M3(CpFeTPA)4(µ-

H2O)2(H2O)2][NO3]2 xsolvent. Used with permission from Ref. 193. Copyright 2009, American 
Chemical Society. 

 

Additionally, [(CpFe)(TPA)]- was introduced into the well-known, flexible (though 

nonporous)  MIL-88B framework (MIII3(µ3-O)(H2O)3(TPA)3]X through reaction of MII(NO3)2 (M 

= Mn, Co) or MX2 with [(CpFe)(TPA)][(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6], resulting in novel frameworks 

hex-[MII3(µ3-O)(CpFeTPA)3(H2O)3]X (hereafter hex-CpFe-MIL-88B) (Figure 1.19a) and ortho-

[MII3(µ3-O)(CpFeTPA)3(H2O)3]X (hereafter ortho-CpFe-MIL-88B) (Figure 1.19b). Though hex-

CpFe-MIL-88B has the most expanded unit cell of any MIL-88B-type framework (V = 3919 Å3 

vs. the previously-reported range for MIL-88B frameworks of 1500 – 3375 Å3),194 removal of 

solvent results in a conformational change, demonstrating the characteristic flexibility of other 

MIL-88B frameworks, and loss of crystallinity for both forms of the framework. As the parent 
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framework is nonporous as a result of its “breathing” behavior, it is likely the same is observed in 

these [(CpFe)(TPA)]--functionalized frameworks.   

 

Figure 1.20 Framework view of [(CpFe)(TPA)]- functionalized MIL-88B frameworks (a) hex-CpFe-
MIL-88B and (b) ortho-CpFe-MIL-88B. Both frameworks viewed down the c axis.  

In synthesizing Co-CpFe-MIL-88B frameworks, it was observed that, in addition to the orange 

needles of hex-Co-CpFe-MIL-88B in the product vials, red cubic crystals were also present. Single 

crystal X-ray diffraction revealed these crystals to be of a new high-symmetry MOMF, namely 

GU-MOMF-3 (GU-MOMF = Georgetown University - Metal Organometallic Framework) 

(Co12((CpFe)(TPA))6(µ3-PO4)4(µ3-F)4(µ-H2O)6][NO3]2·xsolvent).195 The cubic framework of GU-

MOMF-3 is not only similar in structure to the ultra-stable UiO-66 framework, as demonstrated in 

Figure 1.20, but, with a SABET of  441 m2/g, is also the first example of a permanently microporous 

MOMF constructed from [CpM]- functionalized ligands.   
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Figure 1.21 Comparison of the framework structures of (a) UiO-66 and (b) GU-MOMF-3 ([CpFe]+ 

groups omitted for clarity). Figure (a) reproduced with permission from Ref. 31, Copyright 2008, 
American Chemical Society. Figure (b) reproduced with permission from Ref. 195, Copyright 2011, 

American Chemical Society. 

Unfortunately, GU-MOMF-3 is not considered highly porous, particularly for applications in 

catalysis. Again, this is likely the result of the bulky [CpFe]+ moieties residing in the pores, 

however the incorporation of [CpM]+-functionalized ligands into a permanently porous framework 

leads us to believe that other known and novel frameworks can incorporate [CpM]+-functionalized 

ligands and maintain their permanent porosity. 

While incorporation of [CpM]+-functionalized ligands into frameworks has thus far been 

successful, the lack of permanent or appreciable porosity of these frameworks remains a significant 

concern. There are several methods one can envision to overcome some of these difficulties. The 

first possibility is to utilize longer linkers, as it has been demonstrated that increasing ligand length 

typically leads to increased pore volume and surface area.34,53 Fairchild has previously 

demonstrated facial-metalation of extended linker 4,4’-biphenyldicarboxylic acid (Scheme 1.3), 

indicating the potential feasibility of this particular path.191 Secondly, such ligands could be 

incorporated into known frameworks with larger native pore volumes and higher surface areas, 

particularly those in the MIL-101 ([M3(µ3-O)(TPA)3(L)3]X, M = CrIII, FeIII, AlIII, etc., L = solvent, 

typically H2O, X = F-, OH-, NO3-) or UiO-66 families (Zr6O4(OH)4(TPA)6). Despite being 

constructed with simple TPA2- bridging ligands, both MIL-101 and UiO-66 demonstrate 
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exceptionally high native porosity (ε= 0.79 for MIL-101, 0.51 for UiO-66), and could provide an 

ideal scaffold for the introduction of bulky [CpM(TPA)]- ligands. Additionally, a mixed-ligand 

approach may also prove beneficial, as introducing [CpM(TPA)]- ligands at a substoichiometric 

ratio provides the opportunity for retention of a significant amount of internal pore space while 

also imparting potential catalytic behavior to the framework.  

1.5.4 An Organic Linker Bearing a Tethered Precatalytic [(CpRRu(arene)]+ Moiety 

Covalent tethering, as demonstrated in Figure 1.16 is another viable method for introducing a 

precatalytic [(CpxRu)(arene)]+ moiety to the pores of a MOF framework. Previously in our lab, 

Fairchild explored the synthesis of [(Cp*RRu)(η6-arene)]+ compounds baring pendant-arm 

functionalities that result from nucleophilic attack on a tetramethylfulvene complex [(η5-

C5Me4CH)RuCl(µ-Cl)]2 followed by reflux in 1:1 benzene:water (Scheme 1.4).196 Importantly, 

these new sandwich complexes could be photochemically activated to quantitatively generate the 

catalytically-active [(Cp*RRu)(CH3CN)]Cl species. While Fairchild reported over 20 new [η5-

(Cp*RRu)(η6-arene)]+ complexes, this work will focus on use of only one. 

 

Scheme 1.4 Fairchild’s synthesis of [(η5-Cp*RRu)(η6-arene)]+ complexes bearing pendant-arms. 
Figure adapted from Ref. 196 with permission. Copyright 2008, American Chemical Society.  
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Fairchild found that reflux of [(η5-C5Me4CH)RuCl(µ-Cl)]2 in 1:1 water:benzene results 

directly in a [Cp*OHRu(η6-C6H6)]+ species, shown in Figure 1.22. The terminal hydroxyl group of 

this compound can be deprotonated using a strong base, generating a particularly strong 

nucleophile for SN2 reactions, which can then be used to form covalent tethers between the [(η5-

C5Me4CHO)Ru(η6-C6H6)]Cl species and a desired scaffold, in this case, to a common bridging 

ligand used in MOF synthesis. 

 

Figure 1.22 Fairchild’s [(η5-C5Me4CHO)Ru(η6-C6H6)]Cl used for synthesis of [Cp*RRu(arene)]+ 
tethered ligands. 

At the outset of this work, no examples of covalent tethering of [(CpxRu)(arene)]+ species had 

been reported, though in recent years some research groups have reported immobilization of 

[(CpxRu)(arene)]+ and other [CpxM]+  species on heterogeneous scaffolds via such tethering. In 

2013,  McGowan and coworkers reported the immobilization of a series of Group 9 transition 

metal catalysts through the use of dimeric [Cp*ROHM2(µ-Cl)2Cl2] complexes (M=Rh, Ir).197 In situ 

deprotonation of the terminal hydroxyl groups then allowed for covalent tethering of the catalyst 

to the Wang resin (Figure ), which demonstrated catalytic transfer hydrogenation of benzaldehyde. 

In 2015, Matsuoka and coworkers reported the immobilization of the carboxylic-acid 

functionalized cyclopentadienyl ruthenium complex [CpCOOHRu(η6-benzene)][PF6] on the amino-

functionalized silicate MCM-41 (Mobil Composition of Matter No. 41) via amide bond formation 

(Figure 1.x), from which they were able to generate catalytically-active [CpRRu(CH3CN)3]+ 

species to perform catalytic hydrosilylation of 1-hexyne.180  
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Figure 1.23 (a) Immobilization of hydroxyl-tethered [Cp*M]+ catalysts onto a Wang resin. 
Reproduced with permission from Ref. 197. Copyright 2013, Royal Society of Chemistry. (b) 

Immobilization and photolytic activation of [CpRRu(C6H6)][PF6] on MCM-41. Figure reproduced from 
Ref. 180 with permission. Copyright 2015 Royal Society of Chemistry. 

Reporting of these new means of immobilizing [CpxM]+ catalysts, particularly during the course 

of the work discussed in this dissertation, suggests high interest in immobilization of these catalysts 

for various applications. 

 Dissertation Overview 

This dissertation will examine various methods of introducing [CpMII]+ and [Cp*MII]+ 

precatalytic moieties to a variety of frameworks through functionalization of commonly-used aryl 

carboxylate linkers. As seen with previous incorporations of these functional linkers, maintaining 

accessible pore space is a paramount concern, and one that will be addressed in the first two 

chapters. 

Chapter 2 will first explore functionalization of extended linkers as an attempt to create 

frameworks with larger internal pore volume. Using a variety of methods, particularly the aqueous 

syntheses developed by Fairchild, it will also investigate selective metalation of organic ligands 

with more than one arene group. Additionally, this chapter will explore the similarities of some of 

these ligands to 4,4’-bipyridine and their potential for isoreticular behavior with the well-known 
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ligand by incorporation into polymers of 4,4’-bipyridine. Effects on structure as a result of this 

reticulation will be discussed in detail.  

Chapter 3 will focus on installation of [CpM(TPA)]- (M = FeII, RuII) ligands into MIL-101, a 

framework with exceptionally high native porosity, as an alternative route to increasing pore space 

and accessibility. Synthesis of two isostructural ligands will be discussed, as will their 

incorporation in various ratios into MIL-101 and their effects on framework composition, porosity, 

and stability.  

Finally, Chapter 4 will explore the covalent tethering of precatalytic moiety [η5-Cp*RRu(η6-

arene)]+ to 4,4’-terphenyldicarboxylic acid for incorporation into two families of isoreticular 

frameworks, namely the IRMOF and UiO families. Additionally, molecular analogues of the 

ligand will also be introduced as a method to explore the photochemical behavior of the tethered 

moiety. Discussed in detail are the behavior of both the ligand and frameworks when exposed to 

UV light for catalytic activation.  
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Chapter 2 Chapter II 

Synthesis of Extended Linkers Bearing [Cp*Ru]+ Moieties for Incorporation into 

Metal-Organometallic Frameworks 

2.1 Introduction 

As seen in Chapter 1, frameworks incorporating [Cp*Ru]+-functionalized ligands, in particular 

[Cp*Ru]+-functionalized terephthalates, have little to no remaining pore space (See Figure 1.17, 

for example), making the likelihood of catalyst activation and successful catalysis exceedingly 

low. One means of potentially overcoming this difficulty and increase the pore space inside the 

MOMF framework is through the use of longer ligands. A benchmark example of the use of 

extended linkers to increase a framework’s theoretical porosity (ε), defined as the total available 

“void” space within the unit cell of a structure divided by the total unit cell volume of the structure, 

of a framework are Yaghi’s isoreticular MOFs (IRMOFs).34 As expected, increasing the length of 

the linker increases ε (and ultimately surface area) within the frameworks. Figure 2.1 and Table 

2.1 illustrates this concept by comparing IRMOF-1 (Zn4(µ4-O)(TPA)3 (TPA = terephthalate), 

IRMOF-10 (Zn4(µ4-O)(BPDC)3, BPDC = 4,4’-biphenyldicarboxylate) , and IRMOF-16 (Zn4(µ4-

O)(TPDC)3, TPDC = 4,4’’-terphenyldicarboxylate).  

 

Figure 2.1 View of the IRMOF series, with linker length increasing by one arene ring from left to 
right, increasing the size of pores. 
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Table 2.1 Comparison of porosity for IRMOF-1, IRMOF-10, and IRMOF-16. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

aValues determined computationally. 
 

The IRMOF constructed from 4,4’biphenyldicarboxylic acid ligands (IRMOF-10) instead of 

terephthalic acid (IRMOF-1) has a 28% higher calculated surface area and theoretical porosity (ε) 

of 0.87 compared to 0.79. Increasing the linker length further still to 4,4’’-terphenyldicarboxylic 

acid to increases the theoretical surface area to an impressive 6150 m2/g and ε to 0.91. 

Unfortunately, the experimental Branauer-Emmett-Teller surface area (SABET) value for IRMOF-

16 has not been determined due to the propensity of the framework to collapse upon solvent 

removal.  

One significant problem observed in frameworks where linkers become longer is the 

propensity for certain frameworks to interpenetrate.200,201 That is, two or more independent 

frameworks form in such a way as to be periodically entangled. Interpenetrated frameworks 

thereby have smaller pore volumes than non-interpenetrated frameworks, as the pores are partially 

filled by the additional frameworks. In cases with [CpM]+- and [Cp*M]-η6-metalated linkers (Cp 

= cyclopentadienyl anion, Cp* = 1,2,3,4,5-pentamethylcyclopentadienyl anion), however, there is 

a possibility that this can be avoided simply due to the bulk of the [CpM]+ moiety not allowing for 

interpenetration.  

With all of this in mind, we set out to explore the feasibility of metalating longer oligo-

polyphenylene dicarboxylate ligands that are also commonly used in MOF synthesis. Extending 

Framework IRMOF-1198,199 IRMOF-10199 IRMOF-16199 

SABET (m2g-1) 3800 4874a 6150a 

Linker length (Å) 6.923 11.221 15.459 

Total pore volume 
(cm3g-1) 1.55 - - 

ε 0.79 0.87 0.91 
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from the a single arene of H2TPA to two (H2BPDC) or three (H2TPDC) per ligand affords not 

only the possibility of a much larger pore space once incorporated into a framework, but gives the 

opportunity to study selective metalation behavior on multiple-arene species, as well as introduce 

an increased number of catalytic sites per formula unit within the framework.  

2.1.1 Metalation of Common Metal-Organic Framework Linkers with [Cp*RuII]+ Moieties 

Initial attempts at creating longer ligands than the [CpRM]+-functionalized terephthalic acids 

previously integrated into the GU-MOMF series and MIL-88B types, discussed in detail in 1.5.3, 

focused on extending the linker by one arene group to H2BPDC. As demonstrated in Scheme 1.3, 

there is precedence that aqueous [Cp*Ru]-metalation of extended arene linkers using [Cp*Ru(µ3-

Cl)]4 via the aqueous method discussed in 1.5.3 is feasible. H2BPDC maintains the linear bridging 

linker aspect of the terephthalic acid while potentially providing more length between SBUs when 

incorporated into a framework. Additionally, a second arene ring introduces two possible main 

products that can result from the previously developed metalation procedure discussed in detail in 

Chapter 1:189,191 singly- and doubly-[Cp*Ru]-metalated H2BPDC (Scheme 2.1).  

 

Scheme 2.1 Possible products of direct H2BPDC metalation with [Cp*Ru(µ3-Cl)]4. Note: Only the 
fully protonated forms of the compounds are shown as their chloride salts. 
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Singly-metalated [(Cp*Ru)(H2BPDC)]Cl ([H22.1]Cl) would be the most similar to the 

previously reported metalated terephthalate ligand [Cp*Ru(H2TPA)]x, both in charge and number 

of precatalytic [Cp*Ru]+ moieties present per ligand. Incorporation of [H22.1]Cl could potentially 

help to increase overall porosity while imparting the same number of active [Cp*Ru]+ moieties per 

ligand to a framework as with [Cp*Ru(H2TPA)]x. Having a non-metalated arene ring on the ligand 

could also help retain a significant amount of the internal pore space. Depending on the SBU of 

the framework into which [H22.1]Cl is incorporated, counterions may be required as a means to 

balance the positive charge imparted by the [Cp*RuII]+ moieties. Reticulation of [H22.1]Cl into a 

neutral SBU, such as Zn4(µ4-O)(L)3 of the IRMOF series, would result in a cationic framework, 

as traditional aryl dicarboxylate ligands carry a -2 charge, while incorporated [2.1]- would carry 

only a -1 charge. In order to retain the overall neutrality of the framework, one anion would be 

required for every [2.1] incorporated. Careful consideration of such a counterion would be 

required, as some anions are coordinatively terminating and can thus prevent formation of an 

extended framework.  Other counterions could prove bulky and occupy the desirable space inside 

a pore and may be very difficult to exchange, unlike the solvent that may reside there following 

synthesis. 

Perhaps more interestingly, a doubly-[Cp*Ru]-metalated [(Cp*Ru)2H2BPDC]Cl2 ([H22.2]Cl2) 

would carry an overall neutral charge in its doubly-deprotonated ligating form. Absence of a 

counterion would not only remove previously mentioned difficulties, but a neutral ligand has a 

potentially wide variety of uses, as it is strikingly similar to other neutral, linear, exo-bidentate 

ligands like 4,4’-bipyridine (bpy), which have been extensively incorporated into in porous MOFs, 

while also introducing two precatalytic moieties per ligand to a framework. This similarity is 
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intriguing, as bpy is one of the original bridging ligands for coordination polymers and has been 

used to synthesize a variety of frameworks.202–205 

2.1.1.1 Comparison of 4,4’-bipyridine and metalated 4,4’-biphenyldicarboxylic acid 

There are obviously significant differences between bpy and [H22.2]Cl2, particularly in length, 

width, though coordination mode. [H22.2]Cl2 is approximately 4 Å longer than bpy, suggesting 

that any frameworks incorporating it would have a more extended structure than those using only 

bpy, a property that can be beneficial for increasing pore volume. 

 
Figure 2.2 Comparison of [2.2] and bpy. 

 
Additionally, due to the sheer bulk of the [H22.2]Cl2, and the propensity of carboxylates to 

chelate to a metal node or bridge multiple metals, the possibility exists that the ligand may be too 

crowded to be an effective bpy substitute. Before attempting to incorporate the [H22.2]Cl2 into 

three-dimensional frameworks, it is important to take a close look at the effect of substituting 

[H22.2]Cl2 on some characteristic bpy-based polymers.  

2.2 Results and Discussion 

2.2.1 Synthesis and Characterization of [(Cp*Ru)(H2BPDC)]Cl 

Heating of [Cp*Ru(µ-Cl)]4 and a large excess (8 equivalents of arene:Ru) of H2BPDC in the 

presence of 1.9 equivalents of NaOH in water results in the selective formation of the singly-

metalated product, crystallizing as [(Cp*Ru)(H2BPDC)]Cl 4H2O ([H22.1]Cl) in 52% yield. 
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Scheme 2.2 Synthesis of [H22.1]Cl. 

 
The presence of NaOH in the reaction mixture serves to deprotonate the carboxylic acid groups 

on the organic ligand, making the ligand more soluble and thus more available for reaction with 

the metalating agent. The reaction progress is easily monitored via color change, as the red 

suspension resulting from presences of [Cp*Ru(µ3-Cl)]4 becomes colorless upon formation of 

[H22.1]Cl. Following completion of the reaction, the reaction mixture was neutralized via dropwise 

addition of hydrochloric acid and the solvent removed in vacuo. The resulting solid was suspended 

in methanol and precipitated via addition of diethyl ether, resulting in pure [H22.1]Cl as a white 

solid.  1H NMR of the resulting [H22.1]Cl shows no evidence of the doubly-metalated product, as 

shown in Figure 2.3. While signals for typical aromatic hydrogens reside in the 7-9 ppm region, 

signals for hydrogens on the metalated arenes move significantly upfield, and can typically be 

found in the 5-7 ppm region. Isolation of the bulk product on any usable scale was exceedingly 

difficult, as the product and H2BPDC starting material share many of the same properties. Given 

the excess of H2BPDC used in the synthesis, removal of all starting material to give pure [H22.1]Cl 

proved troublesome and no bulk characterization was able to be performed. However, single 
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crystals of [H22.1]Cl could be grown by vapor diffusion of diethyl ether into a methanol solution 

of [H22.1]Cl.  

 

Figure 2.3 1H NMR spectrum of [H22.1]Cl in D2O (400 MHz, 298K). Solvent residual signal at 4.79 
ppm, methanol residual signal resulting from precipitation from methanol at 3.39 ppm. 

 
2.2.1.1 Single Crystal Structure of [H22.1]Cl 

Dissolution of the [H22.1]Cl in methanol followed by precipitation with diethyl ether resulted 

in formation of single crystals of [H22.1]Cl, which crystallize in the P21/c space group. The 

presence of one chloride ion per biphenyl moiety confirms the fully-protonated state of the ligand. 

All hydrogen atoms were located in the Fourier map and refined. Location of the carboxylic acid 

hydrogen atoms was supported by a comparison of C-O bond distances within the carboxylate 

group (C1-O1=1.203(3) Å, C1-O2H=1.330(3) Å, and C24-O3=1.204(3) Å, C24-O4H=1.325(3) 

Å) as well as the location of the hydrogen-bonded chloride anion. The O(H)   Cl- hydrogen bond 

distance was measured at 2.95 Å. The two arene rings of the biphenyl moiety do not in the same 

a b c d

HDO

Cp*CH3CH3OH
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plane, with the rings taking on a torsion angle of 16.6°. Another interesting phenomenon, 

previously observed by our group on ligands bearing [CpFeII]+ moieties seen in Chapter 1,193 is 

the derivation of the carboxylic acid carbon from the plane of the arene ring on the functionalized 

half of the ligand, which points slightly in the direction of the ruthenium center at an angle of 3.5°.  

 
Figure 2.4 Single crystal structure of [H22.1]Cl (100K). a) Thermal ellipsoid plot of the single crystal 
structure of [H22.1]Cl (100 K) at the 50% probability level (grey: carbon, red: oxygen, tan: ruthenium, 
yellow: chlorine, white: hydrogen). b) Side-on view of [H22.1]Cl displaying nonplanarity of the 4,4’-

biphenyldicarboxylic acid (hydrogens omitted for clarity). c) Single crystal packing showing interlocking 
hydrogen-bonded chains. D) View of crystal packing down c axis showing hydrogen-bonded chains 

propagating at an angle of approximately 70° (hydrogens and Cp* rings omitted for clarity). 

Interestingly, [H22.1]Cl is not a solvate, but does display an extended hydrogen-bonded 

structure, with molecules of [H22.1]+ being linked by hydrogen bonding between the chloride and 

the hydrogen of the carboxylic acid, packing which emulates that of many other sandwich 

complexes baring carboxylic acid groups.206 As a result, the molecules pack in a series of 

interlocking, hydrogen-bonded chains in which the [Cp*Ru]+ moiety of one [H22.1]+ is aligned 
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over and directed toward the unfunctionalized half of another [H22.1]+. Two unique chains then 

propagate in two directions at an angle of approximately 70°, seen above in Figure 2.4.  

2.2.2 Synthesis of [(Cp*Ru)2HxBPDC]Clx 

Heating of H2BPDC and [Cp*Ru(µ-Cl)]4 at a ratio of 1.1 or less equivalents of arene per Ru 

in 1:7 acetonitrile: water results in the formation of a combination of doubly-metalated [H2.2]Cl, 

the singly-protonated chloride salt, and [H22.2]Cl2, the doubly-protonated dichloride salt, in nearly 

quantitative yield.  

 

Scheme 2.3 Synthesis of [H2.2]Cl. 

 
Isolation of the product requires only removal of the reaction solvent under reduced pressure and 

the product requires no purification. 1H NMR analysis of the bulk product shows clean conversion 

to the desired doubly-metalated product, shown in Figure 2.5. The spectrum consists of only two 

peaks, as all metalated arene C-H protons are accidentally equivalent. Absence of any arene 
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hydrogen peaks in the typical arene region, with the only peaks in the metalated arene region, 

confirms the absence of singly-metalated impurity. 

 

Figure 2.5 1H NMR spectrum of [H2.2]Cl in D2O (400 MHz, 298 K). Solvent residual signal at 4.70 
ppm. 

 
Due to the presence of two carboxylate groups, three different protonation states of the product 

compound are possible, displayed in Figure 2.6: full protonation, which would require two 

counterions for charge balancing, single protonation, which would require a single counterion, and 

the zwitterionic form, which would need no counterions. 

 
Figure 2.6 The three possible protonation states of doubly-metalated (Cp*Ru)2BPDC. 
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Dissolution of the crude product in water followed by precipitation by exposure to THF 

resulted in formation of single crystals of [(Cp*Ru)2(HBPDC)]Cl⋅4H2O ([H2.2]Cl 4H2O) and 

some single crystals of [(Cp*Ru)2(H2BPDC)]Cl2⋅xH2O (x≈13) ([H22.2]Cl2 xH2O), suggesting the 

presence of both protonation states in the bulk product. 

2.2.2.1 Single Crystal Structure of [H2.2]Cl 4H2O 

 

Figure 2.7 Single crystal structure of [H2.2]Cl (100K). a) Thermal ellipsoid plot of the single crystal 
structure of [H2.2]Cl (100 K) at the 50% probability level (grey: carbon, red: oxygen, tan: ruthenium, 
yellow: chlorine, white: hydrogen). b) Side-on view of [H2.2]Cl displaying nonplanarity of the 4,4’-

biphenyldicarboxylic acid (hydrogens omitted for clarity). c) Hydrogen-bonded assembly around which 
the ligands are arranged (Cp* and hydrogens omitted for clarity). D) View of crystal packing down [1 0 

1], showing hydrogen-bond clusters and ligand propagation (hydrogens and Cp* rings omitted for 
clarity). 

As expected, the [H2.2]+ cation exhibits a confirmation wherein the  [Cp*Ru]+ moieties reside 

on opposite arene faces due to the bulk of the [Cp*Ru]+ moieties. [H2.2]Cl packs in the P21/c space 

group, and demonstrates extensive hydrogen bonding. The presence of a single chloride in the 
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SCXRD structure confirms that this ligand is singly-protonated, as only one counterion is needed 

to achieve charge balance in such a situation. Comparison of C-O bond lengths in the carboxylates 

(C1-O1=1.221(3) Å, C1-O2=1.292(3) Å, C34-O3=1.272(3) Å, C34-O4=1.230(3) Å) suggests 

proton disorder, but hydrogen-bonding behavior of the surrounding water molecules allows for 

assignation of the carboxylic acid proton to O2. All other hydrogens, including those on water, 

were located in the Fourier map and refined. Again, the 4,4’-biphenyldicarboxylic acid assumes a 

nonplanar geometry, easily in Figure 2.7b, with out-of-plane bending of the carboxylates at angles 

of 3.9° and 7.4°. The arene rings are nearly coplanar, displaying a torsion angle of 8.6°, 

approximately half that seen in singly-metalated [H22.1]Cl. Considering the bulk and charge of the 

[Cp*Ru]+, a more planar arrangement of the arenes was expected.  

Hydrogen bonding occurs between the protonated carboxylic acid of one [H2.2]+ moiety and 

the deprotonated carboxylate of another [H2.2]+ moiety with the O2(H)    O3 bond length being 

2.461(3) Å. Additionally, the carbonyl carbon of the carboxylic acid is a hydrogen bond acceptor 

from  a nearby water atom, having an O1S(H)    O1 bond length of 2.846(4) Å. Finally, the 

remaining carboxylate carbon (O4) acts as a hydrogen bond acceptor with another molecule of 

water, having an O4S(H)    O4 bond length of 2.781(3) Å. Overall, [H2.2]+ forms a tetrameric 

assembly around hydrogen-bonded clusters comprised of 2 Cl- and 8 H2O molecules. Each 

chloride atom experiences hydrogen bonding with three solvent water molecules with an O-H   

Cl- bond length of  3.263(3) Å, slightly longer than the documented average of 3.196(3) Å.207 

Interestingly in this cluster, one of the hydrogens does not participate in any hydrogen bonding. 

The other two water molecules that are hydrogen bonded to the chloride help to form a square-like 

assembly, with chlorides as two opposite vertices, and water molecules as the other two. (Figure 

2.7c) The water molecules that sit on the vertices also hydrogen bond to a carboxylate oxygen on 
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the ligand. What results is a cluster of four [H2.2]+ cations around the described hydrogen-bonded 

network. Looking down the [1 0 0] of the packed crystal, these clusters are easily visible.  

2.2.2.2 Single Crystal Structure of [H22.2]Cl2 xH2O (x≈13)  

The hydrated, doubly-protonated form of the ligand, [H22.2]Cl2 packs in the higher-symmetry 

C2/c space group, with significantly larger unit cell parameters than the singly-protonated 

[H2.2]Cl salt. The Cp* rings of the ligand are rotationally disordered and were modeled over two 

positions. Presence of two [H22.2]2+ cations and four chlorides in the asymmetric unit confirms 

the fully-protonated state of the ligand, [H22.2]Cl2. Hydrogens of the [H22.2]+ moiety (aside from 

the protons on the carboxylic acid) were placed in calculated positions and refined with a riding 

model.  Proton disorder in the carboxylic acids is evident, with no assignation of the carboxylic 

acid protons being made (C1-O1=1.282(7) Å, C1-O2=1.258(8) Å, C34-O3=1.243(7) Å, C34-

O4=1.284(7) Å, C36-O5=1.208(8) Å, C36-O6=1.318(7) Å, C64-O7=1.289(8) Å, and C64-O8 

=1.248(8) Å). In both crystallographically-independent ligand molecules in the structure, the 

torsion angle between the two arene rings of 4,4’-biphenyldicarboxylic acid is nearly planar. The 

carboxylic acid carbons do point towards the metal centers, however, with three angles of 6.3° and 

one of 6.0°. 
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Figure 2.8 Single crystal structure of [H22.2]Cl2·13H2O. a)Thermal ellipsoid plot (100 K) at the 40% 
probability level (grey: carbon, red: oxygen, tan: ruthenium, yellow: chlorine, white: hydrogen). b) Side-
on view of [H22.2]Cl displaying nonplanarity of the 4,4’-biphenyldicarboxylic acids (hydrogens omitted 
for clarity). c) A view of the two crystallographically-independent hydrogen-bonded chains (hydrogens 
omitted for clarity). D) View of crystal packing down the b axis, showing hydrogen-bond chain-based 

ligand propagation (hydrogens omitted for clarity). 

 
Within each asymmetric unit, extensive hydrogen bonding is observed, which is unsurprising 

given the presence of four carboxylic acids, 13 water molecules, and four chloride ions. Though 

the hydrogens of the water molecules could not be located or accurately modeled, the hydrogen 

bond network was apparent from the H-bond donor acceptor distances. Cl1 does not participate 

in the hydrogen-bonding network, instead interacting with the nearby arene ring with a Car(H) 

Cl- distance of 3.55(2) Å. The remaining chloride ions participate in hydrogen bonding with nearby 

water molecules (Cl2 O4W=3.259(5) Å, Cl3 O8W=3.214(10) Å, Cl3 O9W=3.051(9) Å, 
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Cl4 O2W=2.027(15) Å, Cl4 O11W=3.020(7) Å). All but one of the proton-disordered 

carboxylic acid oxygens also take part in hydrogen bonding with water molecules (O1

O1W=2.559 Å, O2 O2W=2.448(12) Å, O3 O6W=2.433(12) Å, O4 O7W=2.574(7) Å, O6

O5W=2.486(6) Å, O7 O13W=2.517(7) Å, and O8-O12W 2.711(7) Å). As a consequence of 

this extensive hydrogen bonding, the crystal packs with two crystallographically-independent 

hydrogen-bonded chains which propagate concomitantly in the [1 0 1] direction. Each chain 

consists of [H22.2]2+ moieties packed with alternating orientations, at a rotation of 85° between 

each moiety.  

2.2.2.3 Bulk Characterization of [(Cp*Ru)2HBPDC]Cl 

As crystallization of the crude product resulted in a mixture of [H2.2]Cl  and [H22.2]Cl2, 

powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) was used to establish the identity of the crude product solid. 

Though the signal is significantly broadened, comparison of the experimental pattern with the 

predicted patterns for each of the two crystal structures, seen in Figure 2.9, in fact particularly by 

the absence of any peaks around 7° 2θ that would indicate presence of [H22.2]Cl2, suggests the 

majority of bulk product is [H2.1]Cl. 
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Figure 2.9 Calculated PXRD patterns for (a) [H2.2]Cl 4H2O and (c) [H22.2]Cl2 13H2O and  
experimental (b) PXRD pattern of the bulk product. 

 

Figure 2.10 TGA of [H2.2]Cl. 

TGA of the bulk product displays a 14.2% mass loss by approximately 280°C, which likely 

corresponds to four H2O molecules as well as one equivalent of hydrogen chloride (theoretical 

loss: 13.2%), possibly indicating the formation of a zwitterionic form of the ligand, [2.2]. 

a)

b)

c)
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2.2.2.4 Isolation of Zwitterionic [(Cp*Ru)2BPDC] 

An unfortunate side effect of the previously examined protonation states of the ligand is the 

presence of Cl- counterions. Chloride is a well-known terminating ligand, and as such, its presence 

in polymer/framework synthesis can prevent propagation of a 3D framework. A third possible 

protonation state exists of the doubly-metalated [(Cp*Ru)2BPDC] product: namely, the doubly-

deprotonated zwitterionic neutral form, which removes the presence of Cl- and forms the ligand in 

its natural coordination state. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of bulk [H2.2]Cl, suggests that 

the 14.2% mass loss up to 280°C was a result of the loss of solvent water molecules and an 

equivalent of HCl. This presents the possibility of simply heating the bulk product to drive off the 

water solvent as well as the counterion. Therefore, removal of HCl to create the neutral zwitterionic 

form [(Cp*Ru)2(BPDC)] ([2.2]) was performed by heating the bulk product to approximately 

200°C for 2 hours. Isolation of pure, bulk [2.2] proved difficult, however single of [2.2] 6H2O 

were obtained by obtained via diffusion of tetrahydrofuran into a saturated aqueous solution of the 

treated solid. 
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2.2.2.5 Single Crystal Structure of [2.2] 6H2O 

 

Figure 2.11 Single crystal structure of [2.2]·6H2O. a) Thermal ellipsoid plot of the single crystal 
structure of [2.2] (100 K) at the 50% probability level (grey: carbon, red: oxygen, tan: ruthenium, white: 
hydrogen). b) Side-on view of [2.2] displaying slight nonplanarity of the 4,4’-biphenyldicarboxylic acid 
(hydrogens omitted for clarity). c) Hydrogen-bonded assembly around which the ligands are arranged 

(Cp* and non-H-bonding hydrogens omitted for clarity). D) View of crystal packing down [1 0 0], 
showing hydrogen-bond clusters and ligand propagation (non-H-bonding hydrogens omitted for clarity). 

 
[2.2] 6H2O crystallizes in the triclinic P-1 space group. The lack of any counterion confirms 

formation of the neutral, doubly-deprotonated zwitterion, as expected. In this case, the 4,4’-

biphenyldicarboxylate is still slightly non-planar in that the carboxylic acid carbons point toward 

the ruthenium atoms at a slight angle of 2.9°, though the arene rings are coplanar. All hydrogens 

were located in the Fourier map and refined, including those on all water molecules. Again, an 

extensive hydrogen-bonding network can be seen, with HO(H) OC bond lengths of 2.6999(15) 
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Å and 2.7502(16) Å. This extensive hydrogen bonding is not surprising given the fact that the 

structure contains six water molecules per ligand.  

2.2.3 Zn Coordination Polymers of [(Cp*Ru)2BPDC] 

We hypothesized that [2.2] could be a potential substitute for 4,4’-bipyridine (or other netural, 

linear, exo-bidentate ligands) while also imparting a pre-catalytic moiety to the resulting MOF. To 

test this hypothesis, several one-dimensional polymers were synthesized using ZnII. A relatively 

simple polymer of ZnII and 4,4’-bipyridine was chosen for reticulation of the [2.2] ligand. Two 

parallel synthesis were performed: one being a reaction of ZnCl2 with a 1:1 mixture of 4,4’-bpy 

and [H2.2]Cl, and one being a reaction of ZnCl2 with only [H2.2]Cl, and the structures of the 

products were directly compared to that of [Zn(I)2(4,4’-bpy)]∞. 

Previously reported [Zn(I)2(4,4’-bpy)]∞208 crystallizes in the P21/c space group, and consists of 

two crystallographically-independent ZnII atoms, each coordinated by two terminal chlorides and 

two pyridine moieties in a slightly distorted tetrahedron (N-Zn-N angle 101.5°). The result is an 

infinite zig-zag one-dimensional polymeric chain that propagates in the [1 0 0] direction, with Zn-

Zn-Zn-Zn dihedral angles of 180°, as seen in Figure 2.12.  
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Figure 2.12 Single crystal structure of [ZnI2(bpy)]∞ (100 K). a) Ball-and-stick model of a single chain 

of [Zn(I)2(bpy)]∞ (100 K) (grey: carbon, blue: nitrogen, purple: iodine). Hydrogen atoms omitted for 
clarity b) View of the 180° Zn-Zn-Zn-Zn dihedral angle in [Zn(I)2(bpy)]∞ (hydrogens omitted for clarity). 

c) View of crystal packing down the b axis. 

Reaction of a 1:1 mixture of bpy and [H2.2]Cl with Zn(NO3)2 in N,N’-dimethylformamide 

(DMF) gives crystals of an alternating ZnCl2(bpy)0.5[2.2]0.5 one-dimensional polymer which 

propagates in the [1 0 0] direction. The one-dimensional chain structure is qualitatively similar to 

the one-dimensional chain of [Zn(I)2(4,4’-bpy)]∞, a strong indicator that the doubly-metalated 

ligand can in fact be substituted for bpy in certain cases. The asymmetric unit consists of one 

Zn(II) atom, coordinated by two chlorides, and one half of each ligand, bpy and [2.2]. Because the 

coordination of [2.2] only involves only one oxygen on each carboxylate group, a significant 

change in geometry is observed with respect to [Zn(I)2(4,4’-bpy)]∞ . The angle of the ligands 

around the zinc center has been significantly reduced from 101.5° for N-Zn-N in [Zn(I)2(4,4’-

bpy)]∞ to 98.7° for N-Zn-O in ZnCl2(bpy)0.5[2.2]0.5, further distorting the tetrahedron, while the 
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Zn-Zn-Zn-Zn dihedral angle decreases significantly to 78°. The DMF solvent molecules within 

the structure were found to be highly disordered, thus the SQUEEZE routine of PLATON209 was 

used to model them. SQUEEZE found 93 e- per formula unit of the polymer, which equates to 

approximately 2.3 molecules of DMF (92 e-) per asymmetric unit, or approximately 18 molecules 

of DMF per unit cell. 

 

Figure 2.13 Single crystal structure of ZnCl2(bpy)0.5(2.2)0.5 xDMF (100 K). a) Ball-and-stick model of 
a single chain of [ZnCl2(bpy)0.5(2.2)0.5] from the crystal structure of ZnCl2(bpy)0.5(2.2)0.5 xDMF (100 K) 
(grey: carbon, blue: nitrogen, red: oxygen, tan: ruthenium, yellow: chlorine, hydrogen atoms omitted for 
clarity b) View of the 78° Zn-Zn-Zn-Zn dihedral angle in ZnCl2(bpy)0.5(2.2)0.5(hydrogens and Cp* rings 

omitted for clarity). c) View of crystal packing down the b axis. 

Reaction of Zn(NO3)2 with [H2.2]Cl alone also results in a one-dimensional coordination 

polymer ZnCl2[H2.2]⋅xDMF.. In ZnCl2[H2.2]⋅xDMF, however, there are two symmetrically 

inequivalent chains that co-propagate in the [0 1 0] direction. Figure 2.14a displays the two chains 

(A and B) separately as they extend concomitantly. The asymmetric unit consists of four 

crystallographically-independent Zn(II) ions, each coordinated by two chlorides and two 
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carboxylate groups of bridging [2.2] ligands. Angles between the ligands on each Zn center are 

increased significantly to 124.6°, and 120.0° for chain A, and more moderately-distorted tetrahedra 

in chain B, with angles of 108.3° and 119.0°. As a result, each chain displays significantly different 

dihedral angles. Chain A, which displays the largest O-Zn-O angles, has a larger Zn-Zn-Zn-Zn 

dihedral angle of 97°, while chain B has a dihedral angle of 55°, both of which are displayed in 

Figure 12.15b. Again, the DMF solvent molecules were severely disordered within the structure, 

requiring the use of the SQUEEZE routine. SQUEEZE attributed 90 e- of disordered density to the 

asymmetric unit, equating to 2.25 molecules of DMF (90 e-) per formula unit or 4.5 molecules of 

DMF in the unit cell overall.  

 

Figure 2.14 Single crystal structure of ZnCl2[2.2]⋅xDMF (100 K). a) Ball-and-stick model of the two 
crystallographically-independent chains of ZnCl2[2.2]⋅xDMF (grey: carbon, red: oxygen, tan: ruthenium, 

yellow: chlorine). Hydrogen atoms, Cp* and solvent molecules omitted for clarity b) View of the two 
different Zn-Zn-Zn-Zn dihedral angles in ZnCl2[2.2]⋅xDMF (hydrogens and Cp* rings omitted for 

clarity). c) View of crystal packing down [1 0 0]. 
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Clearly, substitution of [2.2] for bpy in simple 1D polymer chains successfully illustrates the 

feasibility of introducing the functionalized ligand into previously reported bpy-based MOFs, 

though the dicarboxylate nature of the linker may significantly affect the coordination geometry 

of the material. Additionally, the bulk of the ligand still remains a concern, though it is possible 

that a mixed-ligand framework consisting of [2.2] and bpy would not only result in frameworks 

with more accessible pores, but could be more similar to the default bpy framework geometry than 

a framework incorporating just [2.2].  

2.2.4 Pursuit of Further Extended [Cp*RuII]+-Metalated Linkers 

Additionally, [Cp*Ru]-metalation of H2TPDC, a triphenylene linker that has also been used 

to great effect in MOF syntheses, was briefly explored. Again, this long linker can lead to 

interpenetration of frameworks as use of H2TPDC results in frameworks with very large pores. 

Nonetheless, it is predicted that the bulk of the [Cp*M]+ moiety may prevent this from occurring.  

2.2.4.1 [Cp*Ru]+ Metalation of 4,4’’-Terphenyldicarboxylic Acid  

Extending the aryl dicarboxylate ligand by the addition of a third arene ring may result in a 

MOMF with even larger, more accessible pores. As with the use of H2BPDC, there are several 

possible metalation states that could arise from the [Cp*Ru(µ3Cl)]4-based metalation of 4,4ʹʹ-

terphenyldicarboxylic acid (H2TPDC), shown below in Figure 2.15. In addition to the possible 

compounds shown below, these compounds, like those shown above, have the ability to possess 

multiple protonation states.  
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Figure 2.15 The five products that might be possible from [Cp*Ru]+-metalation of H2TPDC. Note: 
this figure does not include the variety of protonation states also available. 

 Ideally, monometalation of the H2TPDC ligand would yield the centrally metalated product 

as a result of the central ring being more electron rich than those bearing a carboxylic acid moiety. 

Reticulation of central-[(Cp*Ru)(TPDC)] into a framework such as the IRMOF family would 

potentially result in a relatively unhindered catalytically-active site in an expanded pore that results 

from the longer linker. There is some precedence for reticulation of positively-charged moieties 

into the otherwise neutral framework, with concomitant incorporation of a non-coordinating anion 

such as PF6-.210 Strategic synthesis of any of the mono- or dimetalated forms using the current 

methodology proved difficult, as most methods attempted give a mixture of products. 

The first major difficulty with extrapolating the aqueous method of synthesis employed with 

H2BPDC to H2TPDC is the water solubility of the starting material. Whereas H2BPDC displayed 

solubility difficulties that were easily overcome by the addition of NaOH to the reaction mixture 
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if necessary, H2TPDC is much more hydrophobic as a result of its increased organic composition. 

Simply adding base to the reaction mixture does not appreciably increase its water solubility. 

Reaction of excess H2TPDC with [Cp*Ru(µ-Cl)]4 in water requires a much longer reaction time, 

and resulted in an irreproducible mixture of products, as demonstrated by the 1H NMR spectrum 

of the isolated solid product shown in Figure 2.16, where a variety of peaks in both the metalated 

(δ6.5-7.0 ppm) and nonmetalated arene regions (approx. δ8.0 ppm) are present, though 

unassignable. Though it is likely simple to separate mono-[Cp*Ru]+-metalated 

[(Cp*Ru)H2TPDC]Cl from [(Cp*Ru)2H2TPDC]Cl2 and [(Cp*Ru)3TPDC]Cl3, it is another matter 

to separate the multiple singly- and doubly-metalated regioisomers. Therefore, it is worth more 

effort to develop targeted syntheses for the desired complexes. 

 

Figure 2.16 1H NMR spectrum of the resulting solid product from aqueous reaction of [Cp*Ru(µ3-
Cl)]4 with excess H2TPDC (400 MHz, D2O, 298 K). Residual solvent signal at 4.79 ppm. 

However, allowing the reaction mixture to sit at room temperature overnight resulted in the 

precipitation of a dark brown powder, which was shown by 1H NMR to be nearly pure triply-
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metalated [(Cp*Ru)3(HxTPDC)]Clx+1 ([Hx2.3]Clx+1),  seen in Figure 2.17, though the protonation 

state is unknown. The presence of peaks in the nonmetalated arene region indicate presence of 

either mono- or dimetalated products in relatively small quantities, as there are also small peaks in 

the region for metalated arenes that do not belong to [Hx2.3]Clx+1. While the two taller peaks at 

δ1.72 ppm and δ1.62 ppm are indicative of the Cp*CH3 of the triply-metalated species, the 

presence of several smaller peaks in the region also indicate presence of some impurity. 

Regrettably, isolation of [Hx2.3]Clx+1 has not been replicated despite multiple attempts.  

 

Figure 2.17 1H NMR of [Hx2.3]Clx+1 in D2O (400 MHz, 298 K). Solvent residual signal at 4.70 ppm. 
Signals for non-metalated arenes are seen at approximately 8.11 ppm. 

2.2.4.2 Attempts at Synthesis of Central-[(Cp*Ru)H2TPDC]Cl via Coupling Reaction 

A potential alternative, and more direct route, to central metalation of H2TPDC would be to 

metalate 1,4-dibromo- or 1,4-dichlorobenzene followed by a Suzuki-Miyara coupling to create the 
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desired terphenyl ligand (Scheme 2.4). Such couplings of facially-metalated arenes have been 

previously documented, though not with carboxylic acid functionalities on the terminal arenes.211  

 
Scheme 2.4 Potential synthesis of central-[(Cp*Ru)H2TPDC]Cl. 

 
Direct reaction of [Cp*Ru(µ3-Cl]4 with halogen-substituted arenes to yield [Cp*Ru(ArX)]+ 

salts has been explored previously in our group, with successful metalation of chloro- and 

bromobenzene, though yields of bromobenzene metalation were significantly lower than those of 

chlorobenzene. Unlike metalation of chlorobenzene, two impurities were present in the product of 

the metalation of bromobenzene: [Cp*Ru(C6H6)]Cl, the result of a disproportionation, and 

[Cp*OHRu(C6H5Br)]Cl, a result of oxidation of the Cp* group.189  

Reactions of 1,4-dichlorobenzene and 1,4-dibromobenzene with [Cp*Ru(µ-Cl)]4 were 

successful. Through slight modifications of previously used syntheses, [Cp*Ru(C6H4Cl2)]Cl 

([2.4]Cl) and [Cp*Ru(C6H6Br2)]Cl ([2.5]Cl) were both obtained in good, though not quantitative 

yields. Suzuki-Miyara coupling of either [2.4]Cl and [2.5]Cl with 4-carboxyphenyl boronic acid 

proved difficult, and ultimately no successful isolation of [(Cp*Ru)H2TPDC]Cl ([H22.6]Cl) was 

achieved. 1H NMR spectra of reaction mixtures showed no evidence of product formation. 

Ultimately, such a method of introducing a functional terphenyl-based ligand was abandoned in 

favor of a method that relied on covalent tethering of the precatalytic [Cp*Ru]+ moiety to a 

H2TPDC scaffold, which will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4.   
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2.3 Conclusion 

Using an aqueous metalation procedure previously developed in our group, a series of 

[Cp*Ru]+-functionalized extended aryl carboxylate linkers were successfully synthesized. 

Metalated versions of 4,4’-biphenyl dicarboxylic acid  were obtained in good yield with either 

single ([H22.1]Cl) or double metalation ([H2.2]Cl). For [H22.1]Cl, reaction conditions were 

optimized via pH adjustment to yield only the singly-metalated product with no evidence of the 

doubly-metalated. Three protonation states of doubly-metalated H2BPDC were isolated and 

characterized, namely [H22.2]Cl2, [H2.2]Cl, and the zwitterionic [2.2] species. Single crystals were 

obtained for [H22.1]Cl, [H22.2]Cl2, [H2.2]Cl, and [2.2], demonstrating extensive hydrogen-

bonding behavior as well as unique ligand geometries. 

The doubly-metalated ligand [H2.2]Cl was successfully reticulated into a previously-known 

one-dimensional polymer of 4,4’-bipyridine ZnI2bpy, giving mixed-ligand ZnCl2[2.2]0.5bpy0.5 or 

fully-functionalized ZnCl2[2.2], depending on reaction conditions. Incorporation of the bulky 

ligand [2.2] resulted in significant changes to the polymer’s geometry which were studied in detail 

via single crystal diffraction. This success further indicates the possibility for inclusion of 2.2 in 

bipyridine-based frameworks as initially hypothesized due to their mutual neutral charge.  

Methods of metalating 4,4’’-terphenyldicarboxylic acid were also studied, though with much 

less success. Control over metalation reactions proved more difficult than with the metalation of 

the more hydrophilic H2BPDC ligands. As a result, though evidence of some triply-metalated 

product was found, no product was isolation was reproducibly. 
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2.4 Crystallographic Data 

Table 2.2 Summary of Crystallographic Data for Synthesized Ligands 

Compound [H2.1]Cl [H22.2]Cl2 [H2.2]Cl [2.2] 

Formula RuC24H25O4Cl Ru4C68H77O18Cl4 Ru2C34H47O8Cl RuC17H31O8 

Formula wt (g mol-1) 513.96 1728.4 821.30 464.50 

Wavelength (Å) 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073 

Crystal System Monoclinic Monoclinic Monoclinic Triclinic 

Space Group P21/n C2/c P21/c P-1 

Color Yellow Orange Colorless Colorless 

Crystal Dimensions (mm) 0.60 × 0.32 × 0.29 0.25 × 0.20 × 0.13 0.25 × 0.21 × 0.19 0.65 × 0.56 × 0.34 

a (Å) 14.469(3) 42.857(5) 14.0076(15) 7.9831(5) 

b (Å) 9.040(2) 17.427(2) 15.7292(17) 10.1255(7) 

c (Å) 16.904(4) 17.427(2) 16.5534(18) 13.0597(8) 

α (°) 90 90 90 84.809(10) 

β (°) 99.959(3) 121.7220(10) 111.6730(10) 73.186(10) 

ɣ (°) 90 90 90 83.869(11) 

V (Å3) 2177.8(9) 14765.4(3) 3389.4(6) 1002.77(11) 

Z 4 8 4 2 

&calc (g cm-1) 1.568 1.555 1.610 1.5382 

T, K 100 100 100 100 

Reflections Collected 5071 17369 7979 4690 

Unique Reflections 4300 9792 6205 4539 

2θ Range (°) 4.90-54.94 2.234 – 56.00 3.00-56.00 3.26-56.00 

Rint 0.0362 0.0395 0.0489 0.0136 

No. of 
parameters/restraints 316/0 1293/1498 594/0 288/0 

R1(F), wR2(F2), (I>2'(I)) 0.0369, 0.0677 0.0591, 0.1622 0.0524, 0.0719 0.0178, 0.0446 

Goodness-of-fit on F2 1.061 1.126 0.995 1.054 

µ (mm-1) 0.871 0.995 1.019 0.821 
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Table 2.3 Summary of Crystallographic Data for Synthesized Polymers 
 

Compound (ZnCl2(bpy)[2.2])∞ (ZnCl2[2.2])∞ 

Formula RuZnC22H23O2NCl2 Ru8Zn4C142H166O18N2Cl8 

Formula wt (g mol-1) 570.75 3542.40 

Wavelength (Å) 0.71073 0.71073 

Crystal System Monoclinic Monoclinic 

Space Group C2/c P21 

Color Yellow Colorless 

Crystal Dimensions (mm) 0.44 × 0.25 × 0.24 0.25 × 0.21 × 0.19 

a (Å) 34.336(3) 11.7008(15) 

b (Å) 14.4919(11) 50.687(7) 

c (Å) 12.1981(10) 12.3045(16) 

α (°) 90 90 

β (°) 103.4690(10) 93.481(2) 

ɣ (°) 90 90 

V (Å3) 5902.7(8) 7284.1(16) 

Z 8 4 

&calc (g cm-1) 1.284 1.615 

T, K 100 100 

Reflections Collected 6963 25422 

Unique Reflections 6400 21962 

2θ Range (°) 3.06-56.00 3.21-50.00 

Rint 0.0204 0.0416 

No. of parameters/restraints 287/0 1700/56 

R1(F), wR2(F2), (I>2'(I)) 0.0378, 0.0913 0.0811, 0.1696 

Goodness-of-fit on F2 1.154 1.134 

µ (mm-1) 1.519 1.657 
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2.5 Experimental 

2.5.1 General 

Acetonitrile (CH3CN) was obtained from Fisher (Pittsburgh, PA), dried over 3Å molecular 

sieves and degassed with nitrogen. N,N’-Dimethylformamide, 4,4’-biphenyldicarboxylic acid 

(H2BPDC), 4,4’’-terphenyldicarboxylic acid (H2TPDC), and Zn(NO3)2 4H2O were obtained 

from Sigma (Milwaukee, WI) and used without further purification. [Cp*Ru(µ-Cl)]4 was 

synthesized according to previously reported literature procedures.212 H2O was deionized and 

degassed in house with N2. All reactions were performed under a nitrogen atmosphere using 

standard glove box techniques when applicable. All microwave reactions were performed using a 

CEM Discover microwave reactor. Reactions were carried out in a 10 mL glass reaction vessel 

fitted with a stir bar.  Vessels were sealed and reacted at 50W until desired reaction temperature 

was reached (130°C), and maintained via wattage regulation for the duration of the reaction (20 

minutes). 1H, 13C, and 19F NMR spectra were obtained at room temperature on a Mercury Varian 

Spectrometer at 400 MHz (1H), 100 MHz (13C), or 375.5 MHz (19F). Thermogravimetric analysis 

(TGA) data was obtained on a TA Instruments Q500.  

2.5.1.1 X-Ray Crystallography 

Single crystal X-ray diffraction data (SCXRD) were collected at 100(2) K on a Siemens SMART 

diffractometer equipped with an APEX II CCD detector (Bruker-AXS), using graphite-

monochromated Mo K<α> radiation ((	=	0.71073 Å) and an Oxford Cryostream 700 Series. Data 

were integrated using the APEX-2 suite of software (Bruker-AXS). Crystal structures were solved 

via direct methods using SHELXS213 and refinements were performed using SHELXL-2018-1.214 

X-SEED215 was used as a graphical interface for SHELX software suite as well as for generation 

of graphics. All hydrogen atoms were either located in the Fourier map and refined or placed in 
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calculated positions and refined with a riding model. In refinements with significant solvent 

disorder, the SQUEEZE subroutine of PLATON209 was employed to model the electron density 

and estimate the number of solvent molecules present. Summary of crystallographic data is given 

in Tables 2.2 and 2.3.  

Powder X-ray diffraction data (PXRD) were collected at room temperature on a Rigaku R-

Axis Rapid diffractometer using graphite monochromated Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å) and a 

0.5 mm collimator. Samples were placed in a 0.5 mm glass capillary (Charles-Supper, Natick, 

MA) and scanned for 60 minutes. Data was analyzed using AreaMax v. 1.15, with data integrated 

from 5-25° 2θ. Background subtraction and further data analysis was performed with MDI Jade 

5.0. Experimental PXRD were compared to simulated powder patterns from single crystal data 

using either Mercury or the LazyPulverix216 software suite included with X-Seed. Crystallographic 

Information Files (CIFS) of known structures were obtained from the Cambridge Structural 

Database (CSD). 

2.5.2 [(Cp*Ru)H2BPDC]Cl ([H22.1]Cl) 

Under a nitrogen atmosphere, 163 mg (4.08 mmol) NaOH was dissolved in 8 mL degassed DI 

H2O. To the basic solution, 617 mg (2.55 mmol, 8 eq. arene) H2BPDC was added and allowed to 

dissolve completely. [Cp*Ru(µ-Cl)]4 (184 mg, 0.170 mmol, 1 eq. Ru) was added to the solution. 

The reaction was sealed under nitrogen and reacted in a microwave vessel at 130°C for 20 minutes 

with stirring. The colorless solution was allowed to cool to room temperature and neutralized with 

HCl. The resulting white precipitated was filtered off, and the solvent of the resulting clear yellow 

solution was removed in vacuo. The obtained tan powder was then dissolved in minimal methanol 

and precipitated via addition of diethyl ether, resulting in pure [H22.1]Cl as a colorless solid (39 

mg, 0.088 mmol, 52% yield). 1H NMR (D2O, 400 MHz, 298 K): δ 1.70 (15H, singlet, CH3), δ 6.37 
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(2H, doublet, 3J=8.0 Hz, η6-CHar), δ 6.54 (2H, doublet, 3J=8.0 Hz, η6-CHar), δ 7.80 (2H, doublet, 

3J=8.0 Hz, CHar), δ 8.01 (2H, doublet, 3J=8.0 Hz, CHar).  

2.5.3  [(Cp*Ru)2HBPDC]Cl ([H2.2]Cl) 

Under a nitrogen atmosphere, 17.8 mg (0.0735 mmol, 1 eq. arene) H2BPDC was added to 7 

mL deionized degassed H2O in a 10 mL microwave reaction vessel. In a separate vessel, 40.0 mg 

(0.037 mmol, 1 eq. Ru) [Cp*Ru(µ-Cl)]4 was dissolved in 1 mL of warm (approx. 70°C) CH3CN. 

The CH3CN solution was added to the microwave reaction vessel, which was then sealed. The 

solution was reacted in a microwave reactor at 130°C for 20 minutes with stirring. The resulting 

clear yellow solution was allowed to cool to room temperature and the solvent was removed under 

reduced pressure, yielding crude [(Cp*Ru)2(HBPDC)]Cl⋅4H2O as a tan powder (47.5 mg, 0.0578 

mmol,  75% yield).  By powder X-ray diffraction, the tan material appears to be largely 

[(Cp*Ru)2(HBPDC)]Cl⋅4H2O, but there is some evidence for the presence of the doubly-

protonated dichloride salt, [(Cp*Ru)2(H2BPDC)]Cl2⋅xH2O. Dissolution of the crude material in 

H2O, followed by vapor diffusion of THF resulted in formation of single crystals of 

[(Cp*Ru)2(HBPDC)]Cl⋅4H2O and some single crystals of [(Cp*Ru)2(HBPDC)]Cl2⋅xH2O (x≈9). 

1H NMR (DMSO, 400 MHz): δ 1.74 (30H, singlet, CH3), 6.64 (4H, d 3J=8.0 Hz, η6-CHar), 6.86 

(4H, d 3J=8.0 Hz, η6-C.Har) 13C NMR (D2O, 100 MHz): δ 8.85, 84.13, 88.03, 93.79, 98.22, 109.98, 

167.53. 

 [(Cp*Ru)2(HBPDC)]Cl⋅4H2O was synthesized on a larger scale via thermal reaction. Under 

a nitrogen atmosphere, 111.4 mg (0.460 mmol, 1 eq. arene) H2BPDC was added to 17 mL 

deionized degassed H2O in a 25 mL pressure tube. In a separate vessel, 200 mg (0.184 mmol, 1 

eq. Ru) [Cp*Ru(µ-Cl)]4 was dissolved in 6.5 mL of warm (approx. 70°C) CH3CN. The CH3CN 

solution was then added to the pressure tube, which was then sealed. The reaction vessel was 
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heated in an oil bath at approximately 120°C with stirring until all traces of [Cp*Ru(µ-Cl)]4 were 

gone (approx. 16 hours). The clear yellow solution was allowed to cool to room temperature and 

the solvent was removed under reduced pressure, yielding crude [(Cp*Ru)2(HBPDC)]Cl⋅4H2O as 

a tan powder (350.7mg, 0.430 mmol, 92.8% yield). Identity of the compound was confirmed via 

1H NMR and PXRD.  

2.5.4 ZnCl2(bpy)0.5[2.2]0.5⋅xDMF 

Into a glass scintillation vial was added 0.35 mL of [H2.2]Cl in DMF (11.72 mM, 0.004 mmol 

1.5 eq.), 0.35 mL of bpy in DMF (11.72 mM, 0.004 mmol, 1.5 eq.) and 0.15 mmol Zn(NO3)2⋅6H2O 

(40.66 mM, 0.006 mmol, 1 eq.). The clear solution was then heated to 45°C until single crystals 

of ZnCl2(bpy)0.5[2.2]0.5⋅xDMF were formed. Yield was not calculated. 

2.5.5 Synthesis of ZnCl2[2.2]⋅xDMF 

Into a glass scintillation vial was added 0.35 mL of [H2.2]Cl in DMF (11.72 mM, 0.004 mmol 

1.5 eq.) and 0.15 mmol Zn(NO3)2⋅6H2O (40.66 mM, 0.006 mmol, 1 eq.). The clear solution was 

then heated to 45°C until single crystals of ZnCl2[2.2]⋅xDMF were formed. Yield was not 

calculated. 

2.5.6 [(Cp*Ru)3HxTPDC]Clx+1 ([2.3]Cl) 

Under a nitrogen atmosphere, 29.3 mg (0.092 mmol, 3 eq. arene) H2TPDC was added to 10 

mL degassed DI H2O in a 25 mL pressure tube. In a separate vessel, [Cp*Ru(µ-Cl)]4 (25.0 mg, 

0.023 mmol, 1 eq. Ru) was dissolved in 2 mL warm (approx. 70°C) acetonitrile and added to the 

aqueous solution. The reaction was sealed under nitrogen and allowed to sit at room temperature 

for 12 hours, at which point a dark brown solid could be observed. 1H NMR of the dark brown 

solid showed 94% pure [(Cp*Ru)3HxTPDC]Clx+1. Isolation of pure product was attempted but 

proved elusive.  1H NMR (DMSO-d6, 400 MHz): δ1.62 (15H, singlet, CH3, central Cp*), 1.67 
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(30H, singlet, CH3), 6.52 (4H, d 3J=8.0 Hz, η6-CHc), 6.75 (4H, d 3J=8.0 Hz, η6-CHb), 6.86 (4H, 

singlet, η6-CHc). 

2.5.7 [Cp*Ru(C6H4Cl2)]Cl ([2.4]Cl) 

Under a nitrogen atmosphere, 271 mg 1,4-dichlorobenzene (1.84 mmol, 8 eq. arene) and 

[Cp*Ru(µ-Cl]4 (250 mg, 0.23 mmol, 1 eq. Ru) were added to 80 mL degassed DI H2O in a 100 

mL round-bottom flask, which was then sealed under N2. The reaction was then refluxed under N2 

until the heterogeneous orange-brown solution became a heterogeneous colorless solution. Once 

cooled to room temperature, the solution was filtered and solvent was removed in vacuo, yielding 

pure [Cp*Ru(C6H4Cl2]Cl ([2.4]Cl) as a tan powder (252.5 mg, 0.60 mmol, 65.5% yield). 1H NMR 

(D2O, 400 MHz): δ 1.96 (15H, singlet, CH3), 6.26 (4H, singlet, η6-CHar). 

2.5.8 [Cp*Ru(C6H4Br2)]Cl ([2.5]Cl) 

Under a nitrogen atmosphere, 434 mg 1,4-dibromobenzene (1.84 mmol, 8 eq. arene) and 

[Cp*Ru(µ-Cl]4 (250 mg, 0.23 mmol, 1 eq. Ru) were added to 80 mL degassed DI H2O in a 100 

mL round-bottom flask, which was then sealed under N2. The reaction was then refluxed under N2 

until the heterogeneous orange-brown solution became a heterogeneous colorless solution. The 

reaction was then filtered and solvent removed in vacuo to yield pure [Cp*Ru(C6H4Br2]Cl 

([2.5]Cl) as a tan powder (329.1 mg, 0.65 mmol, 70.6% yield). 1H NMR (D2O, 400 MHz): δ 1.94 

(15H, singlet, CH3), 6.27 (4H, singlet, η6-CHar). 
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Chapter 3 Chapter III 

Incorporation of Metallocyclopentadienyl Precatalysts into MIL-101, a  

Metal-Organic Framework with Exceptionally Large Pores 

 

3.1 Introduction 

Exploring the incorporation of metallocyclopentadienyl-functionalized arenes into MOFs 

continued with the focus shifted to [CpMII]+-functionalized (Cp = cyclopentadienyl anion) species 

as compared to the bulkier [Cp*Ru]+-metalated (Cp* = pentamethylcyclopentadienyl anion) 

ligands introduced in Chapter 2. Similar to the [Cp*Ru]+ ligands, one can envision photochemical 

activation of the precatalytic [CpMII(arene)]+ (M = Fe, Ru) ligand moieties within the pores of a 

MOF by irradiation with the appropriate wavelength of light in the presence of an appropriate 

ligand (L) or solvent (e.g. CH3CN) (Figure 3.1).  

  
Figure 3.1 Proposed photochemical generation of [CpM(CH3CN)3]+ or other related species derived 

from [CpMII(arene)]+ (M = Fe, Ru) ligand moieties within the pores of a MOF.  

To this end, the metal centers of interest include iron and ruthenium. As discussed in detail in 

Chapter 1, photochemical activation of the [CpM(arene)]+ species to give catalytically-active 

[CpM(L)3]+ (L = solvent, e.g. CH3CN) moieties within the pores could potentially allow for a 

variety of catalytic organic transformations with potentially interesting selectivities. Additionally, 

encapsulation of [CpRuII(L)3]+ species within the pores of the framework could allow for “healing” 
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of the heterogeneous catalyst by thermal remetalation of the arenes available within the 

framework. from which it initially was liberated. Self-healing of [CpRu(L)3]+ catalysts is not 

without precedent, as Gutierrez and Jamison have demonstrated.217  In a continuous-flow 

homogeneous system, a [(CpRu)(η6-benzene)][PF6] precatalyst was irradiated under ultraviolet 

light in acetone to create, presumably, [(CpRu)((CH3)2CO)3][PF6]. The active Ru species 

successfully catalyzed alkyne-alkene coupling/condensation reactions, and was fully recovered as 

the precatalyst in near quantitative amounts at the conclusion of the reaction.  

More affordable than [CpRuII(arene)]+ compounds, [CpFeII(arene)]+ compounds demonstrate 

similar photochemistry, though, in photochemical reaction with acetonitrile in solution, the 

liberated [(CpFe)(CH3CN)3]+ species is thermally unstable and is known to disproportionate to 

form ferrocene and Fe2+ ions, as shown in Scheme 3.1.185 [Cp*Fe(CH3CN)3]+, however, can be 

isolated185,186 and has been used to catalyze cycloaromatization of enediynes187 and alkyne [2+2+2] 

cycloadditions.188 

  
 

Scheme 3.1 Activation of [CpM(η6-arene)] complexes with acetonitrile and light. The ruthenium 
species [(CpRu)(CH3CN)3]+  is known to catalyze a variety of organic transformations, while the iron 

species [(CpFe)(CH3CN)3]+ is quickly deactivated by disproportionation. 
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Isolation of [(CpFe)(CH3CN)3]+ within a metal-organic framework could prohibit 

disproportionation and provide more opportunities to explore the potential catalytic activity of 

such species. Alternatively, if CO could be used to displace the [CpFeII]+ from the framework, one 

can envision generation of [CpFeII(CO)2]+ species, which is a well-known Lewis acid catalyst and 

hydrogenase mimic.218 As a hydrogenase mimic, [CpFeII(CO)2]+ exhibits a low overpotential (350 

mV). Unfortunately, 19-electron [CpFeI(CO)2] intermediate is known to suffer from dimerization, 

giving inert (CpFe(CO)(µ-CO))2.219,220 So, site isolation of [CpFeII(CO)2]+ species within a MOF 

could offer distinct advantages. Such site isolation techniques have been very successful with 

MOF-encapsulated porphyrins, where a common method of deactivation is catalyst 

dimerization.221 

The metallocyclopentadienyl-functionalized Metal-Organometallic Frameworks (MOMFs) 

introduced in Chapter 1 (e.g. Figure 1.19, 1.20) suffer from insufficient pore space in which to 

perform activation and/or catalysis. This is in part a result of the 100% ligand functionalization 

with bulky [Cp*RuII]+ and/or [CpMII]+ moieties. For example, the [M3(CpFe)(TPA)4(µ-

H2O)2(H2O)2][NO3]2 xsolvent (TPA = terephthalate, M = CoII, NiII; solvent = EtOH, or 

DMF/H2O) compounds reported by Kumalah et. al. (Figure 1.19) exhibit theoretical porosities (ε) 

of only ~0.2.193 The pores of α-[M3(CpFe)(TPA)4(µ-H2O)2(H2O)2][NO3]2 are in actuality only 

square cavities approximately 4.6 Å in diameter (accounting for van der Waals radii), and the 1D 

pores of the #-[M3(CpFe)(TPA)4(µ-H2O)2(H2O)2][NO3]2 polymorph have dimensions of only 

about 3.6 × 4.4 Å (accounting for van der Waals radii).193 Moreover, it is unclear that these 

MOMFs can withstand desolvation. Similarly, the [(CpFe)(TPA)]+-functionalized MIL-88B-type 

frameworks [(M3(µ3-O)(CpFe)(TPA)3(H2O)3]X xCH3CH2OH (M = Co2+, Mn2+, Zn2+, X = Cl-,   
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F-, NO3-) (Figure 1.20) synthesized by Sayon Kumalah Robinson in our group, are flexible and 

appear to lose crystallinity upon desolvation.192  

One potential solution to the “low porosity” problem may be to only partially functionalize a 

highly-porous, non-flexible framework with metallocyclopentadienyl moieties. For this purpose, 

our focus turned toward the widely-studied MIL-101 (MTN-[MIII3(µ3-O)(TPA)6]X, MIII = Cr, Al, 

Fe, V) family of MOFs, the first of which offered the second largest surface area of any porous 

crystalline solid at the time, with ε = 0.8, despite being constructed from relatively short 

terephthalate-type ligands.30 In addition to functionalizing a highly porous MOF, we also sought 

to employ a mixed-ligand strategy in which only a tunable percentage of the terephthalate ligands 

of the framework were to be functionalized with metallocyclopentadienyl moieties. 

3.1.1 The MIL-101 Family of Metal-Organic Frameworks 

First reported in 2005, the MIL-101 (MIL = Matérial Institut Lavoisier) metal-organic 

frameworks are the result of years of work by Férey group as they attempted to synthesize 

frameworks with exceptionally large pores that avoided common inconveniences like framework 

interpenetration.30,222–224 In 2004, the group reported the “controlled SBU (SBU = Secondary 

Building Unit)” synthesis of frameworks built around the previously-reported FeIII-based trimeric 

metal-oxo cluster [Fe3(µ3-O)(µ-RCO2)3(L)3]+ (Figure 3.2).225 By first synthesizing the desired 

metal-oxo cluster and subsequently reacting this SBU with the bridging ligand of interest, Férey 

and coauthors reported the first three-dimensional frameworks constructed around trimeric Fe3(µ3-

O)(µ-RCO2)3(L)3]+, namely MIL-88 (acs-[Fe3(µ3-O)(µ-TPA)3(L)3]+) and MIL-89 (acs-[Fe3(µ3-

O)(O2C-C4H4-CO2)3(L)3]+).222 As the geometry of this cluster in large part dictates the overall 

geometry of the framework, reproducibly and selectively synthesizing the correct cluster is 

imperative. 
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Figure 3.2 The [M3(µ3-O)(µ-RCO2)3(L)3]+ (L is typically solvent or H2O; one may be a halide) SBU 
of the MIL-88B/MIL-100/MIL-101 families of MOFs (red = oxygen, gray = carbon, yellow = MIII). 

The second step of the process relied on structure prediction via computer simulations in a 

process that combined preformed metal-oxo units and common carboxylate ligands in 3D space to 

study the variety of possible frameworks that could result.223 Not only could the program predict 

framework geometry/topology, but also space group symmetry, unit cell parameters, simulated 

powder X-ray diffraction patterns, and an estimate of the lattice energy. At the same time, the 

group was reacting trimeric SBUs of [M3(µ3-O)(µ-RCO2)3(L)3]+ (M = Fe3+, Cr3+) with a variety of 

carboxylic acids under a range of synthetic conditions in an effort to obtain the predicted 

frameworks. Using this combination of targeted synthetic chemistry and optimized computer 

simulations, the group was able to synthesize Cr-MIL-100 (MTN-[Cr3(µ3-

O)(H2O)3(TMA)2]F⋅nH2O, TMA = trimesate) in high purity and confirm its structure by matching 

the experimental powder X-ray diffraction pattern (PXRD) with that predicted by the computer 

simulations.226 The resulting Cr-MIL-100 framework has an extremely large unit cell volume of 

approximately 380,000 Å3. Expanding upon this finding, the group substituted H2TPA for H3TMA 

in framework synthesis, ultimately yielding Cr-MIL-101 (MTN-[Cr3(µ3-O)(TPA)3(L)3]X, L = 

H2O, F-), the complicated structure of which was likewise recognized by PXRD.30 	

Cr-MIL-101 is comprised of trimeric chromium [Cr3(µ3-O)(µ-RCO2)3(L)3]+ SBUs linked 

together by TPA2- ligands, in an overall topological structure identical to that of the MTN zeotype, 
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first seen in the synthetic zeolite  ZSM-39 (ZSM = Zeolite Socony Mobil),227 indicating that the 

structure is built of tetrahedral building blocks.228 Unfortunately, researchers have yet to obtain a 

single crystal structure of a MIL_101 framework. Structural elucidation was performed via 

refinement of synchrotron PXRD data, was indexed to an exceptionally large cubic unit cell with 

axes of ~89 Å and a volume of 702,000 Å3.30 The tetrahedral building block of the MIL-101 MTN-

type structure is a super-tetrahedral cage consisting of four [M3(µ3-O)(µ-RCO2)3(L)3]+ SBUs 

linked together by terephthalate ligands, shown below in Figure 3.3. Due to the structural 

complexity of MIL-101, a simplified view will be used for further discussion. In the more 

simplified view, ligands were removed and the SBUs were reduced down to the three metal centers 

and the central µ3-oxo unit of each SBU, which are then linked together by red lines to 

schematically represent the ligand connectivity between the SBUs. Usint this simplified 

representation, the small trigonal pore windows of the tetrahedral building block are apparent. 

  
Figure 3.3 On the left is a cluster of four [M3(µ3-O)(TPA)3(H2O)3]+ SBUs demonstrating formation 

of the tetrahedral unit, with trigonal windows, that builds the MTN topology. On the is right the 
simplified version of the same tetrahedron. Each vertex is the central µ3-O unit of the SBUs; they are 

connected by red lines that represent the connectivity of the TPA2- ligands.  

Each vertex of the tetrahedral unit/cage is formed by a [M3(µ3-O)(µ-RCO2)3(L)3]+ SBU. In the 

MTN/MIL-101 structure, each tetrahedral cage is then corner-shared with another tetrahedral cage 

(Figure 3.4a and f). As these tetrahedra propagate throughout the structure, two new types of 

mesoporous cages and are formed in a 2:1 ratio.  The smaller icosadodecahedron cages of MIL-
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101 (Figure 3.4b) have a combination of trigonal and pentagonal windows with pentagonal pore 

apertures of approximately 4 Å and 11 Å, respectively, accounting for van der Waal’s radii (Figure 

3.4d). The larger cage (Figure 3.4c) has approximately tetrahedral symmetry and possesses a 

combination of trigonal, pentagonal, and distorted hexagonal windows, with the latter having 

apertures of approximately 12 and 13 Å, accounting for Van der Waal’s radii (Figure 3.4d).  Férey 

and coworkers aptly pointed out that the apertures of these cages are more than large enough for a 

wide variety of small molecules/substrates to diffuse into and out of the framework, a property 

which makes the framework potentially useful for a broad range of applications.  
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Figure 3.4 A closer look at the cages of MIL-101. a) the corner-shared tetrahedral cages extending 

in all directions, b) the smaller icosadodecahedral mesoporous cage with the pentagonal window indicated 
in purple, c) the larger mesoporous cage with the hexagonal window highlighted in purple, d) dimensions 

of pore windows, accounting for van der Waal’s radii, e) the Reticular Chemistry Structural Resource 
(RCSR)229 representation of the MIL-101 MTN-type topology, with tetrahedral cages shown in blue, 
icosadodecahedral cages in orange, and large hexagonal-windowed cages shown in yellow, and f) a 
further simplified view of the assembly of small and large cages within MTN net of the MIL-101 

framework, with the small cages in grey and the large in blue. In this representation the tetrahedral cages 
are represented by simple nodes. 

 
Sorption studies on Cr-MIL-101 yielded SABET values as high as 5900(300) m2/g, though 

subsequent syntheses and studies have shown that the means of activation drastically affects 

surface area, with most now accepting 2500 – 3200 m2/g as the usual range for the practical BET 

surface area of Cr-MIL-101.120,230–235 Additionally, total experimental pore volume of the 

framework is estimated to average around 2.2 cc/g, which is considered among the highest for 

porous MOFs. Aside from its very high porosity, Cr-MIL-101 displays remarkable stability. The 

framework has been shown to be thermally stable up to 250°C, while also being resistant to a wide 
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variety of solvents (e.g. water, various organic solvents including acetone, acetonitrile, and 

ethanol) and conditions (e.g. low pH, high pressure, low pressure). In the years since its 

introduction, MIL-101 frameworks have has become such an influential and useful frameworks 

they have merited their own reviews.234,236  

Subsequent years have shown that reaction of H2TPA and related derivatives with a variety of 

metal(III) salts, under strategic conditions, gives MIL-101-type frameworks. The first of these to 

emerge was Fe-MIL-101-NH2 (MTN-[Fe3(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)3(L)3]X, NH2TPA = 

aminoterephthalate, L = H2O/solvent, X = halide or nitrate), initially synthesized with 

aminoterephthalic acid (H2(NH2TPA)) in the place of H2TPA.237 Fe-MIL-101-NH2 has 

comparable surface areas to that of Cr-MIL-101, though the framework is only stable to 155°C. 

There has since been a H2TPA version of Fe-MIL-101 (MTN-[Fe3(µ3-O)(TPA)3(L)3]X) 

synthesized, though it is not often used.238 Al-MIL-101-NH2 (MTN-[Al3(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)3(L)3]X) 

is very promising for several reasons, particularly due to the high stability of the framework 

compared to that of Fe-MIL-101-NH2,239 though successful synthesis can be difficult, often 

resulting in the formation of a MIL-88B-type framework isomer (acs-[Al3(µ3-

O)(NH2TPA)3(L)3]X), which shares the same SBU but adopts the acs network structure. The MIL-

88B framework is, in fact, the thermodynamic product of most reactions used to synthesize MIL-

101 frameworks, including those that result in Cr-MIL-101, Fe-MIL-101, Fe-MIL-101-NH2, and 

Al-MIL-101-NH2. With a reported SABET of 2100 m2/g, Al-MIL-101-NH2 appears to have the 

lowest of the per gram surface areas amongst the MIL-101 analogues, despite the relative lightness 

of the metal. Sc-MIL-101 (MTN-Sc3(µ3-O)(TPA)3(L)3]X)  is significantly less stable than Cr-

MIL-101, and will recrystallize to Sc-MIL-88B (acs-[Sc3(µ3-O)(TPA)3(L)3]X) under certain 

conditions, including extended exposure to moisture or heat above 100°C.240 The highest surface 
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area reported for Sc-MIL-101 is 600 cm2/g, making this framework among the least desirable MIL-

101 type frameworks for most applications.241 Most recently, V-MIL-101 (MTN-[V3(µ3-

O)(TPA)3(L)3]X) was pursued because of the ability of vanadium to participate in selective 

oxidation reactions. Though it has a respectable surface area of 2118 m2/g, V-MIL-101 is not air 

stable and its utility, therefore, has thus far been relatively limited.242 

3.1.2 Uses of MIL-101 

The exceptional porosity and stability of certain members of the the MIL-101 family of MOFs 

has resulted in a diverse collection of applications. As with many MOFs, MIL-101 frameworks 

have been studied for its usefulness in gas capture, with researchers demonstrating sequestration 

of H2,243 CO2,244,245 and H2O vapor,246 as well as other molecules for various environmental 

applications, including polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PACs) and methyl orange.247–249 

Additionally, MIL-101 has been used as a vessel for drug delivery250 and biomedical analysis.251 

Most relevant to the work presented herein, MIL-101 has been studied as a heterogeneous catalyst 

for a wide range of reactions.252  

3.1.2.1 MIL-101 for Catalysis 

The earliest reports of the use of MIL-101 MOFs as catalysts exploit vacant coordination sites 

on the [M3(µ3-O)(µ-RCO2)3(L)3]+ SBU that result from the removal of terminal ligands, L, 

typically coordinated solvent (such as water).253,254 Activation of the framework towards general 

Lewis-acid catalysis can often be achieved simply by heating the framework under vacuum. 

Additionally, a large amount of post-synthetic modification (PSM) of MIL-101 frameworks has 

been exploited via the dehydration of the SBU. In these cases, the vacant coordination site has 

been used as an anchoring site for molecules, typically bearing at least one amine group, that have 
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shown catalytic activity in some way - e.g., diethylenetriamine which can catalyze Knoevenagel 

condensations.101,255–257 

The most popular method by far of using MIL-101 MOFs  for catalysis is through the 

impregnation of catalytically-active molecules, particularly nanoparticles99,102,260–269,104,270–272,105–

107,119,253,258,259 poloxyometalates (POMs),108,273–276 and other molecular catalysts.72,117,277–280 The 

large pore apertures of MIL-101, however, can allow for even large molecules to pass through. 

This is particularly evident and problematic in the case of post-synthetically encapsulated catalysts, 

as significant leaching of the catalyst can also occur.119 To avoid or minimize catalyst leaching, 

functionalized or functionalizable ligands are often included, as they are directly bonded to the 

SBU through strong metal-oxygen bonds.  

3.1.2.2 Direct Synthesis with Functionalized Ligands 

Though not as widely-explored, functionalized ligands have played a role in the use of MIL-

101 frameworks as heterogeneous catalysts. The most common method of incorporating 

functionalized ligands into MIL-101-type frameworks is through use of terephthalic acids bearing 

simple substituents. Use of a Brønstead acidic group such as -SO3H provides a platform for acid-

catalyzed transformations within the pores of the MOF. For example, incorporation of 2-

sulfonatoterephthalic acid (H2TPA-SO3H) into the Cr-MIL-101 framework gives MTN-[Cr3(µ3-

O)(TPA-SO3H)3(L)3]+ which can catalyze esterification reactions,120,121 cellulose hydrolysis,281 

ring openings,122,282 acetalization,235 and transfer hydrogenation of imines.123 Alternatively, 

ligands bearing even mildly basic groups such as -NH2, while not demonstrating such a wide 

variety of catalytic behavior, are able to catalyze some Knoevenagel condensations.125 Employing 

doubly-functionalized ligands bearing both -NH2 and -SO3H substituents on the same terephthalate 

linker allows for tandem catalytic reactions within the frameworks of the pores, including one-pot 
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deacetalization-Knoevenagel condensations,232 one-pot deacetalization-nitroaldol reactions,283 

and one-pot hydrolysis-Henry reactions.284  

3.1.2.3 Post-Synthetic Modification of MIL-101 Ligands 

Due to the simplicity of the aforementioned functionalized ligands, however, the variety of 

catalytic transformations available is relatively small. To expand the possibilities, researchers have 

turned to post-synthetic modification (PSM). Few examples of post-synthetic ligand modification 

in MIL-101-type frameworks have been reported. In particular, use of NH2TPA2- ligands in 

framework synthesis later allows for the possibility of several types of organic transformations at 

the aniline group that covalently tether catalytically-active moieties to the internal pores of the 

framework. For example, imine condensation of coordinated NH2TPA2- ligands with 

picolinaldehyde has been used in a pair of MIL-101-type frameworks, resulting in a metal-

chelating pyridylimine site (Scheme 3.2).62,230 

 

Scheme 3.2 Imine condensation reaction used for formation of chelating ligand within Fe-MIL-101-
NH2

62 and Cr-MIL-101-NH2 frameworks.230  

 
In 2013, Canivet and coworkers utilized such a ligand to immobilize NiCl2 to the post-

synthetically modified Fe-MIL-101-NH2 framework and demonstrated catalytic ethylene 

dimerization that formed 1-butene at 95% selectivity, higher than the 80% selectivity typically 

observed with similar homogeneous catalysts.62 More recently, Liu and coworkers used the same 

pyridylimine ligand to chelate CuI within the post-synthetically modified Cr-MIL-101-NH2 to 

catalyze the air oxidation of a variety secondary alcohols, obtaining ketones at yields as high as 
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99% with catalyst loadings of 5%.230 Formation of an amide linkage between framework 

NH2TPA2- and [Fe2(cbdt)(CO)6], (MTN-[FeFe], cbdt = 3-carboxybenzene-1,2-dithiolate) within 

Cr-MIL-101-NH2, the product of which can be seen in Scheme 3.3, was demonstrated by Roy and 

coworkers in 2017.231 MTN-[FeFe], a documented H2-evolving catalyst, was introduced in this 

way to Cr-MIL-101-NH2 at various loadings to study the accessibility of the catalytic sites within 

the framework. In chemical reduction experiments, it was found that compositions with lower 

loadings of the catalyst had more accessible binding sites. Higher loadings were suspected to result 

in pores being clogged by ion pairs that result from the oxidized reductant and the reduced oxidant.  

However, photochemical experiments showed H2 formation was proportional to catalyst loading, 

demonstrating that site accessibility wasn’t as limited in the photochemical catalysis. 

 

Scheme 3.3 Amide bond formation used for chelating [FeFe] within the Cr-MIL-101-type 
framework.231 

Overall, catalyst-functionalized ligands are not well-explored within the realm of MIL-101 

frameworks. Though there are successful examples of the incorporation of such ligands, most 

heterogeneous catalysis involving MIL-101 exploits vacant coordination sites within the SBUs or 

encapsulated catalysts such as POMs.  

3.1.3 Introduction of [CpM]+ (M = FeII, RuII)-Bearing Ligands into MIL-101 

We sought to synthesize a family of MIL-101-type MOFs that bear precatalytic [CpMII]+ (M 

= Fe, Ru) moieties utilizing the [CpM]+-functionalized terephthalate ligands previously 

synthesized in our group and shown in Figure 3.5.192,193 The large pore space of MIL-101 can 
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likely fit both the activated [CpM(S)3]+ species (S = solvent) and the reaction substrates, while the 

relatively large pore diameters may allow for exchange of reactants and products.  

 
Figure 3.5 [CpM]+-functionalized terephthalate ligands previously synthesized and used in this 

study. 

 In addition, to maximize possible internal pore space, we sought to employ a mixed-ligand 

synthetic approach in which [CpMII]+-functionalized terephthalate ligands are mixed with 

unfunctionalized ligands, allowing introduction of the precatalytic ligand to the MIL-101 

framework in substoichiometric ratios. Incorporation of bulky [CpM]+-functionalized ligands into 

the MIL-101 framework is expected to lead to a significant decrease in both surface area and total 

pore volume. However, the characteristically high porosity of the parent framework leads us to 

believe that the functionalized frameworks will still have an abundance of space in which to 

potentially photochemically activate the catalysts in a manner akin to that shown in Figure 3.1 

and exploit the reactivity of the generated [CpM(S)3]+ species. 

3.1.3.1 Synthetic Considerations 

Typical MIL-101 MOF synthesis is achieved via the reaction of a trivalent metal salt (usually 

a chloride or nitrate salt) with the terephthalate-based ligand of interest in a 2:1 ratio at a relatively 

low concentration. For example, Cr-MIL-101 and its derivatives (Cr-MIL-101-NH2, Cr-MIL-101-

SO3H, etc.) are synthesized via an aqueous reaction modulated with small amounts of hydrofluoric 

acid (HF), a decidedly harsh method of framework synthesis, and one that raised concerns about 

the stability of our ligands. For this reason, our focus shifted toward mimicking the synthesis of 

Fe-MIL-101-NH2 frameworks. In 2008, Férey and coworkers explored the synthetic conditions 
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that favor formation of Fe-MIL-101-NH2 (MTN-[Fe3(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)3(L)3]X) versus those that 

favor formation of the more thermodynamically stable isomeric product Fe-MIL-88B-NH2 (acs-

[Fe3(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)3(L)3]X).237 Among the important factors that favor formation of Fe-MIL-

101-NH2 are dilute conditions, the use of N,N’-dimethylformamide (DMF) as the reaction solvent, 

and the absence of any other synthetic modulating agents (e.g. pH manipulation via acid/base 

addition). In addition, preparation of Fe-MIL-101-NH2 through the reported method takes place 

under relatively mild conditions and is easily scalable.237 Additionally, the use of NH2TPA2- as the 

ligand was anticipated to make characterization of [CpMII]+-functionalized frameworks simpler, 

particularly when determining framework formulae as NH2TPA2- and TPA2- are easily 

distinguished by 1H NMR spectroscopy. To achieve the unfunctionalized framework, FeCl3 6H2O 

is simply reacted with H2(NH2TPA) in a 2:1 ratio with no modulating agents. The reactants are 

dissolved in N,N’-dimethylformamide (DMF) and heated to 110°C for 24 hours, at which point 

Fe-MIL-101-NH2 can be isolated as a solid via filtration. Typical reaction conditions are shown in 

Scheme 3.4.   

 

Scheme 3.4 Typical Fe-MIL-101-NH2 synthesis: reaction of two equivalents of FeCl3 6H2O with one 
equivalent of H2(NH2TPA) in DMF at an elevated temperature.

The standard Fe-MIL-101-NH2 framework incorporating NH2TPA2- as a ligand (MTN-

[Fe3(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)3(L)3]Cl) has an overall SBU charge of +1, resulting from the +3 charge of 

Fe3+ ions, the -2 charge of incorporated NH2TPA2- ligands and the -2 charge of the central µ3-oxo 
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species. However, the doubly-deprotonated [CpM]+-functionalized ligands [CpM(TPA)]- (M = 

FeII, RuII) (Figure 3.5) carry only a -1 charge. In an attempt to account for this difference and retain 

a cationic or neutral framework charge, it was hypothesized that divalent metal ions could be used 

to assist in construction of the SBUs. Sayon Kumalah Robinson has previously shown that acs-net 

MIL-88B-type structures (the framework isomer of the MTN net of MIL-101) could be prepared 

using divalent metals. For example, reaction of [(CpFe)(TPA)][(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] with 

MII(NO3)2 (M = Mn, Co) or MX2 gave a series of acs-[MII3(µ3-O)[(CpFe)(TPA)3](H2O)3]X 

MOMFs.192 In pursuing synthesis of mixed-oxidation state MIL-101 frameworks, choice of metal 

was important. Reducing agents could cause reduction of the Fe3+ and potentially compromise the 

synthesis. Moreover, metal reduction could complicate characterization, as differentiating between 

Fe3+ and Fe2+ can be difficult. Therefore, a metal with a higher standard reduction potential must 

be used. For this purpose, Co2+ was chosen as the divalent metal, as the reduction potential of Co3+ 

is significantly higher than that of Fe3+ (Figure 3.6). Introduced to the reaction as Co(NO3)2 6H2O, 

it was anticipated that, for every one [CpM(TPA)]- incorporated into the framework in place of a 

NH2TPA2- species, there would be one Co2+ available to substitute for one Fe3+ in the [M3(µ3-

O)(RCO2)6(L)3]+ SBU. 

 
Figure 3.6 Standard reduction potentials of metal ions used in MIL-101 synthesis with [CpM]+-

functionalized ligands. 

As the typical metal to ligand ratio in MIL-101 synthesis is 2:1, the synthetic ratio of Co2+ to 

functionalized ligand was also fixed at 2:1, leaving the overall reaction metal to ligand ratios and 

concentrations identical to that of the unfunctionalized Fe-MIL-101-NH2 synthesis. The 
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generalized reaction conditions to synthesize [CpM]+-functionalized MIL-101 frameworks are 

illustrated in Scheme 3.5.  

  
Scheme 3.5 Synthetic conditions for preparation of [CpM]+-functionalized MIL-101-type 

frameworks. 

3.2 Results and Discussion 

3.2.1 Synthesis of the [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] Ligand 

The first attempted method of functionalizing MIL-101 with metallocyclopentadienyl moieties 

involved incorporation of [(CpFe)(TPA)]- ligands. As a ligand, [(CpFe)(TPA)]- is available in 

multi-gram quantities,285 and, despite being light sensitive, is a cheaper alternative to the ruthenium 

form of the ligand, so all exploratory MIL-101-type framework syntheses and optimizations were 

performed using the metallocyclopentadienyl iron ligands ([(CpFe)(TPA)]-). Both of the 

previously-reported forms of [CpFeTPA)]-, including the cocrystal 

[(CpFe)(HTPA)][(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6]193 and zwitterion [(CpFe)(HTPA)]193 are only partially 

soluble in DMF, the solvent used in the chosen MIL-101 framework syntheses. In order to ensure 

the ligand was fully soluble during synthesis, [(CpFe)(HTPA)][(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] was first  

converted to fully-protonated and fully-DMF-soluble [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF, which 

constitutes a new form of the ligand.  

To obtain the pure [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF ligand, the cocrystal [(CpFe)(HTPA)] 

[(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] was suspended in minimal DMF and one equivalent of HPF6 was added to 
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the heterogeneous yellow solution to give a clear orange solution. Addition of diethyl ether (Et2O) 

to the solution resulted in precipitation of [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF as a yellow powder in 

97% yield. Single crystals of [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF were also obtained via precipitation 

with Et2O from a saturated solution of 1:1 [(CpFe)(TPA)][(CpFe)(HTPA)][PF6]:HPF6 in DMF. 

Displayed in Figure 3.7, the asymmetric unit of [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF contains two 

molecules of DMF and one [PF6]– per [(CpFe)(TPA)]-  moiety, confirming the full protonation of 

the terephthalate ligand.  

 

Figure 3.7 Thermal ellipsoid plot of the single crystal structure of [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF 
(100 K) at the 50% probability level (grey - carbon, red - oxygen, teal - iron, green - phosphorous, 

blue - fluorine, navy - nitrogen, white - hydrogen). 

3.2.2  Synthetic Optimization 

To explore the necessity of each of the four synthetic components (Scheme 3.5), a series of 

control reactions were performed, studying the effect of excluding one or more of the reactants. A 

summary of the pertinent results can be seen in Figure 3.8 below. The tick marks at the bottom of 

the figure represent expected peak positions of MIL-101-type frameworks, while (a) is the 

predicted powder pattern for Cr-MIL-101 from its crystal structure (CSD REFCODE: 

OCUNAC).30 The very large unit cell and complexity of the framework results in a large number 

of predicted peaks. However, the two large characteristic low-angle peaks between 2-4° 2θ are a 

result of the enormous unit cell of MIL-101 and are the best indicators of successful formation of 

a MIL-101 framework. Other members of the MIL family (e.g. MIL-88B) do not display peaks in 
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this region, nor do most any other MOFs or small molecules. Therefore, it is easy to distinguish 

MIL-101 from its more thermodynamically-stable, though flexible, relatives, namely MIL-88B. 

One complication, however, is that MIL-88B-type frameworks are highly flexible and so can 

exhibit very different PXRD patterns for their as-synthesized, fully expanded, and fully contracted 

forms. For comparison, the calculated PXRDs are given for three MIL-88B-type frameworks as 

(i), (j), and (k) in Figure 3.8. Shown are the calculated PXRDs from the single crystal structures 

for Sayon Kumalah Robinson’s previously-synthesized, fully-[CpFe]+-functionalized MIL-88B 

framework forms, hex-[MII3(µ3-O)(CpFeTPA)3(H2O)3]X (hereafter hex-CpFe-MIL-88B) (i) and 

ortho-[MII3(µ3-O)(CpFeTPA)3(H2O)3]X (hereafter ortho-CpFe-MIL-88B) (j) (See Section 1.5.3 

for more details)192 as well as the calculated PXRD pattern of the originally reported, as-

synthesized MIL-88B (acs-[Cr3(µ3-O)(TPA)3(L)3]X, CSD REFCODE: YEDKOI) (k).29 
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Figure 3.8 Control reactions exploring the synthesis of [CpM]+-functionalized MIL-101-type 
MOMFs. (a) Calculated PXRD pattern for as-synthesized Cr-MIL-101 and experimental PXRD patterns 
for (b) Fe-MIL-101-NH2, (c) MTN-[Fe2.50Co0.50(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.24((CpFe)(TPA))0.76]X1.26 xDMF (vide 

infra), (d) product resulting from reaction of FeCl3 6H2O, Co(NO3)2 6H2O, and H2(NH2TPA), (e) 
product resulting from reaction of FeCl3 6H2O, H2(NH2TPA), and [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF, (f) 

product resulting from reaction of FeCl3 6H2O, Co(NO3)2 6H2O, and [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF, (g) 
product resulting from reaction of Co(NO3)2 6H2O and [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF, (h) product 
resulting from reaction of FeCl3 6H2O and [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF, and calculated powder 

patterns for (i) Cr-MIL-88B, (j) hex-CpFe-MIL-88B, and (k) ortho-CpFe-MIL-88B. Tick marks at bottom 
indicate expected peak positions for Cr-MIL-101. 

All syntheses were performed following the general reaction shown in Scheme 3.5, while 

systematically excluding one or more reagents with total ligand and metal concentrations 

maintained throughout ([M]total = 0.18 M, [L]total = 0.089 M). As expected, reaction of two 

equivalents FeCl3 6H2O with H2(NH2TPA) does in fact give phase-pure MTN-[Fe3(µ3-
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O)(NH2TPA)3(L)3]Cl  (Fe-MIL-101-NH2) (Figure 3.8b) according to the published procedure. 

Synthesis of [CpFe]+-functionalized MIL-101-type framework MTN-[Fe2.50Co0.50(µ3-

O)(NH2TPA)2.24(CpFeTPA)0.76]X1.26 xDMF is successfully achieved following the reaction 

conditions shown in Scheme 3.5, where in this instance, n = 0.33 (Figure 3.8c). The full details 

of this preparation and characterization are to follow. Reaction of FeCl3 6H2O (1.34 equiv.) and 

Co(NO3)2 6H2O  (0.66 equiv.) with H2(NH2TPA) (1 equiv.) similarly results in a somewhat 

impure Fe/Co-MIL-101-type framework (Co incorporation not measured) (Figure 3.8d), 

demonstrating that introduction of Co(NO3)2 has no detrimental effects on general Fe-MIL-101-

NH2 framework formation, though peaks at approximately 9° and 11° 2θ indicate possible 

concomitant formation of a MIL-88B-type framework. Reaction of FeCl3 6H2O (2 equiv.) with 

[(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF (0.33 equiv.) and H2(NH2TPA) (0.67 equiv.) results in a 

precipitate whose PXRD pattern can be seen in Figure 3.8e. Clearly, in the absence of Co2+ ions, 

a MIL-101-type framework is not obtained, indicating the necessity of including the Co2+ species 

in frameworks functionalized with [(CpMII)(TPA)]- ligands. Interestingly, reaction of FeCl3 6H2O 

(1.34 equiv.)  and  Co(NO3)2 6H2O (0.66 equiv.) with [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF (1 equiv.) 

results in a product that gives the PXRD pattern shown in Figure 3.8f. Thus, exclusion of 

H2(NH2TPA) from framework synthesis does result in formation of at least some MTN-

[(Fe/Co)3(µ3-O)[(CpFe)(TPA)]3(L)3]X MIL-101-type framework. However, peaks at 

approximately 15.5° 2θ, which are not typically intense in MIL-101-type frameworks indicate the 

material is not phase pure. Nevertheless, the data indicates that full [CpMII]+-functionalization of 

a MIL-101 framework is likely possible. However, reaction of FeCl3 6H2O (2 equiv.) with 

[(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF (1 equiv) (that is, reaction without either Co(NO3)2 6H2O or 

H2(NH2TPA)) results in a product which gives the PXRD pattern seen in Figure 3.8g, while 
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reaction of Co(NO3)2 6H2O (2 equiv.) with [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF (1 equiv) (that is, 

reaction without either FeCl3 6H2O or H2(NH2TPA)) results in a product that gives the PXRD 

pattern seen in Figure 3.8h. Theoretically, either of these two syntheses could result in a fully-

[(CpFe)(TPA)]-functionalized MIL-101 framework, however no evidence of MIL-101 framework 

product is observed. In fact, reaction of Co(NO3)2 6H2O (2 equiv.) with [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6]

2DMF (1 equiv) (Figure 3.8g) does result in formation of a product whose PXRD shares some 

similarities to that of ortho-CpFe-MIL-88B (Figure 3.8j), particularly the small peaks just above 

6° 2θ. Taken together, these controls demonstrate the necessity of all four reagents (FeCl3 6H2O, 

Co(NO3)2 6H2O, H2(NH2TPA), and [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF) in successful phase-pure 

formation of [CpFe]+-functionalized MIL-101-type MOMFs. 

Following successful synthesis of a [CpFe]+-functionalized MIL-101-type framework (Figure 

3.8c), the possible range of [(CpFe)(TPA)]- incorporation in a mixed-ligand MIL-101-type 

framework was explored. Following the general reaction shown in Scheme 3.5, FeCl3 6H2O and    

H2(NH2TPA) were reacted with [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF and Co(NO3)2 6H2O, with 

[(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF feed fractional amounts ranging from n = 0.02 to 0.50. Overall 

metal and ligand concentrations were maintained throughout at 0.18 M and 0.089 M, respectively. 

The PXRD patterns of the resulting products are presented in Figure 3.9. Frameworks with 

[(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF feed fractions below n = 0.02,  while resulting in MIL-101-type 

frameworks, were very difficult to study via 1H NMR, making determination of functionalized 

ligand incorporation inaccurate. It was found that feed fractions of [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF  

higher than n = 0.33 resulted in non-MIL-101-type frameworks (Figure 3.9a). This apparent upper 

limit on incorporation was intriguing, as our group has previously successfully synthesized fully-

[CpFeTPA)]-functionalized MIL-88B-type frameworks [M3(µ3-O)(CpFeTPA)3(H2O)3]X
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CH3CH2OH (M = Co2+, Mn2+, Zn2+, X = Cl-, F-, NO3-) (See Section 1.5.3), which are constructed 

from the same [M3(µ3-O)(µ-RCOO)3(L)3]+ SBU as MIL-101. Moreover, in exploring the necessity 

of each reaction component, it was found that exclusion of H2(NH2TPA) from framework 

synthesis does result in formation of at least some (impure) MTN-[(Fe/Co)3(µ3-

O)[(CpFe)(TPA)]3(L)3]X MIL-101-type framework (Figure 3.8f), suggesting that full [CpMII]+-

functionalization of a MIL-101 framework is likely possible. 

 

Figure 3.9 PXRD patterns for the attempted x%CpFe-MIL-101-NH2 range of [(CpFe)(TPA)]- 
incorporation studies. [(CpFe)(H2TPA)]PF6 2DMF feed percentages are as follows: (a) 50% (b) 33.3% 

(c) 16.7% (d) 9.1% (e) 4.8% (f) 3.2% (g) 2.0% (h) 0% (Fe-MIL-101-NH2). Tick marks at the bottom 
represent expected peak positions of MIL-101 frameworks. 

 
3.2.3 MIL-101-Type Frameworks Incorporating [(CpFe)(TPA)]- Ligands (x%CpFe-Fe-

MIL-101-NH2) 

A series of six isoreticular MIL-101-type MTN-[Fe3-xCox(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)3-y 

[(CpFe)(TPA)]y(L)3]X(1+y-x) frameworks were successfully synthesized according to Scheme 3.5 

utilizing [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF  as the functionalized ligand. The frameworks were 
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structurally characterized by PXRD. A combination of 1H NMR spectroscopy (ligand ratio) and 

ICP-OES (metal ratio) was used to determine the chemical composition of the framework. Low 

pressure N2 sorption studies measured the effect of ligand incorporation on porosity. 

 Formation and phase purity of MIL-101-type frameworks was confirmed via PXRD. In many 

cases, particularly where feed percentages of [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF were higher, PXRD 

analysis of the as-synthesized product showed a large peak at 8.7° 2θ, the result of precipitated, 

unreacted [(CpFe)(TPA)]- ligand. It was found that washing the bulk product with acetone resulted 

in removal of this peak to give phase pure MIL-101-type frameworks. All as-synthesized 

frameworks were therefore washed with acetone before undergoing solvent exchange with ethanol 

(EtOH) to remove the low-volatility DMF and any unreacted ligand that might reside within the 

framework pores, giving a series of phase-pure [CpFe]+-functionalized MIL-101-type frameworks 

(Figure 3.10).  
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Figure 3.10 PXRD patterns of synthesized x%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 frameworks, increasing in 
[(CpFe)(TPA)]- incorporation from top to bottom. (a) MTN-[Fe2.50Co0.50(µ3-

O)(NH2TPA)2.24[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.76]X1.26 (b) MTN-[Fe2.81Co0.19(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.54[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.46]X1.28 

(c) MTN-[Fe2.81Co0.19(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.76[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.24]X1.05 (d) MTN-[Fe2.92Co0.08(µ3-
O)(NH2TPA)2.84[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.16]X1.08 (e) MTN-[Fe2.94Co0.06(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.88[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.12]X1.06 
(f) MTN-[Fe2.95Co0.05(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.90[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.10]X1.05, and (g) MTN-[Fe3(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)3]X 
(Fe-MIL-101-NH2) (298 K). Tick marks at the bottom indicate expected peak positions for Cr-MIL-101. 

 

The chemical compositions of the MIL-101-type MOMFs incorporating [(CpFe)(TPA)]- are 

given in Table 3.1, along with the calculated [(CpFe)(TPA)]- ligand incorporation percentages of 

each framework as compared to the feed ratio/feed percentage of [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF 

to H2(NH2TPA). Interestingly, divalent CoII was always found to be incorporated at a lower 

amount than the [(CpFe)(TPA)]- ligand, implying that the resulting frameworks exhibit positive 

charges greater than +1 per formula unit, and with non-integer values.  
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Table 3.1 Determined formulae for MIL-101 frameworks incorporating [(CpFe)(TPA)]-: 
MTN-[Fe3-xCox(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)3-y[(CpFe)(TPA)]y(L)3]X1+y-x (L hereafter omitted) 

Framework Formulaa 

[CpFeTPA)]: 
[NH2TPA)] 
Feed Ratio 

(%) 

[CpFeTPA)]- 
Incorporation %b Identifier 

MTN-[Fe3(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)3]X 0:1 (0%) 0% Fe-MIL-101-NH2 

MTN-[Fe2.95Co0.05(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.90[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.10]X1.05 1:50 (2.0%) 3.3% 3%CpFe-Fe-MIL-
101-NH2 

MTN-[Fe2.94Co0.06(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.88[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.12]X1.06 1:30 (3.2%) 3.9% 4%CpFe-Fe-MIL-
101-NH2 

MTN-[Fe2.92Co0.08(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.84[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.16]X1.08 1:20 (4.8%) 5.4% 5%CpFe-Fe-MIL-
101-NH2 

MTN-[Fe2.81Co0.19(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.76[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.24]X1.05 1:10 (9.1%) 8.1% 8%CpFe-Fe-MIL-
101-NH2 

MTN-[Fe2.81Co0.19(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.54[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.46]X1.28 1:5 (16.7%) 15.3% 15%CpFe-Fe-
MIL-101-NH2 

MTN-[Fe2.50Co0.50(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.24[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.76]X1.26 1:2 (33.3%) 25.4% 25%CpFe-Fe-
MIL-101-NH2 

aIsolated as EtOH solvate. bAs determined by 1H NMR spectroscopy 
 

As displayed in Table 3.1, phase-pure frameworks incorporating [(CpFe)(TPA)]- ranged in 

incorporation amount from 3.3% to 25.4%, the upper limit of which coincides with approximately 

one and a half [(CpFe)(TPA)]- moieties per tetrahedral cage.  

Low pressure, low temperature gas (N2) sorption isotherms were obtained on the complete 

range of frameworks, shown in Figure 3.11. MIL-101-type frameworks have a characteristic 

“step” in their N2 isotherms that results from filling of the different mesopores, which appears 

between approximately 0.15 and 0.30 P/P0. Appearance of this step in all of the x%CpFe-Fe-MIL-

101-NH2 MOMF isotherms shown below serves as further confirmation of the MTN type 

structures of the synthesized MIL-101-type MOMFs.   
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Figure 3.11 Low pressure N2 sorption isotherms of (a) Fe-MIL-101-NH2 (b) 3%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-
NH2 (c) 4%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 (d) 5%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 (e) 8%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 
 (f) 15%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 and (g) 25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 (77 K), given in traditional 

cc/g (left) as well as cc/mol (right). 
 

In our hands, the activated unfunctionalized framework MTN-[Fe3(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)3]X (Fe-

MIL-101-NH2) exhibited a SABET of 2264 m2/g, as compared to the previously reported value of 

2550 m2/g.238  As the incorporation percentage of [(CpFe)(TPA)]- ligands increases, the surface 

areas of the x%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 frameworks were found to decrease, as expected, such that 

the framework with the highest incorporation (MTN-[Fe2.50Co0.50(µ3-

O)(NH2TPA)2.24[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.76]X1.26, or 25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2) has the lowest BET 

surface area of 1484 m2/g. The frameworks have significantly different formula masses from one 

another as a result of the sizeable difference in mass between NH2TPA2- and [(CpFe)(TPA)]- and 

the varying amounts of [(CpFe)(TPA)]- and Co2+ ion incorporation. As such, the typical per gram 

measurement does not provide an enlightening comparison between frameworks’ surface areas 

and the effects of [(CpFe)(TPA)]- incorporation. For a more direct comparison, all per gram 

measurements were converted to per mol values using the calculated framework formulae for 

evacuated samples to plot isotherms that, while not significantly visually different, are a more 

useful overlay of the porosity data (Figure 3.11b). In addition, surface areas and total pore volumes 

converted to m2/mol instead of m2/g are presented in Table 3.2.  
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Table 3.2 Summary of reticulation and porosity data for x%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 frameworks 
(TPV = total pore volume). 

  
Framework [(CpFe)(TPA)]- 

Incorporationa  
SABET 
(m2/g) 

ΔSABET 
(m2/g) 

SABET 
(m2/mol) 

ΔSABET 
(m2/mol) 

TPV 
(cc/g)b 

TPV 
(cc/mol) 

Fe-MIL-101-NH2 0% 2263 0% 1.63 x 
106 0% 1.56 1125 

3%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 3.3% 2089 -8% 1.53 x 
106 -6% 1.44 1051 

4%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 3.9% 1920 -15% 1.41 x 
106 -13% 1.29 948 

5%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 5.4% 1725 -23% 1.27 x 
106 -22% n.d. n.d. 

8%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 8.1% 1669 -26% 1.25 x 
106 -23% 1.28 959 

15%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 15.3% 1552 -31% 1.20 x 
106 -26% 1.27 980 

25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 25.4% 1484 -34% 1.19 x 
106 -27% 0.93 746 

aCalculated from 1H NMR spectra. bValues calculated via Saito-Foley (SF) method.  

Though the trend in decreasing porosity is evident in both per gram and per mol units, the per-

mol comparison shows a decrease in surface area of 27% for the framework with the greatest 

incorporation, 25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. Included in the table are the total pore volumes for 

each framework, also showing the trend of decreasing values with increasing incorporation. These 

decreasing trends are illustrated graphically in Figure 3.12. Of note in these trends is the steep 

decrease in surface area as incorporation of [(CpFe)(TPA)]- increases from zero to 5.4%, but 

incorporations higher than 5.4% do not seem to significantly decrease the surface area further. A 

general decrease in the per mol total pore volume is also seen as [(CpFe)(TPA)]- incorporation 

increases, though an interesting increase in total pore volume occurs as incorporations increase 

from 3.8% to 15.5% before decreasing significantly when incorporation of [(CpFe)(TPA)]- 

reaches its maximum limit of 25.4%. With total pore volumes ranging from 0.88 to 1.44 cc/g, all 
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values for x%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 frameworks are significantly lower than the benchmark 2.2 

cc/g of Cr-MIL-101 or 1.56 cc/g for Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 

 
Figure 3.12 Decreasing porosity of [CpFe]+-functionalized MIL-101-type frameworks with 

measurements shown in per gram (left) and per mol (right).  

It is unclear why the trends in surface area and pore volume versus [(CpFe)(TPA)]- 

incorporation are nonlinear. One possibility is that incorporation of [(CpFe)(TPA)]- ligands at 

lower percentages occurs within the larger mesopores at the pentagonal and/or hexagonal 

windows, imposing a general negative effect on surface area and pore volume, whereas further 

incorporation may serve to fill the tetrahedral cages with [CpFe]+ moieties. The tetrahedral cages 

which may be poorly accessible to the N2 sorbate even in unfunctionalized Fe-MIL-101-NH2, and 

therefore filling them with [CpFe]+ moieties may have a minor effect on overall surface area 

measurements. It is evident, however, that the bulky [CpFe]+ groups result in a significant decrease 

of porosity. MIL-101-type frameworks, however, were chosen for their exceptionally high native 

surface areas and pore volumes, meaning [(CpFe)(TPA)]- incorporation of up to 25% still results 

in a framework with relatively high surfaces area and pore volumes. In comparison, the zeolitic 
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FCC (FCC = fluid catalytic cracking) catalyst faujasite (type Y), used in petroleum refining, has a 

BET surface area of approximately 600 m2/g.286,287 

3.2.4 Synthesis of the [(CpRu)(H2TPA)][PF6] Ligand 

With the successful introduction of [(CpFe)(TPA)]- to MIL-101-type frameworks, we began 

exploring the incorporation of a [CpRu]+-functionalized ligand. To obtain pure bulk 

[(CpRu)(H2TPA)]PF6 2DMF, [(CpRu)(CH3CN)3]PF6 was reacted with a slight excess of H2TPA 

in water at 130°C under N2 until the solution was colorless. The resulting solution was filtered and 

the solvent removed in vacuo. The resulting tan solid, a mixture of the [(CpRu)(TPA)]- species in 

various protonation states, was only partially soluble in DMF, therefore, as with 

[(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6], the crude product was suspended in minimal DMF and HPF6 was added 

dropwise until a clear solution was formed. Addition of Et2O to this solution resulted in pure 

[(CpRu)(H2TPA)]PF6 2DMF in 55% yield. Single crystals were obtained via precipitation with 

Et2O from a saturated solution of [(CpRu)(H2TPA)]PF6 2DMF in DMF, the single crystal 

structure for which is shown in Figure 3.13. The asymmetric unit contains two molecules of DMF 

and one PF6-, confirming the fully-protonated state of the [CpRuTPA)]- moiety.  Interestingly, 

crystals of [(CpRu)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF are nearly, though not completely, isostructural to their 

[(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF analogue.  
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Figure 3.13 Thermal ellipsoid plot of the single crystal structure of [(CpRu)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF 
(100 K) at the 50% probability level (grey - carbon, red - oxygen, tan - ruthenium, green - 

phosphorous, blue - fluorine, navy - nitrogen, white - hydrogen). Minor whole molecule (~4%) 
disorder of the sandwich complex is omitted for clarity. 

3.2.5 MIL-101-Type Frameworks Incorporating [(CpRu)(TPA)]- Ligands (x%CpRu-Fe-

MIL-101-NH2) 

Following the same general reaction (Scheme 3.5) used to successfully synthesize the series 

of [CpFe]+-functionalized MIL-101-type MOMFs (x%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2), a series of six 

isoreticular phase-pure MIL-101-type frameworks were synthesized by reaction of FeCl3 6H2O 

and Co(NO3)2 6H2O  with H2(NH2TPA) and [(CpRu)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF in various ratios. 

Formation and phase purity of the [CpRu]+-functionalized MIL-101-type MOMFs were confirmed 

through PXRD. Though no impurities were apparent in these bulk frameworks, all 

[(CpRu)(TPA)]-, containing MIL-101-type MOMFs were washed with acetone and underwent 

solvent-exchange with ethanol to remove low volatility DMF and any potentially unreacted ligand, 

giving a series of pure bulk [CpRu]+-functionalized MIL-101-type MOMFs (Figure 3.14).  
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Figure 3.14 PXRD patterns of synthesized x%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 frameworks, increasing in 

[(CpRu)(TPA)]- incorporation from top to bottom. (a) MTN-[Fe3(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)3]X xEtOH  
(b) MTN-[Fe2.99Co0.01(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.95[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.05]X1.04 xEtOH, 
 (c) MTN-[Fe2.97Co0.03(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.91[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.09]X1.06 xEtOH,  
(d) MTN-[Fe2.95Co0.05(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.81[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.19]X1.14 xEtOH,  
(e) MTN-[Fe2.94Co0.06(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.70[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.27]X1.21 xEtOH,  

(f) MTN-[Fe2.85Co0.15(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.44[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.56]X1.42 xEtOH, and 
(g) MTN-[Fe2.67Co0.33(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.05[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.95]X1.62 xEtOH (298 K). Tick marks at the 

bottom indicate expected peak positions for Cr-MIL-101.  
 

 Frameworks were characterized in a nearly identical manner to the methods used for MIL-

101-type frameworks incorporating [(CpFe)(TPA)]- ligands, though for these [CpRu]+-

functionalized MIL-101-type MOMFs, the incorporation of [(CpRu)(TPA)]-, was determined 

directly via ICP-OES as well as 1H NMR spectroscopy. The increased sensitivity of ICP-OES in 

measuring metal ratios was considered a more accurate method of measuring [(CpRu)(TPA)]- 

incorporation, and in fact were found to agree closely with the results from 1H NMR spectroscopy 

(Table 3.3). 
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Table 3.3 Comparison of [(CpRu)(TPA)]- incorporation as determined by 1H NMR spectroscopy 
and ICP-OES. 

Framework 
[NH2TPA)]: 

[(CpRu)(TPA)] 
Feed Ratio (%) 

[(CpRu)(TPA)]- 
Incorporation % 

(1H NMR) 

[(CpRu)(TPA)]- 
Incorporation % 

(ICP-OES) 

MTN-[Fe3(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)3]X 1:0 (0%) 0% 0% 

MTN-[Fe2.99Co0.01(µ3-
O)(NH2TPA)2.95[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.05]X1.04 

50:1 (2.0%) 1.9% 1.7% 

MTN-[Fe2.97Co0.03(µ3-
O)(NH2TPA)2.91[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.09]X1.06 

30:1 (3.2%) 2.9% 3.0% 

MTN-[Fe2.95Co0.05(µ3-
O)(NH2TPA)2.81[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.19]X1.14 

20:1 (4.8%) 6.5% 6.3% 

MTN-[Fe2.94Co0.06(µ3-
O)(NH2TPA)2.70[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.27]X1.21 

10:1 (9.1%) 9.0% 9.0% 

MTN-[Fe2.85Co0.15(µ3-
O)(NH2TPA)2.44[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.56]X1.42 

5:1 (16.7%) 18.5% 18.7% 

MTN-[Fe2.67Co0.33(µ3-
O)(NH2TPA)2.05[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.95]X1.62 

2:1 (33.3%) 31.5% 31.7% 

 

 The chemical composition of the MIL-101 type MOMFs incorporating [(CpRu)(TPA)]-, are 

given in Table 3.4, along with the calculated [(CpRu)(TPA)]-, incorporation percentages of each 

framework as compared to the feed ratio of H2(NH2TPA) to [(CpRu)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF. 

Similar to the [(CpFe)(TPA)]--containing MIL-101-type MOMFs, [CpRu]+-functionalized MIL-

101-type MOMFs incorporate CoII at a lower amount than the [(CpRu)(TPA)]- ligands, resulting 

in frameworks with positive charges greater than +1 per formula unit and with non-integer values. 

MIL-101-type MOMFs incorporating [(CpRu)(TPA)]- ligands exhibited incorporation amounts 

ranging from 2% to 32%.   
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Table 3.4 Determined formulae for MIL-101 frameworks incorporating [(CpRu)(TPA)]-: 
MTN-[Fe3-xCox(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)3-y[(CpRu)(TPA)]y(L)3]X1+y-x, (L hereafter omitted). 

Framework Formulaa 
[NH2TPA)]: 

[(CpRu)(TPA)] 
Feed Ratio (%) 

[(CpRu)(TPA)]- 
Incorporation %b Identifier 

MTN-[Fe3(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)3]X 1:0 (0%) 0% Fe-MIL-101-NH2 

MTN-[Fe2.99Co0.01(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.95[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.05]X1.04 50:1 (2.0%) 1.7% 2%CpRu-Fe-MIL-
101-NH2 

MTN-[Fe2.97Co0.03(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.91[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.09]X1.06 30:1 (3.2%) 3.0% 3%CpRu-Fe-MIL-
101-NH2 

MTN-[Fe2.95Co0.05(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.81[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.19]X1.14 20:1 (4.8%) 6.3% 6%CpRu-Fe-MIL-
101-NH2 

MTN-[Fe2.94Co0.06(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.70[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.27]X1.21 10:1 (9.1%) 9.0% 9%CpRu-Fe-MIL-
101-NH2 

MTN-[Fe2.85Co0.15(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.44[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.56]X1.42 5:1 (16.7%) 18.7% 19%CpRu-Fe-MIL-
101-NH2 

MTN-[Fe2.67Co0.33(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.05[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.95]X1.62 2:1 (33.3%) 31.7% 32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-
101-NH2 

aIsolated as EtOH solvates.     bCalculated via ICP-OES.    

Low pressure, low temperature N2 sorption studies were performed on the complete range of 

x%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 frameworks, the isotherms of which are shown in Figure 3.15. 

Appearance of the characteristic “step” can be seen between 0.15 and 0.30 P/P0 in the majority of 

the [CpRu]+-functionalized MIL-101-type MOMFs, though two frameworks, namely 6%CpRu-

Fe-MIL-101-NH2 and 32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 reproducibly display uncharacteristic curves, 

however the data for these frameworks resulted in calculated SABET values and total pore volumes 

in the expected ranges. Repeated attempts to obtain N2 isotherms of these materials resulted in the 

same unusually-shaped isotherms, demonstrating that this is, in fact, a property of the framework.  
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Figure 3.15 Low pressure N2 sorption isotherms of a) Fe-MIL-101-NH2  

(b) 2%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 (c) 3%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 (d) 6%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 (e) 
9%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 (f) 19%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2, and (g) 32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 

(77 K), given in traditional cc/g (a) as well as cc/mol (b). 
 

Like the x%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 frameworks, the porosity data of the x%CpRu-Fe-MIL-

101-NH2 frameworks again show decreasing surface area as incorporation increases, with the 

highest incorporation (32%CpRu) giving a a material with SABET of 1434 m2/g, and a total pore 

volume nearly half that of the unfunctionalized framework. As with the [CpFe]+ functionalized 

MIL-101-type MOMFs, the different [CpRu]+-functionalized MIL-101-type MOMFs have 

significantly different formula masses that result from the significant difference in mass between 

NH2TPA2- and [(CpRu)(TPA)]- as well as the various incorporation amounts of [(CpRu)(TPA)]- 

and Co2+. In order to perform a more direct comparison among the frameworks in the series, all 

per gram measurements were converted to per mol units using the framework formulae of the 

evacuated frameworks, the corresponding isotherms being presented in Figure 3.15 (right).  In 

addition, surface areas and total pore volumes converted to m2/mol instead of m2/g are presented 

in Table 3.5. 
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Table 3.5 Summary of reticulation and porosity data for x%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 frameworks 
(TPV = total pore volume). 

 

Framework 
[CpRuTPA)]- 

Incorporation 
%a

 

SABET 
(m2/g) 

ΔSABET 
(m2/g) 

SABET 
(m2/mol) 

ΔSABET 
(m2/mol) 

TPV 
(cc/g)b 

TPV 
(cc/mol) 

Fe-MIL-101-NH2 0 2263 0% 1.63 x 106
 0% 1.56 1125 

2%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 1.7 1951 -14% 1.49 x 106
 -9% 1.15 876 

3%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 3.0 1873 -17% 1.45 x 106
 -11% 1.04 808 

6%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 6.3 1790 -21% 1.41 x 106
 -13% 1.07 840 

9%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 9.0 1658 -27% 1.34 x 106
 -18% 0.90 728 

19%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2   18.7 1523 -32% 1.30 x 106
 -20% 0.86 737 

32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 31.7 1438 -36% 1.32 x 106
 -19% 0.85 778 

aCalculated from 1H NMR spectra. bValues calculated via Saito-Foley (SF) method.  

 

For the [CpRu]+-functionalized MIL-101-type MOMFs, the per mol measurements show a 

decrease in surface area of 20% when [(CpRu)(TPA)]- incorporation reaches 32%, significantly 

less than the 27% decrease observed for 25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. Also included in Table 3.4 

are the total pore volumes for each framework in both per gram and per mol units, again showing 

an overall decrease in these values as a function of [(CpRu)(TPA)]- incorporation. These trends 

are graphically illustrated in Figure 3.16.  

 

Figure 3.16 Decreasing porosity of [CpRu]+-functionalized MIL-101-type frameworks with 
measurements shown in per gram (left) and per mol (right).  
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Similar to the x%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 frameworks, the most significant decrease in surface 

area occurs between the unfunctionalized Fe-MIL-101-NH2 and 2%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2, as 

per mol surface area decreases by approximately 9%. Increasing [(CpRu)(TPA)]- incorporation 

past 9% results in a more gradual decrease in surface area, despite the significant increase in 

percent incorporation. Additionally, the per mol surface area in 32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 is 

slightly higher than that of 19%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2, as is the total per mol pore volume. 

Though per gram total pore volumes do decrease as [(CpRu)(TPA)]- incorporation increases, per 

mole pore volume does not seem to be significantly affected at higher incorporation amounts. In 

fact, the framework with the lowest per mol pore volume is 9%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2, while per 

mol pore volume increases as [(CpRu)(TPA)]- incorporation percentage increases from 3% to 

6.3%.  

The series of [CpRu]+-functionalized MIL-101-type MOMFs have total pore volumes ranging 

from 0.85 to 1.15 cc/g, which are all significantly lower than the 2.2 cc/g total pore volume of Cr-

MIL-101 or the 1.56 cc/g of 25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. Again, it is evident that bulky [CpRu]+ 

groups result in a significant decrease of porosity, however the 1438 m2/g surface area of the most-

functionalized 32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-1010-NH2 is still respectably high for a porous MOF. 

3.2.6 Effects of Framework Geometry on Degree of [(CpM)(TPA)]- Incorporation and 

Resulting Porosity 

MIL-88B frameworks are constructed around SBUs linked in the form of bipyramidal cages 

that assume the acs topology (Figure 3.17), as compared to the corner-sharing tetrahedral cages 

of MIL-101-type frameworks that assume the MTN topology. 
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Figure 3.17 (a) The trigonal bipyramidal cages of [CpFe]+-functionalized hex-CpFe-MIL-88B 
(yellow = MII, red = oxygen, grey = carbon, teal = iron) and (b) the RCSR229 representation of the 

acs topology of MIL-88B-type frameworks, with the pore windows shown in blue and the resulting 
hexagonal channels indicated in yellow.  

As such, MIL-88B-type frameworks display significant “breathing” flexibility that does not 

exist in the more rigid MIL-101 frameworks.194,288,289 As a result of this breathing behavior, the 

geometry of the bipyramidal cages in MIL-88B frameworks undergo distortion as the framework 

expands and contracts. Kumalah Robinson’s synthesis of fully-[CpFeTPA)]-functionalized MIL-

88B-type frameworks resulted in the most expanded versions of the framework to date, hex-CpFe-

MIL-88B. In examining the single crystal structures of both the maximally-expanded hex-CpFe-

MIL-88B and less-expanded ortho-CpFe-MIL-88B frameworks, it was found that certain 

parameters of the SBU can accurately predict unit cell dimensions. This was found to be true for 

all versions of MIL-88B to date. These parameters are described below in Figure 3.18. The first 

of these parameters, L, is the length of the ligand of interest, measured as demonstrated below by 

the distance between the carboxylates on either side of the ligand. The next parameter, r, is the 

measure of the radius of the SBU, taken from the µ3-oxo moiety to the centroid of the carboxylate 

oxygens of the ligand. The “thickness” of the SBU, t, is measured by the distance from ligand 

carboxylate to ligand carboxylate on the opposite face while viewing the SBU parallel to the C3 
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axis. Finally, the “ligand angle”, ,,	is calculated as the angle between the C3 rotation axis within 

the SBU and the line that defines the -O2C-R-CO2- linker vector. 

 

Figure 3.18 Parameters used to estimate unit cell volume of MIL-88B-type frameworks. Figure 
courtesy of K. Travis Holman.  

Notably, for a particular metal ion and dicarboxylate ligand (e.g. TPA), the L, r, and t 

parameters are effectively constants, while the flexibility of the unit cell parameters of the MIL-

88B frameworks are almost entirely dictated by the “ligand angle” ,. This value can also provide 

insight as to the feasibility of incorporation of [CpM]-functionalized ligands into the SBUs present 

in both MIL-88B and MIL-101. In the most expanded of the MIL-88B-type frameworks, hex-

CpFe-MIL-88B, all three of the bulky [CpFe]+ moieties are contained within the apex of the 

bipyramidal cages, as shown in Figure 3.19a. To incorporate all three [CpFe]+ moieties, the value 

of , reaches 54°. In comparison, the less-expanded, lower symmetry ortho-CpFe-MIL-88B 

contains two [CpFe]+ moieties within the apex of the bipyramidal cage, with the third residing in 

an adjacent cage, seen in Figure 3.19b. In this case, , has decreased to 37°. The MIL-88B family 

of MOFs has been shown to exhibit ,	values ranging from 12° to 54°. 
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Figure 3.19 SBU of (a) ortho-CpFe-MIL-88B, indicating endo and exo positions for [CpFe]+ moieties  

(b) maximally-expanded hex-CpFe-MIL-88B with three [CpFe]+ moieties in the apex of the 
bipyramidal cavity (endo) and (b) ortho-CpFe-MIL-88B with only two [CpFe]+ moieties in the apex 
of the bipyramidal cavity (endo) while the third resides in the adjacent cavity (exo). Figure adapted 

from Ref. 192, courtesy of Sayon Kumalah Robinson. 

Whereas MIL-88B is constructed of flexible trigonal bipyramidal cages, the tetrahedral cages 

of MIL-101 limit the value of ,. In stark contrast to the MIL-88B family, the SBUs of MIL-101 

are significantly more compact, and the , values of the SBUs adopt a much narrower range, 

averaging 28.3° with a standard deviation of 1.5°. A visual comparison of the three SBUs in 

question can be seen in Figure 3.20, in which the resulting laterally-contracted nature of the MIL-

101 tetrahedron is obvious. 

 
Figure 3.20 Comparison of the SBUs of hex-CpFe-MIL-88B and ortho-CpFe-MIL-88B with with 

that of unfunctionalized Cr-MIL-101. 
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As , values in the MIL-101 frameworks are severely limited and smaller than the expanded 

MIL-88B, we suggest that the endo positions of the SBUs can be occupied by at most one [CpM]+ 

moiety. This in turn dictates that the maximum number of [CpM]+ moieties that can reside inside 

the tetrahedral cage of the x%CpM-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 frameworks is at most two. Steric models, 

however, suggest that these cages can hold a maximum of one [CpM]+ moiety (Figure 1.21). 

 

Figure 3.21 View of a single tetrahedral cage of MIL-101, showing two adjacent [CpM]+-
functionalized ligands (shown in green). While in the ball-and-stick/wireframe model, this amount of 

functionalization appears feasible, space fill models of the cage show significant overlap of the 
cyclopentadienyl moieties of each [CpM]+ group, suggesting the tetrahedral cages can fit only a single 

[CpM]+ moiety within. 

This further implies that the majority of the [CpM]+-functionalized terephthalates decorate the 

windows of the two larger pores of MIL-101 (Figure 3.4). The larger mesoporous cages are likely 

responsible for the majority of the measured surface area and pore volume within MIL-101 

frameworks, therefore introduction of [(CpM)(TPA)]- ligands to these previously unfunctionalized 

pores would be expected to have a significant negative effect on both surface area and pore volume.  

3.2.7 Attempted Photoactivation of 32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 for Catalysis 

The framework 32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 was subjected to a series of photochemical 

activation studies to look for evidence of the formation of [(CpRu)(CH3CN)3]+ species within the 

framework. Firstly, the finely powdered, ethanol-solvated framework was solvent exchanged with 

acetonitrile, with the resulting acetonitrile-solvated 32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 showing no signs 
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of framework degradation, though some ethanol and DMF remained within the framework 

following solvent exchange. The framework was then suspended in degassed acetonitrile-d3 with 

stirring and was subjected to broad-range UV irradiation from a medium-pressure mercury lamp 

for eight hours. The deuterated solvent was removed by filtration and the solvent was analyzed by 

1H NMR spectroscopy, where no evidence of catalyst leaching from the MOMF into the CD3CN 

was found. Characteristic signals of [(CpRu)(CD3CN)3]+, typically observed as a sharp singlet at 

approximately 4.3 ppm (η5-C5H5),182 were not observed in the filtrate, nor were any signals 

belonging to other arene protons, as shown in Figure 3.22, confirming that no significant 

dissolution of catalyst occurred. Additionally, a PXRD pattern of the framework was taken to 

confirm stability of the framework to harsh UV irradiation (Figure 3.23c).  

 

Figure 3.22 1H NMR spectrum of filtrate from the leaching study of 32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 
(400 MHz, CD3CN, 298K). Residual solvent peak seen at δ 1.93 ppm. Residual ethanol peaks can be 

seen at δ 1.10 ppm (CH3CH2OH), 2.53 ppm (CH3CH2OH), and 3.54 ppm (CH3CH2OH). Residual 
DMF peaks can be seen at δ 2.79 and 2.90 ppm. 
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Figure 3.23 PXRD pattern of 32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 showing (a) bulk ethanol-solvated 
32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2, (b) acetonitrile-exchanged 32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2, and (c) 

acetonitrile-solvated 32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 following 8 hours of broad-range UV irradiation 
(298 K). Tick marks at bottom represent expected peak positions of Cr-MIL-101. 

1H NMR analysis of the acid-dissolved framework showed no change in the ratio of 

functionalized: unfunctionalized ligand, nor the presence of nonmetalated TPA2-, indicating either 

that [(CpRu)(CD3CN)]+ was not appreciably formed within the framework, or that rapid and 

complete thermal healing (i.e. remetalation) of the framework occurs upon its generation. (Figure 

3.23, 3.24). We feel that the latter scenario is unlikely as remetalation of the framework would be 

expected to also give [(CpRu)(NH2TPA)]-, a species that would be easily detectable by 1H NMR 

spectroscopy of the digested MOMF.  

c)

b)

a)
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Figure 3.24 1H NMR spectrum of filtrate from the leaching study of 32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 
(400 MHz, CD3CN, 298K). Solvent residual signal at 2.50 ppm. Residual water signal at 9.0 ppm the 

result of acidic dissolution of the framework in DMSO as well as addition of CF3COOH to cause a 
significant downfield shift of the water peak to prevent peak overlap with ligand-based signals. 

 

 

Figure 3.25 1H NMR spectrum of 25%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 following UV irradiation (400 MHz, 
3% DCl(aq), 3% CF3COOH(aq) in DMSO-d6, 298K). Solvent residual signal at 2.50 ppm. Solvent residual 

signal at 2.50 ppm. 
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Further attempts to photoactivate 25%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 for catalysis involved 

suspension of the framework in a 1:1 (v/v) mixture of CD3CN and p-xylene followed by broadband 

UV irradiation (with stirring) in an attempt to accomplish arene exchange, which would be 

observable by formation of a [(CpRu)(p-xylene)]+ product, as a demonstration of the generation of 

transient [(CpRu)(CH3CN)3]+ species. Unfortunately, the framework was confirmed to be stable to 

irradiation (Figure 3.32c). 1H NMR spectroscopy of the acid-digested, post-photolysis frameworks 

showed no change in the ratio of [(CpRu)(H2TPA)]+:H2(NH2TPA) or evidence of [(CpRu)(p-

xylene)]+. Again, this likely indicates that an appreciable amount of [(CpRu)(CH3CN)3]+ was not 

generated within the MIL-101-type framework. It is suspected that the opaque, brown color and 

high molar absorptivity of the frameworks may prevent permeation of the UV photons through the 

framework particles/crystals, preventing generation of the [(CpRu)(CH3CN)]+ species. 

3.3 Conclusions 

Two nearly isostructural ligands of the form [(CpMII)H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF (M = Fe, Ru) were 

successfully synthesized and incorporated into MIL-101-type MOMFs. Though alternative forms 

of both ligands were previously known to our group,192,193 these new forms allowed for easier 

ligand incorporation in MIL-101 synthesis. As a result, a series of twelve MIL-101-type MOMFs 

of the form MTN-[Fe3-xCox(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)3-y(CpMII)(TPA)y]X(1-x+y) n(solvent) (M = Fe, Ru) 

were synthesized with varying degrees of incorporation of the [(CpFe)(TPA)]- or [(CpRu)(TPA)]- 

ligands.  

All forms of the frameworks were shown to be stable to both solvent exchange as well as 

evacuation, demonstrating permanent microporosity of the frameworks. As hypothesized, 

increased percent reticulation of [CpM]+-functionalized ligand typically resulted in lower porosity, 

indicated by lower BET surface areas as well as total pore volumes. Unfortunately, the frameworks 
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were shown to be stable to a variety of broad-range UV irradiation conditions, and no evidence of 

photogenerated [CpRu(CH3CN)3]+ species was observed for any of the frameworks tested. The 

inability to generate appreciable quantities of [CpRu(S)3]+ (S = solvent, e.g. CH3CN, (CH3)2CO) 

may be ascribed to the opaque, brown color of the resulting frameworks, preventing permeation 

of the UV photons to the interior of the framework crystals. Alternative forms of MIL-101 exist 

with different metals within the SBU that result in frameworks of different colors and UV-vis 

sorption characteristics, the incorporation of [(CpM)(TPA)]+ species into which may, in the future, 

allow for successful photochemical generation of [(CpM)(S)3]+ species within the pores of the 

MOF. 

3.4 Experimental 

3.4.1 General 

Terephthalic (H2TPA) and aminoterephthalic acid (H2(NH2TPA), Co(NO3)3 6H2O, and 

ACS-grade acetonitrile were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). FeCl3 6H2O was 

purchased from J. T. Baker (Center Valley, PA). RuCl3 3H2O was obtained via Pressure 

Chemicals (Pittsburgh, PA). ACS-grade N,Nʹ-dimethylformamide (DMF) was purchased via 

Acros Organics (Pittsburgh, PA). ACS-grade diethyl ether was purchased via Thermo Fisher 

Scientific (Waltham, MA). Ethanol (200 proof) was purchased from the Warner-Graham Company 

(Cockeysville, MD) and stored over 3Å molecular sieves. All reagents were used without further 

purification. The 1:1 cocrystal of [(CpFe)(HTPA)][(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] (CpFe = (η5-C5H5)Fe) 

was synthesized according to a published literature procedure.193 [(CpRu)(CH3CN)3][PF6] was 

synthesized according to a published procedure.182 Air-sensitive syntheses were performed under 

N2 either within a glove box ([(CpRu)(CH3CN)3][PF6]) or using standard Schlenk techniques. 1H, 

13C, and 19F NMR spectra were obtained at room temperature on a Mercury Varian Spectrometer 
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at 400 MHz (1H), 100 MHz (13C), or 375.5 MHz (19F). Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) data 

was obtained on a TA Instruments Q500. Inductively-coupled plasma-optical emission 

spectrometry (ICP-OES) data was obtained on a Shimadzu ICPE-9800, with each sample being 

run six times and the resulting data averaged. Low pressure, low temperature (77 K) N2 sorption 

isotherms were measured with an Autosorb 1-MP from Quantachrome Instruments (Daytona 

Beach, FL). UV irradiation was performed with a 450-Watt medium-pressure mercury lamp.  

3.4.1.1 X-Ray Crystallography 

Single crystal X-ray diffraction data (SCXRD) were collected at 100(2) K on a Bruker APEX 

Duo equipped with an APEX II CCD detector (Bruker-AXS), using graphite-monochromated Mo 

K<α> radiation ((	=	 0.71073 Å) and an Oxford Cryostream 700 Series variable temperature 

device. Data were integrated using the SAINT software series, with absorption correction 

performed using SADABS. Crystal structures were solved via direct methods using SHELXS213 

and refinements were performed using SHELXL-2018-1.214 X-SEED215 was used as a graphical 

interface for SHELX software suite as well as for the generation of graphics. All hydrogen atoms 

were either located in the Fourier map and refined or placed in calculated positions and refined 

with a riding model. 

Powder X-ray diffraction data (PXRD) were collected at room temperature on the same Bruker 

APEX Duo diffractometer employing Cu K<α> radiation (Iµs source, (	=	1.54187 Å). Samples 

were mounted in 0.5 mm capillary tubes (glass or Kapton®) with scans of 90 or 120 seconds. Data 

were integrated using APEX3 software (2-35° 2θ), converted to the appropriate file type using 

PowDLL,290 and further manipulated using Panalytical X’Pert Highscore Plus.291 Experimental 

PXRD were compared to simulated powder patterns from single crystal data using either Mercury 
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or the LazyPulverix216 software suite included with X-Seed. Crystallographic Information Files 

(CIFs) of known structures were obtained from the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD).  

3.4.2 Synthesis 

1.6.1.1 [CpFe[(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF 

[(CpFe)(HTPA)][(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] (4.96 g, 6.91 mmol) was suspended in 150 mL DMF. 

To the cloudy yellow solution was added 2.04 mL 60% HPF6 (8.39 mmol) and the solution was 

stirred until clear yellow. Diethyl ether was then added to precipitate pure [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6]

2DMF as a yellow powder (5.95 g, 13.4 mmol, 97.0% yield). 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO): δ 

5.15 (5H, singlet, η5-C5H5), 7.05 (4H, singlet, η6-CHar); 19F NMR (375.5 MHz, DMSO): δ -70.36 

(6F, doublet, 1JP-F = 709.7 Hz, [PF6]-). Characterization for [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF  via 

PXRD and TGA can be found in Section 3.4.3. Single crystals of [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF 

were obtained via vapor diffusion of Et2O into a saturated solution of 1:1 

[(CpFe)(HTPA)][(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6]:HPF6 in DMF, the crystal structure of which can be 

found in Section 3.4.3, Figure 3.26. 

1.6.1.2  [(CpRu)(H2TPA)]PF6 2DMF 

Under a nitrogen atmosphere, 333 mg (2.00 mmol, 1.7 eq. arene) H2TPA and 501 mg (1.15 

mmol, 1 eq. Ru) [(CpRu)(CH3CN)3][PF6] was added to 15 mL deionized degassed H2O in a 

homemade 25 mL pressure tube modeled after those manufactured by Ace Glass, Incorporated 

(Vineland, NJ) and sealed with a PTFE back-sealed screw cap. The sealed reaction vessel was 

heated at approximately 130°C with stirring for 24 hours (CAUTION: contents under pressure!). 

The clear yellow solution was allowed to cool to room temperature and the solvent was removed 

under reduced pressure. The resulting tan solid was suspended in minimal DMF, and HPF6 was 

added dropwise until all solid dissolved, resulting in a clear yellow solution. The product was 
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precipitated by addition of diethyl ether, yielding [(CpRu)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF as a tan powder 

(391 mg, 0.63 mmol, 54.5% yield). 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO, 298 K): δ 5.15 (5H, singlet, η5-

C5H5), 7.05 (4H, singlet, η6-CHar); 19F NMR (375.5 MHz, DMSO, 298 K): δ -70.36 (6F, doublet, 

1JP-F = 709.7 Hz, [PF6]-). Characterization of [(CpRu)(H2TPA)]PF6 2DMF via PXRD and TGA 

can be found in Section 3.4.3. Single crystals of [(CpRu)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF were obtained via 

vapor diffusion of Et2O into a saturated solution of [(CpRu)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF in DMF, the 

crystal structure of which can be found in Section 3.4.3. 

1.6.1.3 MTN-[Fe3(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)3]Cl xEtOH (Fe-MIL101-NH2) 

MTN-[Fe3(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)3]Cl xEtOH (Fe-MIL101-NH2) was synthesized by a previously 

reported procedure.237 A solution of H2(NH2TPA) (0.23 g, 1.2 mmol, 1 equiv.) in 7 mL DMF was 

combined with a solution of FeCl3 6H2O (0.68 g, 2.5 mmol, 2 equiv.) in 7 mL DMF in a 25 mL 

Teflon-lined stainless-steel Parr bomb. The Parr bomb was sealed, placed in an oven and heated 

at 110°C for 24 hours before cooling to room temperature. The resulting brown solid was filtered 

and washed with acetone colorless in order to remove any unreacted ligand until the filtrate 

remained, resulting in Fe3(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)3]X xDMF/acetone as a brown powder. The 

framework was prepared for analysis following a previously reported activation procedure:243 Bulk 

product was suspended in 4 mL 100% ethanol and heated at 60°C for 3 hours, repeated twice, and 

separated by filtration. The material was then dried at 70°C for 30 minutes. Following solvent 

exchange, a small amount of DMF (~0.1 equivalents per NH2TPA2- by 1H NMR spectroscopy) 

remains within the framework, though was not considered significant enough for inclusion in 

calculations of formula masses/yields.  Solvent exchange thus results in the ethanol solvate MTN-

[Fe3(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)3]Cl xEtOH (x ≈ 4.75 as determined by TGA, 0.36 g, 0.36 mmol, 90% yield). 

Characterization was performed via PXRD (Figure 3.33), TGA (Figure 3.34), 1H NMR 
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spectroscopy (Figure 3.35), ICP-OES (Tables 3.5 and 3.6). Fe-MIL-101-NH2 was then prepared 

for gas sorption analysis by heating the sample under high vacuum at 130°C for 16 hours. Low-

pressure gas (N2) isotherms and porosity data can be found in Figures 3.36 and 3.37. 

1.6.1.4 MTN-[Fe2.50Co0.50(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.24[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.76]X1.26 xEtOH (25%CpFe-

Fe-MIL-101-NH2) 

A solution of H2(NH2TPA) (0.15 g, 0.83 mmol, 2 equiv.)  and [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF 

(0.24 g, 0.41 mmol, 1 equiv.) in 7 mL DMF was combined with a solution of FeCl3 6H2O (0.45 

g, 1.67 mmol, 4 equiv.) and Co(NO3)2 6H2O (0.24 g, 0.83 mmol, 2 equiv.) in 7 mL DMF in a 25 

mL Teflon-lined stainless-steel Parr bomb. The Parr bomb was sealed, placed in an oven and 

heated at 110°C for 24 hours before cooling to room temperature. The resulting brown solid was 

filtered and washed with acetone until the filtrate became colorless in order to remove any 

unreacted ligand, resulting in MTN-[Fe2.50Co0.50(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.24[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.76]X1.26

xDMF/acetone as a brown powder. The framework was prepared for further analysis by 

suspending MTN-[Fe2.50Co0.50(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.24[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.76]X1.26 xDMF/acetone in 4 

mL 100% ethanol and heating at 60°C for 3 hours, repeated twice, and separated by filtration. The 

framework was then dried at 70°C for 30 minutes. A negligible amount of DMF remains within 

the framework following solvent exchange, however solvent exchange is considered to result in 

pure MTN-[Fe2.50Co0.50(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.24[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.76]X1.26 xEtOH (X = Cl-, x ≈ 3 as 

determined by TGA, 0.34 g, 0.34 mmol, 92%  yield) (25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2). The material 

was characterized by PXRD (Figure 3.38). The framework formula was determined by a 

combination of TGA (Figure 3.39), 1H NMR spectroscopy (Figure 3.40), and ICP-OES (Tables 

3.8 and 3.9). 25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 was prepared for low pressure N2 sorption experiments 
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by heating the ethanol solvate of 25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 under vacuum at 130°C for 16 

hours. The resulting porosity data can be found in Figures 3.41 and 3.42 as well as Table 3.10.  

1.6.1.5 MTN-[Fe2.81Co0.19(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.54[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.46]X1.28 xEtOH (15%CpFe-

Fe-MIL-101-NH2) 

15%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 was prepared exactly as for 25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 except 

using 0.19 g H2(NH2TPA) (1.0 mmol, 5 equiv.), 0.12 g [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF (0.21 

mmol, 1 equiv.), 0.57 g FeCl3 6H2O (2.0 mmol, 10 equiv.) and 0.12 g Co(NO3)2 6H2O (0.42 

mmol, 2 equiv.) A negligible amount of DMF remains within the framework following solvent 

exchange, however solvent exchange is considered to result in pure MTN-[Fe2.81Co0.19(µ3-

O)(NH2TPA)2.54[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.46]X1.28 xEtOH (X = Cl-, x ≈ 3 as determined by TGA, 0.32 g, 

0.33 mmol, 85%  yield) (15%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2). The material was characterized by PXRD 

(Figure 3.43). The framework formula was determined by a combination of TGA (Figure 3.44), 

1H NMR spectroscopy (Figure 3.45), and ICP-OES (Tables 3.11 and 3.12). 15%CpFe-Fe-MIL-

101-NH2 was prepared for low pressure N2 sorption experiments by heating the ethanol solvate of 

15%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 under vacuum at 130°C for 16 hours. The resulting porosity data can 

be found in Figures 3.46 and 3.47 as well as Table 3.13.  

1.6.1.6 MTN-[Fe2.81Co0.19(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.76[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.24]X1.05 xEtOH (8%CpFe-Fe-

MIL-101-NH2) 

8%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 was prepared exactly as for 25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 except 

using 0.21 g H2(NH2TPA) (1.1 mmol, 10 equiv.), 0.065 g [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF (0.12 

mmol, 1 equiv.), 0.61 g FeCl3 6H2O (2.4 mmol, 20 equiv.), and 0.07 g Co(NO3)2 6H2O (0.24 

mmol, 2 equiv.). A negligible amount of DMF remains within the framework following solvent 

exchange, however solvent exchange is considered to result in pure MTN-[Fe2.81Co0.19(µ3-
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O)(NH2TPA)2.76[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.24]X1.05 xEtOH (X = Cl-, x ≈ 3.75 as determined by TGA, 0.33 

g, 0.34 mmol, 83%  yield) (8%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2). The material was characterized by PXRD 

(Figure 3.48). The framework formula was determined by a combination of TGA (Figure 3.49), 

1H NMR spectroscopy (Figure 3.50), and ICP-OES (Tables 3.14 and 3.15). 8%CpFe-Fe-MIL-

101-NH2 was prepared for low pressure N2 sorption experiments by heating the ethanol solvate of 

8%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 under vacuum at 130°C for 16 hours. The resulting porosity data can 

be found in Figures 3.51 and 3.52 as well as Table 3.16.  

1.6.1.7 MTN-[Fe2.92Co0.08(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.84[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.16]X1.08 xEtOH (5%CpFe-Fe-

MIL-101-NH2) 

5%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 was prepared exactly as for 25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 except 

using 0.21 g H2(NH2TPA) (1.2 mmol, 20 equiv.), 0.031 g [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF (0.058 

mmol, 1 equiv.), 0.64 g FeCl3 6H2O (2.3 mmol, 40 equiv.), and 0.03 g Co(NO3)2 6H2O (0.12 

mmol, 2 equiv.). A negligible amount of DMF remains within the framework following solvent 

exchange, however solvent exchange is considered to result in pure MTN-[Fe2.92Co0.08(µ3-

O)(NH2TPA)2.84[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.16]X1.08 xEtOH (X = Cl-, x ≈ 3 as determined by TGA, 0.31 g, 

0.34 mmol, 14%  yield) (5%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2). Framework characterization was performed 

by PXRD (Figure 3.53). Determination of the framework formula was performed via TGA 

(Figure 3.54), 1H NMR spectroscopy (Figure 3.55), and ICP-OES (Tables 3.17 and 3.18). 

5%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 was prepared for low pressure N2 sorption experiments by heating the 

ethanol solvate of 5%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 under vacuum at 130°C for 16 hours. The resulting 

porosity data can be found in Figures 3.56 and 3.57 as well as Table 3.19. 
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1.6.1.8 MTN-[Fe2.94Co0.06(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.88[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.12]X1.06 xEtOH (4%CpFe-Fe-

MIL-101-NH2) 

4%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 was prepared exactly as for 25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 except 

using 0.22 g H2(NH2TPA) (1.2 mmol, 30 equiv.), 0.021 g [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF (0.039 

mmol, 1 equiv.),  0.65 g FeCl3 6H2O (2.4 mmol, 60 equiv.), and 0.032 g Co(NO3)2 6H2O (0.089 

mmol, 2 equiv.). A negligible amount of DMF remains within the framework following solvent 

exchange, however solvent exchange is considered to result in pure MTN-[Fe2.95Co0.05(µ3-

O)(NH2TPA)2.88[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.12]X1.05 xEtOH (X = Cl-, x ≈ 5.5 as determined by TGA, 0.31 g, 

0.34 mmol, 81%  yield) (4%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2). The material was characterized by by PXRD 

(Figure 3.58). The framework formula was determined by a combination of TGA (Figure 3.59), 

1H NMR spectroscopy (Figure 3.60), and ICP-OES (Tables 3.20 and 3.21). 4%CpFe-Fe-MIL-

101-NH2 was prepared for low pressure N2 sorption experiments by heating the ethanol solvate of 

4%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 under vacuum at 130°C for 16 hours. The resulting porosity data can 

be found in Figures 3.61 and 3.62 as well as Table 3.22. 

1.6.1.9 MTN-[Fe2.95Co0.05(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.90[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.10]X1.05 xEtOH (3%CpFe-Fe-

MIL-101) 

3%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 was prepared exactly as for 25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 except 

using 0.22 g H2(NH2TPA) (1.2 mmol, 50 equiv.), 0.021 g [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF (0.026 

mmol, 1 equiv.), 0.66 g FeCl3 6H2O (2.4 mmol, 100 equiv.), and 0.014 g Co(NO3)2 6H2O (0.048 

mmol , 2 equiv.). A negligible amount of DMF remains within the framework following solvent 

exchange, however solvent exchange is considered to result in pure MTN-[Fe2.95Co0.05(µ3-

O)(NH2TPA)2.90[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.10]X1.05 xEtOH (X = Cl-, x ≈ 5 as determined by TGA, 0.38 g, 
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0.34 mmol, 93%  yield) (3%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2). The material was characterized by by PXRD 

(Figure 3.63). The framework formula was determined by a combination of TGA (Figure 3.64), 

1H NMR spectroscopy (Figure 3.65), and ICP-OES (Tables 3.23 and 3.24). 8%CpFe-Fe-MIL-

101-NH2 was prepared for low pressure N2 sorption experiments by heating the ethanol solvate of 

8%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 under vacuum at 130°C for 16 hours. The resulting porosity data can 

be found in Figures 3.66 and 3.67 as well as Table 3.25. 

1.6.1.10 MTN-[Fe2.67Co0.33(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.05[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.95]X1.62 xEtOH (32%CpRu-

Fe-MIL-101-NH2) 

A solution of H2(NH2TPA) (0.15 g, 0.83 mmol, 2 equiv.) and [(CpRu)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF 

(0.26 g, 0.42 mmol, 1 equiv.) in 7 mL DMF was combined with a solution of FeCl3 6H2O (0.45 

g, 1.7 mmol, 4 equiv.) and Co(NO3)2 6H2O (0.24 g, 0.83 mmol, 2 equiv.) in 7 mL DMF in a 25 

mL Teflon-lined stainless-steel Parr bomb. The Parr bomb was sealed, placed in an oven and 

heated at 110°C for 24 hours before cooling to room temperature. The resulting brown solid was 

filtered and washed with acetone in order to remove any unreacted ligand until the filtrate remained 

colorless, resulting in MTN-[Fe2.67Co0.33(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.05[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.95]X1.62

xDMF/acetone as a brown powder. The framework was prepared for further analysis by 

suspending MTN-[Fe2.67Co0.33(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.05[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.95]X1.62 xDMF/acetone in 4 

mL 100% ethanol and heating at 60°C for 3 hours, repeated twice, and separated by filtration. The 

framework was then dried at 70°C for 30 minutes.  A negligible amount of DMF remains within 

the framework following solvent exchange, however solvent exchange is considered to result in 

pure MTN-[Fe2.67Co0.33(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.05[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.95]X1.62 xEtOH (X = Cl-, x ≈ 1.75 as 

determined by TGA, 0.39 g, 0.39 mmol, 95%  yield) (32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2). The materials 

were characterized by PXRD (Figure 3.68). The framework formula was determined by a 
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combination of TGA (Figure 3.69), 1H NMR spectroscopy (Figure 3.70), and ICP-OES (Tables 

3.26 and 3.27). 32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 was prepared for low pressure N2 sorption 

experiments by heating the ethanol solvate of 32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 under vacuum at 

130°C for 16 hours. The resulting porosity data can be found in Figures 3.71 and 3.72 as well as 

Table 3.28. 

1.6.1.11 MTN-[Fe2.85Co0.15(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.44[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.56]X1.42 xEtOH (19%CpRu-

Fe-MIL-101-NH2) 

19%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 was prepared exactly as for 32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 except 

using 0.19 g H2(NH2TPA) (1.0 mmol, 5 equiv.), 0.13 g [(CpRu)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF) (0.21 

mmol, 1 equiv.), 0.57 g FeCl3 6H2O (2.0 mmol, 10 equiv.), and 0.12 g Co(NO3)2 6H2O (0.42 

mmol, 2 equiv.) A negligible amount of DMF remains within the framework following solvent 

exchange, however solvent exchange is considered to result in pure MTN-[Fe2.85Co0.15(µ3-

O)(NH2TPA)2.44[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.46]X1.42 xEtOH (X = Cl-, x ≈ 1.75 as determined by TGA, 0.32 

g, 0.34 mmol, 83%  yield) (19%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2). The material was characterized by  

PXRD (Figure 3.73). The framework formula was determined by a combination of  TGA (Figure 

3.74), 1H NMR spectroscopy (Figure 3.75), and ICP-OES (Tables 3.29 and 3.30). 19%CpRu-Fe-

MIL-101-NH2 was prepared for low pressure N2 sorption experiments by heating the ethanol 

solvate of 19%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 under vacuum at 130°C for 16 hours. The resulting 

porosity data can be found in Figures 3.76 and 3.77 as well as Table 3.31. 
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1.6.1.12 MTN-[Fe2.94Co0.06(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.70[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.27]X1.21 xEtOH (9%CpRu-

Fe-MIL-101-NH2) 

9%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 was prepared exactly as for 32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 except 

using 0.21 g H2(NH2TPA) (1.1 mmol, 10 equiv.), 0.065 g [(CpRu)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF (0.11 

mmol, 1 equiv.), 0.61 g FeCl3 6H2O (2.2 mmol, 20 equiv.), and 0.066 g Co(NO3)2 6H2O (0.22 

mmol, 2 equiv.) A negligible amount of DMF remains within the framework following solvent 

exchange, however solvent exchange is considered to result in pure MTN-[Fe2.94Co0.06(µ3-

O)(NH2TPA)2.70[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.27]X1.21 xEtOH (X = Cl-, x ≈ 3.25 as determined by TGA, 0.35 

g, 0.36 mmol, 88%  yield) (9%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2). The material was characterized by by 

PXRD (Figure 3.78). The framework formula was determined by a combination of TGA (Figure 

3.79), 1H NMR spectroscopy (Figure 3.80), and ICP-OES (Tables 3.32 and 3.33). 9%CpRu-Fe-

MIL-101-NH2 was prepared for low pressure N2 sorption experiments by heating the ethanol 

solvate of 9%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 under vacuum at 130°C for 16 hours. The resulting porosity 

data can be found in Figures 3.81 and 3.82 as well as Table 3.34. 

1.6.1.13 MTN-[Fe2.95Co0.05(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.81[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.19]X1.14 xEtOH (6%CpRu-

Fe-MIL-101-NH2) 

6%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 was prepared exactly as for 32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 except 

using 0.21 g H2(NH2TPA) (1.2 mmol, 20 equiv.), 0.034 g [(CpRu)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF (0.059 

mmol, 1 equiv.), 0.64 g FeCl3 6H2O (2.3 mmol, 40 equiv.), and 0.032 g Co(NO3)2 6H2O (0.11 

mmol, 2 equiv.) A negligible amount of DMF remains within the framework following solvent 

exchange, however solvent exchange is considered to result in pure MTN-[Fe2.95Co0.05(µ3-

O)(NH2TPA)2.81[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.19]X1.14 xEtOH (X = Cl-, x ≈ 3.5 as determined by TGA, 0.31 g, 
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0.33 mmol, 77%  yield) (6%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2). The material was characterized by PXRD 

(Figure 3.83). The framework formula was determined by a combination of TGA (Figure 3.84), 

1H NMR spectroscopy (Figure 3.85), and ICP-OES (Tables 3.35 and 3.36). 6%CpRu-Fe-MIL-

101-NH2 was prepared for low pressure N2 sorption experiments by heating the ethanol solvate of 

6%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 under vacuum at 130°C for 16 hours. The resulting porosity data can 

be found in Figures 3.86 and 3.87 as well as Table 3.37. 

1.6.1.14 MTN-[Fe2.97Co0.03(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.91[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.09]X1.06 xEtOH (3%CpRu-

Fe-MIL-101-NH2) 

3%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 was prepared exactly as for 32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 except 

using 0.22 g H2(NH2TPA) (1.2 mmol, 30 equiv.), 0.023 g [(CpRu)H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF (0.040 

mmol, 1 equiv.), 0.65 g FeCl3 6H2O (2.3 mmol, 60 equiv.), and 0.025 g Co(NO3)2 6H2O (0.086 

mmol, 2 equiv.). A negligible amount of DMF remains within the framework following solvent 

exchange, however solvent exchange is considered to result in pure MTN-[Fe2.97Co0.03(µ3-

O)(NH2TPA)2.91[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.09]X1.06 xEtOH (X = Cl-, x ≈ 4 as determined by TGA, 0.37 g, 

0.39 mmol, 95%  yield) (3%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2). The material was characterized by  PXRD 

(Figure 3.88). The framework formula was determined by a combination of TGA (Figure 3.89), 

1H NMR spectroscopy (Figure 3.90), and ICP-OES (Tables 3.38 and 3.39). 3%CpRu-Fe-MIL-

101-NH2 was prepared for low pressure N2 sorption experiments by heating the ethanol solvate of 

3%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 under vacuum at 130°C for 16 hours. The resulting porosity data can 

be found in Figures 3.91 and 3.92 as well as Table 3.40. 
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1.6.1.15 MTN-[Fe2.99Co0.01(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.95[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.05]X1.04 xEtOH (2%CpRu-

Fe-MIL-101-NH2) 

2%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 was prepared exactly as for 32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 except 

using 0.22 g H2(NH2TPA) (1.2 mmol, 50 equiv.), 0.015 g [(CpRu)H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF (0.024 

mmol, 1 equiv.), 0.66 g FeCl3 6H2O (2.4 mmol, 100 equiv.), and 0.014 g Co(NO3)2 6H2O 

(0.048 mmol, 2 equiv.). A negligible amount of DMF remains within the framework following 

solvent exchange, however solvent exchange is considered to result in pure MTN-[Fe2.99Co0.01(µ3-

O)(NH2TPA)2.95[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.05]X1.04 xEtOH (X = Cl-, x ≈ 5.25 as determined by TGA, 0.39 

g, 0.39 mmol, 95% yield) (2%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2). The material was characterized  by PXRD 

(Figure 3.93). The framework formula was determined by a combination of TGA (Figure 3.94), 

1H NMR spectroscopy (Figure 3.95), and ICP-OES (Tables 3.41 and 3.42). 3%CpRu-Fe-MIL-

101-NH2 was prepared for low pressure N2 sorption experiments by heating the ethanol solvate of 

3%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 under vacuum at 130°C for 16 hours. The resulting porosity data can 

be found in Figures 3.96 and 3.97 as well as Table 3.43. 

3.4.3 Characterization 

1.6.1.16  [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF 

Shown in Figure 3.26, [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF crystallizes in the P21/n space group. 

The asymmetric unit contains two molecules of DMF and one PF6- per [(CpFe)(TPA)]- moiety, 

confirming the full protonation of the terephthalate ligand. All hydrogens were located in the 

difference Fourier map and refined. Hydrogen bonding is observed between the carboxylic acid 

hydrogens and the oxygens of the DMF molecules with an average O(H) O distance of 2.513 

.   
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Figure 3.26 Thermal ellipsoid plot of the single crystal structure of [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF 
(100 K) at 50% probability level (grey - carbon, red - oxygen, teal - iron, green - phosphorous, blue 

- fluorine, navy - nitrogen, white - hydrogen). 

PXRD analysis of the bulk product ([(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF) compared to the predicted 

powder pattern derived from the single crystal structure confirms the phase purity of the bulk 

product (Figure 3.27).  

 

Figure 3.27 (a) Calculated PXRD pattern for the single crystal structure of [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6]
2DMF (100 K) and (b) experimental PXRD pattern of bulk [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF  (298 K). 

 Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF shows three mass loss 

events (Figure 3.28). The first two were hypothesized to be associated with the loss of two 

molecules of DMF and 0.5 equivalents of HPF6 (theoretical = 37.8%, observed = 37%), 

presumably resulting in formation of the cocrystal [(CpFe)(HTPA)][(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6], while 
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the third mass loss is ascribed to loss of 0.5 molecules of HPF6 (theoretical = 12.6%, observed 

13.4%).  

 

Figure 3.28 TGA of bulk [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF. Theoretical: Each DMF = 12.6%, HPF6 = 
25.2%. 

 Formation of [(CpFe)(HTPA)][(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] was confirmed by heating 

[(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF to 230°C and holding under a continuous flow of N2 for 30 

minutes, after which time a PXRD pattern of the resulting compound was taken and compared to 

the expected peak positions derived from the single crystal structure of 

[(CpFe)(HTPA)][(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6]. The two were found to be a reasonable match (Figure 

3.29).  
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Figure 3.29 PXRD of product isolated from heating bulk [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF at 230°C 
under continuous flow of N2 for 30 minutes (298 K). Dashed lines at bottom represent expected peak 

positions of cocrystal [(CpFe)(HTPA)][(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] (CCDC REFCODE: BUCRUN). 

1.6.1.17  [(CpRu)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF 

Like its iron-containing counterpart, [(CpRu)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF crystallizes in a 

monoclinic space group, though minor (~4%) whole molecule disorder lowers the overall 

symmetry to a P21/c space group. The thermal ellipsoid plot of the major occupancy portion 

(~96%) of the [CpRu]+ moiety is shown in Figure 3.30. Like [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF, the 

asymmetric unit contains two molecules of DMF and one PF6- per [(CpRu)(TPA)]- moiety. The 

carboxylic acid hydrogens participate in hydrogen bonding with the carbonyl oxygens of the DMF 

molecules, with average O(H) O distances of 2.526 Å. 
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Figure 3.30 Thermal ellipsoid plot of the single crystal structure of [(CpRu)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF 
(100 K) at the 50% probability level (grey - carbon, red - oxygen, tan - ruthenium, green - 

phosphorous, blue - fluorine, navy - nitrogen, white - hydrogen). Minor whole molecule (~4%) 
disorder of the sandwich complex is omitted for clarity. 

PXRD analysis of the bulk product ([(CpRu)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF) compared to the 

predicted powder pattern derived from the  single crystal structure confirms the phase purity of the 

bulk product (Figure 3.31). 

 

Figure 3.31 (a) Calculated PXRD pattern for the single crystal structure of [(CpRu)(H2TPA)][PF6]
2DMF (100K) and (b) PXRD pattern of bulk [(CpRu)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF (298K). 

TGA of [(CpRu)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF (Figure 3.32) shows three mass loss events, similar 

to those seen for [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF (Figure 3.28). Again, the first two mass losses 

can possibly be ascribed to loss of two molecules of DMF (theoretical 23.4%, observed 23.3%) 
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and 0.5 molecules of HPF6 (theoretical 11.7%, observed 10.9%) to generate the cocrystal 

[(CpRu)(HTPA)][(CpRu)(H2TPA)][PF6], indicating the stability of the ligand to at least 160°C. 

The final mass loss is unusually large, and can potentially be ascribed to loss of another 0.5 HPF6 

(theoretical = 11.7%) as well as possible decarboxylation of the ligand.  

 

Figure 3.32 TGA of bulk [(CpRu)(H2TPA)][PF6] 2DMF. Theoretical: Each DMF = 11.7%, HPF6 = 
23.3%. 

1.6.1.18 MTN-[Fe3(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)3]Cl xEtOH (Fe-MIL101-NH2 EtOH) 

As synthesized Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH was determined to be phase pure and stable to both 

solvent exchange and evacuation (Figure 3.33).  
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Figure 3.33 (a) PXRD pattern of Fe-MIL-101-NH2 DMF/acetone (298K) (b) PXRD pattern of Fe-
MIL-101-NH2 xEtOH (298K) (c) PXRD pattern of Fe-MIL-101-NH2 following N2 sorption analysis 

(298K). Tick marks at bottom represent expected peak positions of a MIL-101-type framework (CSD 
refcode: OCUNAC). 

 

Figure 3.34 TGA of Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH. Appearance of two mass loss events prior to 300°C result 
from the different pore sizes of the cages within MIL-101 and equate to loss of 4.75 molecules EtOH per 

formula unit (theoretical: 22.3%, observed 21.4%).  
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Figure 3.35 Representative 1H-NMR spectrum of acid-digested Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH (400 MHz, 
3% DCl(aq) in DMSO-d6, 298K). Solvent residual signals at 2.50 ppm, 6.13 ppm. 

ICP-OES data was obtained for Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH, with the resulting signals background 

corrected. Calculated ppm values were obtained using the calibration curves seen in Figure 3.100.   

Table 3.6 ICP-OES data for Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH.  

 
For Fe-MIL-101-NH2, the SABET was determined to be 2263 m2/g. Because this is an 

unfunctionalized framework, it can be directly compared to other literature values for similar 

frameworks. This compares nicely, if a little lower than expected, with literature values for MTN-

[Fe3(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)3]Cl, which average approximately 2550 m2/g.238 Furthermore, total pore 

volume was determined to be 1.56 cc/g, which is significantly lower than the 2.2 cc/g seen in Cr-

MIL-101,30 but compares nicely with the 1.7 cc/g documented for [Fe3(µ3-O)(TPA)3].292 

Sample # 1 2 3 4 5 6 Average Std Dev. 

ppm Fe 0.312 0.351 0.351 0.321 0.370 0.370 0.346 0.024 

ppm Co 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 
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Figure 3.36 (a) N2 isotherm (77K) for Fe-MIL-101-NH2. b) BET isotherm plot for  
Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 

 

Figure 3.37 Pore size distribution of Fe-MIL-101-NH2, calculated using the SF method. 

Pore size distribution, determined using the Saito-Foley (SF) method, in which pores are modeled 

as cylindrical channels, for Fe-MIL-101-NH2 is shown in Figure 3.37, demonstrating the wide 

range of pore diameters from approximately 9 Å to upwards of 40 Å. All characterization and 

porosity data are summarized in Table 3.7. For the following functionalized frameworks, Fe-MIL-

101-NH2 provides the benchmark upon which to compare the effects of functionalization. 
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Table 3.7 Summary of porosity data for Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 

Framework Formula 
Incorporation of 
[CpFeTPA)]- or 

[CpRuTPA)]-b (%) 

Fe:Co Ratio 
(via ICP-OES) 

Total Pore 
Volume (cc/g) SABET (m2/g) 

MTN-[Fe3(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)]Cl 0% 1:0 1.563 2263 
 

 
1.6.1.19 MTN-[Fe2.50Co0.50(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.24[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.76]X1.26 xEtOH   (25%CpFe-

Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH) 

25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101 was established to be phase pure following both solvent exchange and 

evacuation (Figure 3.38).  

 

Figure 3.38  (a) PXRD pattern of 25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 DMF/acetone (298K), (b) PXRD 
pattern of 25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH (298K), and  (c) PXRD pattern of 25%CpFe-Fe-

MIL-101-NH2 following N2 sorption analysis (298K). Tick marks at bottom represent expected peak 
positions of MIL-101 frameworks based on Cr-MIL-101 (CSD Refcode: OCUNAC). 
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Figure 3.39 TGA of 25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH. Appearance of two mass loss events prior to 
300°C result from the different pore sizes of the cages within MIL-101 and equate to loss of 3 molecules 

EtOH per formula unit (theoretical: 14.0%, observed 14.3%). 

Formula determination was first explored via 1H NMR spectroscopy. For all frameworks, ratio 

of [(CpM)(TPA)]- to NH2TPA2- ligands in the MOMF was determined by 1H NMR spectroscopic 

analysis of the acid-digested frameworks (six times, results averaged). As shown in Figure 3.40, 

the characteristic peaks for both H2(NH2TPA) and [(CpFe)(H2TPA)]+ are relatively distinct from 

one another and the incorporation percentage can be calculated via peak integration. For this 

framework, incorporation percentage of functionalized ligand was calculated to be 25.4(1)% which 

equates to 0.76 [(CpFe)(TPA)]- moieties per formula unit of 25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 
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Figure 3.40 1H-NMR spectrum of 25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH (400 MHz, 3% DCl(aq) in 
DMSO-d6, 298K). Solvent residual signal at 2.50 ppm. Water residual signal at 5.95 ppm. Ethanol 

residual signals at 1.02 and 3.40 ppm (indicated with circles).  DMF residual signal at 8.00 ppm 
(indicated with square). Peak observed at 7.86 ppm is the result of solvent degradation of the 1H NMR 

solution. For more information see Section 3.4.5.1. 

ICP-OES analysis of 25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH was performed by acid-digesting 

25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH in ultra-high purity water using 3% HNO3(aq), and diluting the 

resulting solution to a total solids concentration of approximately 20 ppm using ultra-high purity 

water. For 25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH, the average Co:Fe ratio was determined to be 

0.150(2). Calculated concentrations (ppm) were obtained using the calibration curves seen in 

Figure 3.100, with the values summarized in Table 3.8.  Because this framework contains iron in 

both the SBU and the functionalized ligand, calculation of the final formula was undertaken using 

the equations seen in 3.4.4.  
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Table 3.8 Summary of ICP-OES data for 25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 xEtOH 

 
Overall formula calculation for this framework gives MTN-[Fe2.50Co0.50(µ3-O) 

(NH2TPA)2.24[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.76]X1.26 xEtOH. As a result of the under-incorporation of CoII, the 

SBU has a non-integer positive charge. Calculations for the framework formula determination can 

be seen in Table 3.9.  

Table 3.9 Formula calculation information for 25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 xEtOH 

 aIsolated as EtOH solvate.   bCalculated from 1H NMR spectroscopy. 

For 25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2, the SABET was determined to be 1484 m2/g, while total pore 

volume was determined to be 1.44 cc/g. The low pressure, low temperature N2 isotherm and the 

linear BET isotherm plot for 25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 are shown in Figure 3.41. 

 

Figure 3.41 a) N2 isotherm (77K) for 25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. b) BET isotherm plot for  
25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 

 

Sample # 1 2 3 4 5 6 Average Std Dev. 

ppm Fe 0.222 0.248 0.248 0.239 0.269 0.268 0.249 0.018 

ppm Co 0.034 0.038 0.039 0.036 0.041 0.041 0.038 0.003 

Frameworka Co/Fe 
#Co in 
SBU 

#Fe in 
SBU [CpFeTPA]-b SBU 

Charge 

MTN-[Fe2.50Co0.50(µ3-O) 
(NH2TPA)2.24[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.76]X1.26 0.15 0.50 2.50 0.76 +1.26 
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Figure 3.42 Pore size distribution of 25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2, calculated using the SF method. 

Pore size distribution for 25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 is shown in Figure 3.42, demonstrating the 

wide range of pore diameters from approximately 5 Å to approximately 25 Å. All characterization 

and porosity data are summarized in Table 3.10. 

Table 3.10 Summary of porosity data for 25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 

Framework Formula Incorporation of 
[CpFeTPA)]-b  

Co/Fe 
Ratioc 

Total Pore 
Volume (cc/g) SABET (m2/g) 

MTN-[Fe2.50Co0.50(µ3-O) 
(NH2TPA)2.24[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.76]X1.26 25.4% 0.15 1.44 1484 

aIsolated as the EtOH solvate.   bCalculated via 1H NMR spectroscopy.   cCalculated via ICP-OES. 

1.6.1.20 MTN-[Fe2.81Co0.19(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.54[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.46]X1.28 xEtOH (15%CpFe-

Fe-MIL-101-NH2 xEtOH) 

15%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101 was established to be phase pure following both solvent exchange and 

evacuation (Figure 3.43).  
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Figure 3.43  (a) PXRD pattern of 15%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 DMF/acetone (298K), (b) PXRD 
pattern of 15%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH (298K), and  (c) PXRD pattern of 15%CpFe-Fe-

MIL-101-NH2 following N2 sorption analysis (298K). Tick marks at bottom represent expected peak 
positions of MIL-101 frameworks based on Cr-MIL-101 (CSD Refcode: OCUNAC). 

 

Figure 3.44 TGA of 15%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 xEtOH. Appearance of two mass loss events prior to 
300°C result from the different pore sizes of the cages within MIL-101 and equate to loss of 3 molecules 

EtOH per formula unit (theoretical: 14.5%, observed 14.2%). 

Formula determination was first explored via 1H NMR in the same manner as that used for 

25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 (Figure 3.45). For this framework, incorporation percentage of 

functionalized ligand was calculated to be 15.3(3)%, which equates to 0.46 [(CpFe)(TPA)]- 

moieties per formula unit of 15%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 
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Figure 3.45 1H-NMR spectrum of 15%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 xEtOH (400 MHz, 3% DCl(aq), 4% 
CF3COOD in DMSO-d6, 298K). Solvent residual signal at 2.50 ppm. Ethanol residual signals at 1.02 and 

3.40 ppm (indicated with circles).  DMF residual signals at 2.69, 2.85, and 8.00 ppm (indicated with 
squares). Acetone residual signal at 2.02 ppm. Peak observed at 7.86 ppm is the result of solvent 

degradation of the 1H NMR solution. For more information see Section 3.4.5.1. 

ICP-OES analysis was performed in the exact manner as that used for 25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-

NH2 xEtOH. For 15%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 xEtOH, the average Co:Fe ratio was 0.0550(3). 

Calculated ppm values were obtained using the calibration curves seen in Figure 3.100 and can 

be seen summarized in Table 3.11.  Because this framework contains iron in both the SBU and 

the functionalized ligand, calculation of the final formula was undertaken using the equations seen 

in Section 3.4.4.  

Table 3.11 Summary of ICP-OES data for 15%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 xEtOH. 

 

Sample # 1 2 3 4 5 6 Average Std Dev. 

ppm Fe 0.273 0.307 0.306 0.289 0.328 0.327 0.305 0.021 

ppm Co 0.016 0.018 0.018 0.017 0.019 0.019 0.018 0.001 
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Overall formula calculation for this framework gives MTN-[Fe2.81Co0.19(µ3-

O)(NH2TPA)2.54[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.46]X1.28 xEtOH. As a result of the under-incorporation of CoII, 

the SBU has a non-integer positive charge. Calculations for the framework formula determination 

can be seen in Table 3.12.. 

Table 3.12 Formula calculation information for 15%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 xEtOH. 

 aIsolated as EtOH solvate.   bCalculated from 1H NMR spectroscopy. 

For 15%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2, the SABET was determined to be 1552 m2/g, while total pore 

volume was determined to be 1.27 cc/g. The low pressure, low temperature N2 isotherm and the 

BET isotherm plot for 15%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 xEtOH are shown in Figure 3.46.  

 

Figure 3.46 a) N2 isotherm (77K) for 15%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. b) BET isotherm plot for  
15%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 

 

Frameworka Co/Fe 
#Co in 
SBU 

#Fe in 
SBU [CpFeTPA]-b SBU 

Charge 

[Fe2.81Co0.19(µ3-O) 
(NH2TPA)2.54[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.46]X1.28 0.055 0.18 2.82 0.46 +1.28 
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Figure 3.47 Pore size distribution of 15%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 calculated using the SF method. 

Pore size distribution for 15%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 is shown in Figure 3.47, demonstrating the 

wide range of pore diameters from approximately 5 Å to approximately 25 Å. All characterization 

and porosity data are summarized in Table 3.13. 

Table 3.13 Summary of porosity data for 15%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 

Framework Formula Incorporation of 
[CpFeTPA)]-b  

Co/Fe 
Ratioc 

Total Pore 
Volume (cc/g) SABET (m2/g) 

[Fe2.81Co0.19(µ3-O) 
(NH2TPA)2.54((CpFe)(TPA))0.46]X1.28 15.3% 0.055 1.27 1552 

aIsolated as the EtOH solvate.   bCalculated via 1H NMR spectroscopy.   cCalculated via ICP-OES. 

1.6.1.21 MTN-[Fe2.81Co0.19(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.76[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.24]X1.05 xEtOH (8%CpFe-Fe-

MIL-101-NH2 xEtOH) 

8%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101 was established to be phase pure following both solvent exchange and 

evacuation (Figure 3.48).  
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Figure 3.48  (a) PXRD pattern of 8%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 DMF/acetone (298K), (b) PXRD 
pattern of 8%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH (298K), and  (c) PXRD pattern of 8%CpFe-Fe-MIL-

101-NH2 following N2 sorption analysis (298K). Tick marks at bottom represent expected peak 
positions of MIL-101 frameworks based on Cr-MIL-101 (CSD Refcode: OCUNAC). 

 

 
Figure 3.49 TGA of 8%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 xEtOH. Appearance of two mass loss events prior to 

300°C result from the different pore sizes of the cages within MIL-101 and equate to loss of 3.75 
molecules EtOH per formula unit (theoretical:18.0 %, observed 18.1%). 

Formula determination was first explored via 1H NMR in the same manner as that used for 

25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 (Figure 3.50). For this framework, incorporation percentage of 

functionalized ligand was calculated to be 8.1(5)% which equates to 0.24 [(CpFe)(TPA)]- moieties 

per formula unit of 8%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 
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Figure 3.50 1H-NMR spectrum of 8%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH (400 MHz, 3% DCl(aq), 4% 
CF3COOD in DMSO-d6, 298K). Solvent residual signal at 2.50 ppm. Ethanol residual signals at 1.02 and 

3.39 ppm (indicated with circles).  DMF residual signals at 2.69, 2.84, and 8.07 ppm (indicated with 
squares). Acetone residual signal at 2.01 ppm. Peak observed at 7.98 ppm is the result of solvent 

degradation of the 1H NMR solution. For more information see Section 3.4.5.1. 

ICP-OES analysis was performed in the exact manner as that used for 25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-

NH2 xEtOH. For 8%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 xEtOH, the average Co:Fe ratio was 0.062(1). 

Calculated ppm values were obtained using the calibration curves seen in Figure 3.100 and can 

be seen summarized in Table 3.14. Because this framework contains iron in both the SBU and the 

functionalized ligand, calculation of the final formula was undertaken using the equations seen in 

3.4.4.  

Table 3.14 Summary of ICP-OES data for 8%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH. 

Sample # 1 2 3 4 5 6 Average Std Dev. 

ppm Fe 0.205 0.230 0.230 0.240 0.273 0.274 0.242 0.027 

ppm Co 0.011 0.012 0.012 0.013 0.015 0.015 0.013 0.002 
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Overall formula calculation for this framework gives [Fe2.81Co0.19(µ3-O) 

(NH2TPA)2.76[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.24] X1.05 xEtOH. As a result of the under-incorporation of CoII, the 

SBU has a non-integer positive charge. Calculations for the framework formula determination can 

be seen in Table 3.15. . 

Table 3.15 Formula calculation information for 8%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH. 

 aIsolated as EtOH solvate.   bCalculated from 1H NMR spectroscopy. 

For 8%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2, the SABET was determined to be 1669 m2/g, while total pore 

volume was determined to be 1.28 cc/g. The low pressure, low temperature N2 isotherm and the 

linear BET isotherm plot for 8%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 are shown in Figure 3.41. 

 

Figure 3.51 a) N2 isotherm (77K) for 8%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. b) BET isotherm plot for  
8%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 

Frameworka Co/Fe 
#Co in 
SBU 

#Fe in 
SBU [CpFeTPA]-b SBU 

Charge 

[Fe2.81Co0.19(µ3-O) 
(NH2TPA)2.76[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.24]X1.05 

0.062 0.19 2.81 0.24 +1.05 
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Figure 3.52 Pore size distribution of 8%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2, calculated using the SF method.  

Pore size distribution for 8%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 is shown in Figure 3.52, demonstrating the 

wide range of pore diameters from approximately 5 Å to approximately 25 Å. All characterization 

and porosity data are summarized in Table 3.16. 

Table 3.16 Summary of porosity data for 8%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 

Framework Formula Incorporation of 
[CpFeTPA)]-b  

Co/Fe 
Ratioc 

Total Pore 
Volume (cc/g) SABET (m2/g) 

[Fe2.81Co0.19(µ3-O) 
(NH2TPA)2.76[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.24]X1.05 8.1% 0.062 1.28 1669 

aIsolated as the EtOH solvate.   bCalculated via 1H NMR spectroscopy.   cCalculated via ICP-OES. 

1.6.1.22 MTN-[Fe2.92Co0.08(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.84[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.16]X1.08 xEtOH (5%CpFe-Fe-

MIL-101-NH2 EtOH) 

5%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101 was established to be phase pure following both solvent exchange and 

evacuation (Figure 3.53).  
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Figure 3.53  (a) PXRD pattern of 5%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 DMF/acetone (298K), (b) PXRD 
pattern of 5%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH (298K), and  (c) PXRD pattern of 5%CpFe-Fe-MIL-

101-NH2 following N2 sorption analysis (298K). Tick marks at bottom represent expected peak 
positions of MIL-101 frameworks based on Cr-MIL-101 (CSD Refcode: OCUNAC). 

 
Figure 3.54 TGA of 5%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 xEtOH. Appearance of two mass loss events prior to 
300°C result from the different pore sizes of the cages within MIL-101 and equate to loss of 3 molecules 

EtOH per formula unit (theoretical:14.6 %, observed 14.0%). 

Formula determination was first explored via 1H NMR in the same manner as that used for 

25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 (Figure 3.55). For this framework, incorporation percentage of 

functionalized ligand was calculated to be 5.4(8)% which equates to 0.16 [(CpFe)(TPA)]- moieties 

per formula unit of 5%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 
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Figure 3.55 1H-NMR spectrum of 5%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH (400 MHz, 3% DCl(aq), 4% 
CF3COOD in DMSO-d6, 298K). Solvent residual signal at 2.50 ppm. Ethanol residual signals at 1.00 and 

3.40 ppm (indicated with circles).  DMF residual signals at 2.69, 2.85, and 7.81 ppm (indicated with 
squares). Acetone residual signal at 2.02 ppm. Peak observed below 7.8 ppm is the result of solvent 

degradation of the 1H NMR solution. For more information see Section 3.4.5.1. 

ICP-OES analysis was performed in the exact manner as that used for 25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-

NH2 xEtOH. For 5%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 xEtOH, the average Co:Fe ratio was 0.025(1). 

Calculated ppm values were obtained using the calibration curves seen in Figure 3.100 and can 

be seen summarized in Table 3.17. Because this framework contains iron in both the SBU and the 

functionalized ligand, calculation of the final formula was undertaken using the equations seen in 

3.4.4.  

Table 3.17 Summary of ICP-OES data for 5%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH. 

 

Sample # 1 2 3 4 5 6 Average Std Dev. 

ppm Fe 0.298 0.342 0.342 0.295 0.327 0.326 0.321 0.021 

ppm Co 0.008 0.009 0.009 0.007 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.001 
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Overall formula calculation for this framework gives [Fe2.92Co0.08(µ3-

O)(NH2TPA)2.84[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.16]X1.08 xEtOH As a result of the under-incorporation of CoII, the 

SBU has a non-integer positive charge. Calculations for the framework formula determination can 

be seen in Table 3.18. 

Table 3.18 Formula calculation information for 5%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH. 

 aIsolated as EtOH solvate.   bCalculated from 1H NMR spectroscopy. 

For 5%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2, the SABET was determined to be 1725 m2/g, while total pore 

volume was unable to be determined due to corruption of the data. The low pressure, low 

temperature N2 isotherm and the linear BET isotherm plot for 25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 are 

shown in Figure 3.56. 

 

Figure 3.56 a) N2 isotherm (77K) for 5%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. b) BET isotherm plot for  
5%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 

 

Frameworka Co/Fe 
#Co in 
SBU 

#Fe in 
SBU [CpFeTPA]-b SBU 

Charge 

[Fe2.92Co0.08(µ3-
O)(NH2TPA)2.84[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.16]X1.08 0.025 0.08 2.92 0.16 +1.08 
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Figure 3.57 Pore size distribution of 5%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2, calculated using the SF method. 

Pore size distribution for 5%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 is shown in Figure 3.57, demonstrating the 

wide range of pore diameters from approximately 5 Å to approximately 24 Å. All characterization 

and porosity data are summarized in Table 3.19. 

Table 3.19 Summary of porosity data for 5%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 

Framework Formula Incorporation of 
[CpFeTPA)]-b  

Co/Fe 
Ratioc 

Total Pore 
Volume (cc/g) SABET (m2/g) 

Fe2.92Co0.08(µ3-
O)(NH2TPA)2.84[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.16]X1.08 3.9% 0.025 n.d. 1725 
aIsolated as the EtOH solvate.   bCalculated via 1H NMR spectroscopy.   cCalculated via ICP-OES. 

1.6.1.23 MTN-[Fe2.94Co0.06(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.88[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.12]X1.06 xEtOH (4%CpFe-Fe-

MIL-101-NH2 EtOH) 

4%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101 was established to be phase pure following both solvent exchange and 

evacuation (Figure 3.58).  
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Figure 3.58  (a) PXRD pattern of 4%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 DMF/acetone (298K), (b) PXRD 
pattern of 4%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH (298K), and  (c) PXRD pattern of 4%CpFe-Fe-MIL-

101-NH2 following N2 sorption analysis (298K). Tick marks at bottom represent expected peak 
positions of MIL-101 frameworks based on Cr-MIL-101 (CSD Refcode: OCUNAC). 

 

 
Figure 3.59 TGA of 4%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 xEtOH. Appearance of two mass loss events prior to 

300°C result from the different pore sizes of the cages within MIL-101 and equate to loss of 3.25 
molecules EtOH per formula unit (theoretical:16.2 %, observed 16.5%). 

Formula determination was first explored via 1H NMR in the same manner as that used for 

25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 (Figure 3.60). For this framework, incorporation percentage of 

functionalized ligand was calculated to be 3.9(5)% which equates to 0.12 [(CpFe)(TPA)]- moieties 

per formula unit of 4%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 
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Figure 3.60 1H-NMR spectrum of 4%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH (400 MHz, 3% DCl(aq), 4% 
CF3COOD in DMSO-d6, 298K). Solvent residual signal at 2.50 ppm. Ethanol residual signals at 1.02 and 

3.38 ppm (indicated with circles).  DMF residual signals at 2.68, 2.84, and 8.00 ppm (indicated with 
squares). Acetone residual signal at 2.02 ppm.  

ICP-OES analysis was performed in the exact manner as that used for 25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-

NH2 xEtOH. For 3%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 xEtOH, the average Co:Fe ratio was 0.020(1). 

Calculated ppm values were obtained using the calibration curves seen in Figure 3.100 and can 

be seen summarized in Table 3.20. Because this framework contains iron in both the SBU and the 

functionalized ligand, calculation of the final formula was undertaken using the equations seen in 

3.4.4.  

Table 3.20 Summary of ICP-OES data for 4%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH. 

 

Sample # 1 2 3 4 5 6 Average Std Dev. 

ppm Fe 0.201 0.231 0.231 0.220 0.250 0.250 0.230 0.019 

ppm Co 0.004 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.000 
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Overall formula calculation for this framework gives [Fe2.94Co0.06(µ3-

O)(NH2TPA)2.88[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.12]X1.06 xEtOH. As a result of the under-incorporation of CoII, 

the SBU has a non-integer positive charge. Calculations for the framework formula determination 

can be seen in Table 3.21. 

Table 3.21 Formula calculation information for 4%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH. 

 aIsolated as EtOH solvate.   bCalculated from 1H NMR spectroscopy. 

For 4%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2, the SABET was determined to be 1920 m2/g, while total pore 

volume was 1.29 cc/g. The low pressure, low temperature N2 isotherm and the linear BET isotherm 

plot for 25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 are shown in Figure 3.61. 

 

Figure 3.61 a) N2 isotherm (77K) for 4%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. b) BET isotherm plot for  
4%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 

 

Frameworka Co/Fe 
#Co in 
SBU 

#Fe in 
SBU [CpFeTPA]-b SBU 

Charge 

[Fe2.94Co0.06(µ3-
O)(NH2TPA)2.88[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.12]X1.06 0.020 0.06 2.94 0.12 +1.08 
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Figure 3.62 Pore size distribution of 4%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2, calculated using the SF method. 

Pore size distribution for 4%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 is shown in Figure 3.62, demonstrating the 

wide range of pore diameters from approximately 5 Å to approximately 25 Å. All characterization 

and porosity data are summarized in Table 3.22. 

Table 3.22 Summary of porosity data for 4%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 

Framework Formula Incorporation of 
[CpFeTPA)]-b  

Co/Fe 
Ratioc 

Total Pore 
Volume (cc/g) SABET (m2/g) 

[Fe2.94Co0.06(µ3-
O)(NH2TPA)2.88[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.12]X1.06 3.9% 0.020 1.29 1920 
aIsolated as the EtOH solvate.   bCalculated via 1H NMR spectroscopy.   cCalculated via ICP-OES. 

1.6.1.24 MTN-[Fe2.95Co0.05(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.90[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.10]X1.05 xEtOH (3%CpFe-Fe-

MIL-101-NH2 EtOH) 

3%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101 was established to be phase pure following both solvent exchange and 

evacuation (Figure 3.63).  
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Figure 3.63  (a) PXRD pattern of 3%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 DMF/acetone (298K), (b) PXRD 
pattern of 3%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH (298K), and  (c) PXRD pattern of 3%CpFe-Fe-MIL-

101-NH2 following N2 sorption analysis (298K). Tick marks at bottom represent expected peak 
positions of MIL-101 frameworks based on Cr-MIL-101 (CSD Refcode: OCUNAC). 

 
Figure 3.64 TGA of 3%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 xEtOH. Appearance of two mass loss events prior to 

300°C result from the different pore sizes of the cages within MIL-101 and equate to loss of 5.75 
molecules EtOH per formula unit (theoretical: 25.5%, observed 26.0%). 

Formula determination was first explored via 1H NMR in the same manner as that used for 

25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 (Figure 3.65). For this framework, incorporation percentage of 

functionalized ligand was calculated to be 3.3(7)%, which equates to 0.10 [(CpFe)(TPA)]- moieties 

per formula unit of 3%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 
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Figure 3.65 1H-NMR spectrum of 3%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH (400 MHz, 3% DCl(aq), 4% 
CF3COOD in DMSO-d6, 298K). Solvent residual signal at 2.50 ppm. Ethanol residual signals at 1.02 and 

3.40 ppm (indicated with circles).  DMF residual signals at 2.69, 2.85, and 8.08 ppm (indicated with 
squares). Acetone residual signal at 2.02 ppm. Peak observed below 8.08 ppm is the result of solvent 

degradation of the 1H NMR solution. For more information see Section 3.4.5.1. 

ICP-OES analysis was performed in the exact manner as that used for 25%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-

NH2 xEtOH. For 3%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 xEtOH, the average Co:Fe ratio was 0.015(1). 

Calculated ppm values were obtained using the calibration curves seen in Figure 3.100 and can 

be seen summarized in Table 3.23. Because this framework contains iron in both the SBU and the 

functionalized ligand, calculation of the final formula was undertaken using the equations seen in 

3.4.4.  

Table 3.23 Summary of ICP-OES data for 3%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH. 

 

Sample # 1 2 3 4 5 6 Average Std Dev. 

ppm Fe 0.191 0.216 0.215 0.175 0.201 0.201 0.200 0.015 

ppm Co 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.002 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.000 
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Overall formula calculation for this framework gives [Fe2.95Co0.05(µ3-

O)(NH2TPA)2.90[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.10]X1.05 xEtOH. As a result of the under-incorporation of CoII, 

the SBU has a non-integer positive charge. Calculations for the framework formula determination 

can be seen in Table 3.24. . 

Table 3.24 Formula calculation information for 3%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH. 

 aIsolated as EtOH solvate.   bCalculated from 1H NMR spectroscopy. 

For 3%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2, the SABET was determined to be 2089 m2/g, while total pore 

volume was 1.44 cc/g. The low pressure, low temperature N2 isotherm and the linear BET isotherm 

plot for 3%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 are shown in Figure 3.66. 

 

Figure 3.66 a) N2 isotherm (77K) for 3%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. b) BET isotherm plot for  
3%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 

 

Frameworka Co/Fe 
#Co in 
SBU 

#Fe in 
SBU [CpFeTPA]-b SBU 

Charge 

[Fe2.95Co0.05(µ3-
O)(NH2TPA)2.90[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.10]X1.05 0.015 0.05 2.95 0.10 +1.05 
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Figure 3.67 Pore size distribution of 3%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2, calculated using the SF method. 

Pore size distribution for 3%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 is shown in Figure 3.67, demonstrating the 

wide range of pore diameters from approximately 5 Å to approximately 25 Å. All characterization 

and porosity data are summarized in Table 3.25. 

Table 3.25 Summary of porosity data for 3%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 

Framework Formula Incorporation of 
[CpFeTPA)]-b  

Co/Fe 
Ratioc 

Total Pore 
Volume (cc/g) SABET (m2/g) 

[Fe2.95Co0.05(µ3-
O)(NH2TPA)2.90[(CpFe)(TPA)]0.10]X1.05 3.3% 0.015 1.44 2089 

aIsolated as the EtOH solvate.   bCalculated via 1H NMR spectroscopy.   cCalculated via ICP-OES. 

1.6.1.25 MTN-[Fe2.67Co0.33(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.05[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.95]X1.62 xEtOH (32%CpRu-

Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH) 

32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101 was established to be phase pure following both solvent exchange and 

evacuation (Figure 3.68).  
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Figure 3.68 (a) PXRD pattern of 32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 DMF/acetone (298K), (b) PXRD 
pattern of 32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH (298K), and  (c) PXRD pattern of of 32%CpRu-Fe-
MIL-101-NH2 following N2 sorption analysis (298K). Tick marks at bottom represent expected peak 

positions of MIL-101 frameworks based on Cr-MIL-101 (CSD Refcode: OCUNAC). 

 

Figure 3.69 TGA of 32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 xEtOH. The mass loss event prior to 300°C equates 
to loss of 1.75 molecules EtOH per formula unit (theoretical: 8.0%, observed 7.4%). 

32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 was acid-digested in order to undergo 1H NMR characterization. 

Analysis of six unique samples of 32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 resulting from different syntheses 

were run, with the percent [(CpRu)(TPA)]- incorporation averaged over the collections. A 

representative spectrum is shown in Figure 3.70, demonstrating the distinct peak positions of both 

NH2TPA2- and [(CpRu)(TPA)]-. Careful integration of these peaks results in an average 

incorporation of 31.5(2)% which equates to 0.96 [(CpRu)(TPA)]- moieties per formula unit of 
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32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. Unlike the 1H NMR spectra seen for the related frameworks 

incorporating [(CpFe)(TPA)]-, x%CpFe-Fe-MIL-101-NH2, this spectrum has peaks that are much 

broader and those in the aromatic region have some overlap, requiring peak fitting to obtain the 

appropriate value for integration. In general, all frameworks incorporating [(CpRu)(TPA)]- 

displayed this same difficulty to some extent. Additionally, the peak for Cp is incorporated in the 

large residual water peak and cannot be observed cleanly. Efforts to shift this large water peak did 

not result in successful resolution of the two peaks. 

 

Figure 3.70 1H-NMR spectrum of 32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH (400 MHz, 3% DCl(aq), 
DMSO-d6, 298K). Solvent residual signal at 2.50 ppm. Ethanol residual signal at 1.02 and 3.50 ppm 

(indicated with circles). HDO signal at 5.45 ppm. 

ICP-OES data shows a clear relationship of all three metals present in the [CpRu]+-

functionalized MIL-101-type frameworks (x%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2), meaning formula 

calculation does not require the extensive calculations of the MIL-101-type frameworks x%CpFe-

Fe-MIL-101-NH2. Calculated ppm values were obtained using the calibration curves seen in 

Figure 3.100.   Shown in Table 3.26 are the ICP-OES data for 32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 
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Table 3.26 Summary of ICP-OES data for 32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH. 

 
Overall formula calculation for this framework gives [Fe2.67Co0.33(µ3-

O)(NH2TPA)2.05[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.95]X1.62 xEtOH. As a result of the under-incorporation of CoII, 

the SBU has a non-integer positive charge. Calculations for the framework formula determination 

can be seen in Table 3.27. 

Table 3.27 Formula calculation information for 32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH. 

 aIsolated as EtOH solvate.   bCalculated from ICP-OES. 

For 32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2, the SABET was determined to be 1438 m2/g, while total pore 

volume was 0.85 cc/g. The low pressure, low temperature N2 isotherm and the linear BET isotherm 

plot for 32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 are shown in Figure 3.71. 

 

Figure 3.71 a) N2 isotherm (77K) for 32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. b) BET isotherm plot for  
32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 

Sample # 1 2 3 4 5 6 Average Std Dev. 

ppm Fe 0.183 0.205 0.204 0.198 0.225 0.226 0.207 0.016 

ppm Co 0.023 0.026 0.026 0.025 0.029 0.029 0.026 0.002 

ppm Ru 0.066 0.073 0.073 0.070 0.080 0.081 0.074 0.006 

Frameworka Co/Fe Ru/Fe #Co in 
SBU 

#Fe in 
SBU [CpRuTPA]-b SBU 

Charge 

[Fe2.67Co0.33(µ3-
O)(NH2TPA)2.05[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.95]X1.62 

0.125 0.357 0.33 2.67 0.95 +1.62 
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Figure 3.72 Pore size distribution of 32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2, calculated using the SF method. 

Pore size distribution for 32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 is shown in Figure 3.72, demonstrating the 

wide range of pore diameters from approximately 5 Å to approximately 25 Å. All characterization 

and porosity data are summarized in Table 3.28. 

Table 3.28 Summary of porosity data for 32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 

Framework Formula Incorporation of 
[CpRuTPA)]-b  

Co/Fe 
Ratiob 

Ru/Fe 
Ratiob 

Total Pore 
Volume 

(cc/g) 

SABET 
(m2/g) 

[Fe2.67Co0.33(µ3-
O)(NH2TPA)2.05[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.95]X1.62 31.5% 0.125 0.357 0.85 1438 

 aIsolated as the EtOH solvate.   bCalculated via ICP-OES. 

1.6.1.26 MTN-[Fe2.85Co0.15(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.44[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.56]X1.42 xEtOH (19%CpRu-

Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH) 

19%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101 was established to be phase pure following both solvent exchange and 

evacuation (Figure 3.73).  
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Figure 3.73  a) PXRD pattern of 19%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 DMF/acetone (298K), (b) PXRD 
pattern of 19%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH (298K), and  (c) PXRD pattern of of 19%CpRu-Fe-
MIL-101-NH2 following N2 sorption analysis (298K). (Tick marks at bottom represent expected peak 

positions of MIL-101 frameworks based on Cr-MIL-101 (CSD Refcode: OCUNAC). 
 

 

Figure 3.74 TGA of 19%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 xEtOH. The mass loss event prior to 300°C equates 
to loss of 2 molecules EtOH per formula unit (theoretical: 9.2%, observed 8.9%). 

Formula determination was first explored via 1H NMR in the same manner as that used for 

32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 (Figure 3.75). For this framework, careful integration of the peaks 

results in an average incorporation of 18.5(7)%, which equates to 0.55 [(CpRu)(TPA)]- moieties 

per formula unit of 19%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 
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Figure 3.75 1H-NMR spectrum of 19%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH (400 MHz, 3% DCl(aq), 
DMSO-d6, 298K). Solvent residual signal at 2.50 ppm. HDO signal at 6.08 ppm. Ethanol residual signal 

0.98 and 3.31 ppm. DMF residual signals at 2.6 and 2.8 ppm. 

ICP-OES data were obtained using the exact method used for 32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 

Shown in Table 3.29 are the ICP-OES data for each metal incorporated within 19%CpRu-Fe-MIL-

101-NH2. Calculated ppm values were obtained using the calibration curves seen in Figure 3.100.   

Table 3.29 Summary of ICP-OES data for 19%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH. 

 
Overall formula calculation for this framework gives [Fe2.67Co0.33(µ3-

O)(NH2TPA)2.05[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.95]X1.62 xEtOH. As a result of the under-incorporation of CoII, 

the SBU has a non-integer positive charge. Calculations for the framework formula determination 

can be seen in Table 3.30. 

Sample # 1 2 3 4 5 6 Average Std Dev. 

ppm Fe 0.170 0.190 0.189 0.164 0.184 0.184 0.180 0.011 

ppm Co 0.009 0.010 0.010 0.008 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.001 

ppm Ru 0.034 0.038 0.037 0.032 0.037 0.036 0.036 0.002 
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Table 3.30 Formula calculation information for 19%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH. 

 aIsolated as EtOH solvate.   bCalculated from ICP-OES. 

For 19%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2, the SABET was determined to be 1523 m2/g, while total pore 

volume was 0.86 cc/g. The low pressure, low temperature N2 isotherm and the linear BET isotherm 

plot for 19%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 are shown in Figure 3.76. 

 

Figure 3.76. (a) N2 isotherm (77K) for 19%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. b) BET isotherm plot for  
19%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 

 

 

Figure 3.77 Pore size distribution of 19%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2, calculated using the SF method. 

 

Frameworka Co/Fe Ru/Fe #Co in 
SBU 

#Fe in 
SBU [CpRuTPA]-b SBU 

Charge 

[Fe2.85Co0.15(µ3-
O)(NH2TPA)2.44[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.56]X1.42 0.050 0.200 0.15 2.85 0.57 +1.42 
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Pore size distribution for 19%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 is shown in Figure 3.77, demonstrating the 

wide range of pore diameters from approximately 5 Å to approximately 25 Å. All characterization 

and porosity data are summarized in Table 3.31. 

Table 3.31 Summary of porosity data for 19%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 

Framework Formula Incorporation of 
[CpRuTPA)]-b  

Co/Fe 
Ratiob 

Ru/Fe 
Ratiob 

Total Pore 
Volume 

(cc/g) 

SABET 
(m2/g) 

[Fe2.85Co0.15(µ3-
O)(NH2TPA)2.44[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.56]X1.42 18.9% 0.050 0.20 0.86 1523 

 aIsolated as the EtOH solvate.   bCalculated via ICP-OES. 
 

1.6.1.27 MTN-[Fe2.94Co0.06(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.70[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.27]X1.21 xEtOH (9%CpRu-

Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH) 

9%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101 was established to be phase pure following both solvent exchange and 

evacuation (Figure 3.78).  

 

Figure 3.78   (a) PXRD pattern of 9%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 DMF/acetone (298K), (b) PXRD 
pattern of 9%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH (298K), and  (c) PXRD pattern of of 9%CpRu-Fe-
MIL-101-NH2 following N2 sorption analysis (298K). Tick marks at bottom represent expected peak 

positions of MIL-101 frameworks based on Cr-MIL-101 (CSD Refcode: OCUNAC). 
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Figure 3.79 TGA of 9%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 xEtOH. The two mass loss events prior to 300°C 
equate to loss of 3.25 molecules EtOH per formula unit (theoretical: 15.6%, observed 16.0%). 

Formula determination was first explored via 1H NMR in the same manner as that used for 

32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 (Figure 3.80). Careful integration of the peaks results in an average 

incorporation of 9.0(8)% which equates to 0.27 [(CpRu)(TPA)]- moieties per formula unit of 

9%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 

 

Figure 3.80 1H-NMR spectrum of 9%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH (400 MHz, 3% DCl(aq), 
DMSO-d6, 298K). Solvent residual signal at 2.50 ppm. HDO residual signal at 5.85 ppm. Ethanol residual 

signal at 0.99 and 3.38 ppm. 
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ICP-OES data were obtained using the exact method used for 32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 

Shown in Table 3.33 are the ICP-OES data for each metal incorporated within 9%CpRu-Fe-MIL-

101-NH2. Calculated ppm values were obtained using the calibration curves seen in Figure 3.100.   

Table 3.32 Summary of ICP-OES data for 9%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH. Values in red are 
outliers and were not included in calculations. 

 
Overall formula calculation for this framework gives Fe2.94Co0.06(µ3-

O)(NH2TPA)2.70[(CpRu)(TPA]0.27]X1.21 xEtOH. As a result of the under-incorporation of CoII, the 

SBU has a non-integer positive charge. Calculations for the framework formula determination can 

be seen in Table 3.33. 

Table 3.33 Formula calculation information for 9%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH. 

 aIsolated as EtOH solvate.   bCalculated from ICP-OES. 

For 9%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2, the SABET was determined to be 1658 m2/g, while total pore 

volume was 0.90 cc/g. The low pressure, low temperature N2 isotherm and the linear BET isotherm 

plot for 9%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 are shown in Figure 3.81. 

Sample # 1 2 3 4 5 6 Average Std Dev. 

ppm Fe 0.208 0.247 0.033 0.209 0.249 0.248 0.232 0.022 

ppm Co 0.000 0.000 -0.015 0.006 0.007 0.007 0.004 0.003 

ppm Ru 0.016 0.016 -0.035 0.022 0.025 0.024 0.021 0.004 

Frameworka Co/Fe Ru/Fe #Co in 
SBU 

#Fe in 
SBU [CpRuTPA]-b SBU 

Charge 

Fe2.94Co0.06(µ3-
O)(NH2TPA)2.70[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.27]X1.21 0.017 0.091 0.06 2.94 0.27 +1.21 
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Figure 3.81 a) N2 isotherm (77K) for 9%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. b) BET isotherm plot for  
9%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 

 

 
Figure 3.82 Pore size distribution of 9%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2, calculated using the SF method. 

Pore size distribution for 9%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 is shown in Figure 3.82, demonstrating the 

wide range of pore diameters from approximately 5 Å to approximately 25 Å. All characterization 

and porosity data are summarized in Table 3.34. 

Table 3.34 Summary of porosity data for 9%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 

Framework Formula Incorporation of 
[CpRuTPA)]-b  

Co/Fe 
Ratiob 

Ru/Fe 
Ratiob 

Total Pore 
Volume 

(cc/g) 

SABET 
(m2/g) 

Fe2.94Co0.06(µ3-
O)(NH2TPA)2.70[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.27]X1.21 9.0% 0.017 0.091 0.90 1658 

 aIsolated as the EtOH solvate.   bCalculated via ICP-OES. 
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1.6.1.28 MTN-[Fe2.95Co0.05(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.81[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.19]X1.14 xEtOH (6%CpRu-

Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH) 

6%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101 was established to be phase pure following both solvent exchange and 

evacuation (Figure 3.83).  

 

Figure 3.83  (a) PXRD pattern of 6%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 DMF/acetone (298K), (b) PXRD 
pattern of 6%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH (298K), and  (c) PXRD pattern of of 6%CpRu-Fe-
MIL-101-NH2 following N2 sorption analysis (298K). Tick marks at bottom represent expected peak 

positions of MIL-101 frameworks based on Cr-MIL-101 (CSD Refcode: OCUNAC). 
 

 

Figure 3.84 TGA of 6%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 xEtOH. The two mass loss events prior to 300°C 
equate to loss of 3.5 molecules EtOH per formula unit (theoretical: 16.9%, observed 16.8%). 
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Formula determination was first explored via 1H NMR in the same manner as that used for 

32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 (Figure 3.85). Careful integration of the peaks results in an average 

incorporation of 6.5(4)%, which equates to 0.20 [(CpRu)(TPA)]- moieties per formula unit of 

6%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 

 

Figure 3.85 1H-NMR spectrum of 6%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH (400 MHz, 3% DCl(aq), 
DMSO-d6, 298K). Solvent residual signal at 2.50 ppm. HDO residual signal at 5.74 ppm. Ethanol residual 

signal at 0.99 and 3.37 ppm. 

ICP-OES data were obtained using the exact method used for 32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 

Shown in Table 3.35 are the ICP-OES data for each metal incorporated within 6%CpRu-Fe-MIL-

101-NH2. Calculated ppm values were obtained using the calibration curves seen in Figure 3.100.   

Table 3.35 Summary of ICP-OES data for 6%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH. 

 
Overall formula calculation for this framework gives [Fe2.95Co0.05(µ3-

O)(NH2TPA)2.81[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.19]X1.14 xEtOH. As a result of the under-incorporation of CoII, 

Sample # 1 2 3 4 5 6 Average Std Dev. 

ppm Fe 0.209 0.235 0.235 0.224 0.253 0.253 0.235 0.017 

ppm Co 0.002 0.003 0.003 0.005 0.006 0.006 0.004 0.002 

ppm Ru 0.008 0.010 0.010 0.018 0.021 0.022 0.015 0.006 
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the SBU has a non-integer positive charge. Calculations for the framework formula determination 

can be seen in Table 3.36. 

Table 3.36 Formula calculation information for 6%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH. 

 aIsolated as EtOH solvate.   bCalculated from ICP-OES. 

For 6%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2, the SABET was determined to be 1790 m2/g, while total pore 

volume was 1.1 cc/g. The low pressure, low temperature N2 isotherm and the linear BET isotherm 

plot for 6%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 are shown in Figure 3.86. 

 

Figure 3.86 a) N2 isotherm (77K) for 6%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. b) BET isotherm plot for  
6%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 

 

Frameworka Co/Fe Ru/Fe #Co in 
SBU 

#Fe in 
SBU [CpRuTPA]-b SBU 

Charge 
[Fe2.95Co0.05(µ3-

O)(NH2TPA)2.81[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.19]X1.14 0.017 0.064 0.05 2.95 0.19 +1.14 
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Figure 3.87 Pore size distribution of 6%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2, calculated using the SF method. 

Pore size distribution for 6%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 is shown in Figure 3.87, demonstrating the 

wide range of pore diameters from approximately 5 Å and larger. All characterization and porosity 

data are summarized in Table 3.37. 

Table 3.37 Summary of porosity data for 6%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 

Framework Formula Incorporation of 
[CpRuTPA)]-b  

Co/Fe 
Ratiob 

Ru/Fe 
Ratiob 

Total Pore 
Volume 

(cc/g) 

SABET 
(m2/g) 

[Fe2.95Co0.05(µ3-
O)(NH2TPA)2.81[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.19]X1.14 6.3% 0.017 0.064 1.07 1790 

 aIsolated as the EtOH solvate.   bCalculated via ICP-OES. 
 

1.6.1.29 MTN-[Fe2.97Co0.03(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.91[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.09]X1.06 xEtOH (3%CpRu-

Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH) 

3%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101 was established to be phase pure following both solvent exchange and 

evacuation (Figure 3.88).  
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Figure 3.88  (a) PXRD pattern of 3%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 DMF/acetone (298K), (b) PXRD 
pattern of 3%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH (298K), and  (c) PXRD pattern of of 3%CpRu-Fe-
MIL-101-NH2 following N2 sorption analysis (298K). Tick marks at bottom represent expected peak 

positions of MIL-101 frameworks based on Cr-MIL-101 (CSD Refcode: OCUNAC). 
 

 

Figure 3.89 TGA of 3%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 xEtOH. The mass loss event prior to 300°C equates 
to loss of 2.5 molecules EtOH per formula unit (theoretical: 12.9%, observed 12.3%). 

Formula determination was first explored via 1H NMR in the same manner as that used for 

32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 (Figure 3905). Careful integration of the peaks results in an average 

incorporation of 2.9(7)%, which equates to 0.09 [(CpRu)(TPA)]- moieties per formula unit of 

3%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 
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Figure 3.90 1H-NMR spectrum of 3%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH (400 MHz, 3% DCl(aq), 
DMSO-d6, 298K). Solvent residual signal at 2.50 ppm. HDO residual signal at 5.62 ppm. Ethanol residual 

signals at 0.98 and 3.36 ppm. 

ICP-OES data were obtained using the exact method used for 32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 

Shown in Table 3.38 are the ICP-OES data for each metal incorporated within 3%CpRu-Fe-MIL-

101-NH2. Calculated ppm values were obtained using the calibration curves seen in Figure 3.100.   

Table 3.38 Summary of ICP-OES data for 3%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH. 

 
Overall formula calculation for this framework gives [Fe2.97Co0.03(µ3-

O)(NH2TPA)2.91[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.09]X1.06 xEtOH. As a result of the under-incorporation of CoII, 

the SBU has a non-integer positive charge. Calculations for the framework formula determination 

can be seen in Table 3.39. 

Sample # 1 2 3 4 5 6 Average Std Dev. 

ppm Fe 0.254 0.287 0.287 0.225 0.256 0.256 0.261 0.023 

ppm Co 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.000 

ppm Ru 0.008 0.009 0.009 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.008 0.001 
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Table 3.39 Formula calculation information for 3%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH. 

 aIsolated as EtOH solvate.   bCalculated from ICP-OES. 

For 3%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2, the SABET was determined to be 1873 m2/g, while total pore 

volume was 1.04 cc/g. The low pressure, low temperature N2 isotherm and the linear BET isotherm 

plot for 3%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 are shown in Figure 3.91. 

 

 

Figure 3.91 a) N2 isotherm (77K) for 3%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. b) BET isotherm plot for  
3%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 

 

 
Figure 3.92 Pore size distribution of 3%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2, calculated using the SF method. 

Frameworka Co/Fe Ru/Fe #Co in 
SBU 

#Fe in 
SBU [CpRuTPA]-b SBU 

Charge 
[MTN-[Fe2.97Co0.03(µ3-

O)(NH2TPA)2.91[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.09]X1.06 0.008 0.031 0.03 2.97 0.09 +1.06 
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Pore size distribution for 6%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 is shown in Figure 3.87, demonstrating the 

wide range of pore diameters from approximately 5 Å and larger. All characterization and porosity 

data are summarized in Table 3.40. 

Table 3.40 Summary of porosity data for 3%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 

Framework Formula Incorporation of 
[CpRuTPA)]-b  

Co/Fe 
Ratiob 

Ru/Fe 
Ratiob 

Total Pore 
Volume 

(cc/g) 

SABET 
(m2/g) 

[MTN-[Fe2.97Co0.03(µ3-
O)(NH2TPA)2.91[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.09]X1.06 3.0% 0.008 0.031 1.04 1873 

 aIsolated as the EtOH solvate.   bCalculated via ICP-OES. 
 

1.6.1.30 MTN-[Fe2.99Co0.01(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.95[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.05]X1.04 xEtOH (2%CpRu-

Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH) 

2%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101 was established to be phase pure following both solvent exchange and 

evacuation (Figure 3.93).  

 

Figure 3.93  (a) PXRD pattern of 2%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 DMF/acetone (298K), (b) PXRD 
pattern of 2%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH (298K), and  (c) PXRD pattern of of 2%CpRu-Fe-
MIL-101-NH2 following N2 sorption analysis (298K). Tick marks at bottom represent expected peak 

positions of MIL-101 frameworks based on Cr-MIL-101 (CSD Refcode: OCUNAC). 
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Figure 3.94 TGA of 2%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 xEtOH. The mass loss event prior to 300°C equates 
to loss of 3.5 molecules EtOH per formula unit (theoretical: 17.4%, observed 16.8%). 

Formula determination was first explored via 1H NMR in the same manner as that used for 

32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 (Figure 3.95). Careful integration of the peaks results in an average 

incorporation of 1.9(5)%, which equates to 0.06 [(CpRu)(TPA)]- moieties per formula unit of 

3%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 

 

Figure 3.95  1H-NMR spectrum of 2%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH (400 MHz, 3% DCl(aq), 
DMSO-d6, 298K).  Solvent residual signal at 2.50 ppm. HDO residual signal at 5.38 ppm. Ethanol 

residual signals at 0.99 and 3.38 ppm. 
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ICP-OES data were obtained using the exact method used for 32%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 

Shown in Table 3.41 are the ICP-OES data for each metal incorporated within 2%CpRu-Fe-MIL-

101-NH2. Calculated ppm values were obtained using the calibration curves seen in Figure 3.100.   

Table 3.41 Summary of ICP-OES data for 2%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH. 

 
Overall formula calculation for this framework gives [Fe2.97Co0.03(µ3-

O)(NH2TPA)2.91[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.09]X1.06 xEtOH. As a result of the under-incorporation of CoII, 

the SBU has a non-integer positive charge. Calculations for the framework formula determination 

can be seen in Table 3.39. 

Table 3.42 Formula calculation information for 3%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 EtOH. 

 aIsolated as EtOH solvate.   bCalculated from ICP-OES. 

For 2%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2, the SABET was determined to be 1951 m2/g, while total pore 

volume was 1.15 cc/g. The low pressure, low temperature N2 isotherm and the linear BET isotherm 

plot for 2%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 are shown in Figure 3.96. 

Sample # 1 2 3 4 5 6 Average Std Dev. 

ppm Fe 0.231 0.261 0.261 0.238 0.267 0.267 0.254 0.016 

ppm Co 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.000 

ppm Ru 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.005 0.005 0.004 0.000 

Frameworka Co/Fe Ru/Fe #Co in 
SBU 

#Fe in 
SBU [CpRuTPA]-b SBU 

Charge 

[MTN-[Fe2.99Co0.01(µ3-
O)(NH2TPA)2.95[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.05]X1.04 

0.004 0.016 0.01 2.99 0.05 +1.04 
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Figure 3.96 a) N2 isotherm (77K) for 2%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. b) BET isotherm plot for  
2%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 

 

 
Figure 3.97 Pore size distribution of 2%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2, calculated using the SF method. 

Pore size distribution for 2%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2 is shown in Figure 3.97, demonstrating the 

wide range of pore diameters from approximately 5 Å and larger. All characterization and porosity 

data are summarized in Table 3.43. 

Table 3.43 Summary of porosity data for 3%CpRu-Fe-MIL-101-NH2. 

Framework Formula Incorporation of 
[CpRuTPA)]-b  

Co/Fe 
Ratiob 

Ru/Fe 
Ratiob 

Total Pore 
Volume 

(cc/g) 

SABET 
(m2/g) 

[MTN-[Fe2.99Co0.01(µ3-
O)(NH2TPA)2.95[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.05]X1.04 1.7% 0.004 0.016 1.15 1 

 aIsolated as the EtOH solvate.   bCalculated via ICP-OES. 
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3.4.4 Framework Formulae Calculations 

The original Fe-MIL-101 framework has the following general formula:  

MTN-[Fe3(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)3(L)3]X solvent 

For the functionalized frameworks, the formula was modified to the following:  

MTN-[Fe3-xCox(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)3-y[(CpMII)(TPA)]y(L)3]Xc solvent 

1H NMR spectroscopy allows for direct determination of y by integration of the relative areas 

of NH2TPA2- vs. [CpMTPA)]- species. The ratio of these two values gives d, the ratio of 

[CpMTPA)]- to NH2TPA2- in the framework: 

-	
./- = 	0     (1) 

In frameworks containing [(CpFe)(TPA)]- as a ligand, direct formula calculation was not 

possible using only ICP-OES data as both the SBU and the ligand contain Fe. As the Co:Fe ratio 

obtained from ICP-OES included both ligand and SBU-based iron species, the ratio of the two 

metals given through ICP-OES (e) can be expressed as: 

1
(./1)4- 	= 	5     (2) 

Taken together, determination of x can be obtained using the following equation: 

  

 6 = .7(849:)
(84:)(847)  (3) 

Incorporation amounts of [(CpRu)(TPA)]- as a ligand can be directly calculated from ICP-

OES data. As described above, 1H NMR spectroscopy gives a second determination of y and can 

be compared to the results obtained via ICP-OES. Comparison of the two separately determined 

values in frameworks with high [(CpRu)(TPA)]- incorporation demonstrates strong agreement 

between the two values, while lower integrations show more significant disagreement. This is 
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likely as a result of the peak broadening within the 1H NMR spectra of frameworks containing 

[(CpRu)(TPA)]- as a ligand. As ICP-OES is a more sensitive method of measurement, all formulae 

for [(CpRu)(TPA)]--functionalized MIL-101-type frameworks were obtained using data from 

ICP-OES analysis. 

Finally, in order to calculate the overall charge of the MIL-101-type MTN-[FexCoy(µ3-

O)(NH2TPA)a(CpMIITPA)b(L)3]Xc frameworks (and consequently c in the modified framework 

formula), all components were assumed to retain their original charges: Fe3+, Co2+, O2-, NH2TPA2, 

and [CpMIITPA)]-, giving the following equation:  

 3(3-x) + 2x – 2(3-y) – y – 2 = c  (4) 

which simplifies to:  

 1 – x + y = c  (5) 

3.4.5 Controls for MIL-101 Framework Syntheses 

In optimizing framework syntheses, several control reactions were run according to Scheme 

3.5.  Shown in Figure 3.98 are the PXRDs of the products resulting from these reactions, in which 

one or more components of the organometallic MOF synthesis was systematically excluded (Table 

3.5). Results indicate that synthesis of functionalized MIL-101-type frameworks require all four 

synthetic components (FeCl3 6H2O, Co(NO3)2 6H2O, H2(NH2TPA), and [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6]

2DMF). 
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Figure 3.98 PXRD patterns for all control syntheses a) Control A, b) Control B, c) Control C, d) 
Control D, e) Control E, f) Control F, g) Control G, and h) Control H (298 K). For full synthetic 
details see Table 3.5. Tick marks at the bottom represent expected peak positions of MIL-101-type 

frameworks. 
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Table 3.44 Control synthesis for functionalization of MIL-101. All syntheses performed in 14 mL 
DMF.  

Reagent FeCl3 6H2O 
(mmol) 

Co(NO3)2 6H2O 
mmol) 

H2(NH2TPA) 
(mmol) 

[(CpFe)(TPA)][PF6]  
(mmol) Resulta 

Control A - 2.597 0.828  0.413  a 

Control B 2.497  - 0.828  0.413  b 

Control C 1.665  0.832  - 1.240  c 

Control D 1.665  0.832  1.242  - d 

Control E - 2.697  - 1.240  e 

Control F - 2.697 1.242 - f 

Control G 2.497 - - 1.240  g 

Control H 2.497 - 1.242  - h 
aPXRD patterns of the resulting solids are shown in Figure 3.96.  

3.4.5.1 1H NMR Controls 

In determining ligand incorporation ratios via 1H NMR spectroscopy, an unassignable peak 

was consistently observed at approximately 8.15 ppm. Subsequent analysis of the solvent mixture 

used showed this peak to be an artifact of the solvent mixture and sample preparation rather than 

signs of degraded ligand (Figure 3.99).  
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Figure 3.99 1H NMR spectrum of 3% DCl(aq) in DMSO-d6, (400 MHz, 298K). Solvent mixture was 
prepared identically to all framework sample preparation, including 30 seconds of sonication and 10-15 

seconds of heating. 

3.4.5.2 ICP-OES Calibration Curves 

ICP-OES data was used to calculate the final formula for each framework unit. The calibration 

curves for the elements of interest are seen in Figure 3.100.   
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Figure 3.100 ICP-OES Calibration curves for a) Fe (( = 238.204 nm), b) Co (( = 228.616 nm), c) Ru 
(( = 240.272 nm). 
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3.4.5.3 Counterion Identification 

 Counterion identification for the functionalized frameworks of interest proved difficult. Most 

likely counterions were identified as Cl- (from FeCl3 6H2O), NO3- (from Co(NO3)2 9H2O), or 

PF6- (from either form of functionalized ligand). The presence of PF6- was ruled out via 19F NMR 

of each framework. In all cases, no signal in the 19F spectrum was seen, an example of which can 

be seen in Figure 3.101, the 19F NMR spectrum of the framework with the highest ligand 

incorporation.  

 

Figure 3.101 19F NMR of 0.006 M MTN-[Fe2.67Co0.33(µ3-O)(NH2TPA)2.05[(CpRu)(TPA)]0.95]X1.62

xEtOH (375.5 MHz, 3% DCl(aq) in DMSO-d6, 298K). CF3CH2OH internal standard (0.006 M) residual 
signal seen at -76 ppm. 

 The presence of NO3- is difficult to quantify, as the frameworks and any solvents within contain 

many forms of both nitrogen and oxygen, and typical methods of identification for nitrogen or 

oxygen (15N NMR, 17O NMR, elemental analysis) are either not sensitive enough to detect low 

levels of NO3- or cannot differentiate between solvent, framework, or counterion species. The most 

abundant counterion in synthesis is Cl-, as FeCl3 6H2O is present at a significantly higher ratio 
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than any other species. For this reason, all formula masses have been calculated with the 

assumption that Cl- is the major counterion species in the frameworks, though in framework 

formulae, counterions are still designated as X- to account for this uncertainty. Though not directly 

quantified by ICP-OES, a signal for Cl- was seen at levels above baseline in all frameworks, 

suggesting Cl- is at least present as a counterion in some quantity.  
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3.5 Crystallographic Data 

Table 3.45 Crystallographic Data for Synthesized Ligands. 

Compound [(CpFe)(H2TPA)][PF6] [(CpRu)(H2TPA)][PF6] 

Formula FeC19H25O6N2PF6 RuC19H25O6N2PF6 

Formula wt (g mol-1) 578.23 623.45 

Wavelength (Å) 0.71073 0.71073 
Crystal System Monoclinic Monoclinic 

Space Group P21/n P21/c 
Color Yellow Colorless 

Crystal Dimensions (mm) 0.27 × 0.13 × 0.07 0.25 × 0.21 × 0.19 

a (Å) 7.5738(3) 7.7428(2) 

b (Å) 24.3914(10) 22.7908(5) 

c (Å) 13.1031(6) 13.7214(3) 

α (°) 90 90 
β (°) 103.356(1) 101.7391(10) 

ɣ (°) 90 90 

V (Å3) 2355.14(17) 2370.70(10) 

Z 4 4 

&calc (g cm-1) 1.631 1.747 
T, K 100 100 

Reflections Collected 5664 5688 

Unique Reflections 4490 5383 
2θ Range (°) 3.34-56.00 3.52-56.00 

Rint 0.0371 0.0178 
No. of 

parameters/restraints 359/0 338/0 

R1(F), wR2(F2), (I>2'(I)) 0.0351, 0.0876 0.0367, 0.0877 
Goodness-of-fit on F2 1.040 1.222 

µ (mm-1) 0.794 0.814 

Project Number 14023 14055 
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Chapter 4                                              Chapter IV 

Terphenyl-Based Metal-Organic Frameworks Bearing a Covalently-Tethered 

Cyclopentadienyl-Ruthenium Moiety  

4.1 Introduction 

Introduction of [CpRRuII]+-functionalized (CpR = cyclopentadienyl moieties bearing a variety 

of substituents, e.g. -H, -CH3) aryl carboxylates to a MOF can potentially be achieved via direct 

facial metalation of the desired linker, as introduced in Chapter 1 and further explored in Chapters 

2 and 3. However, aside from the reduced framework porosity that results from installation of the 

bulky [CpRRuII]+ moieties, a potential issue in activating and using such linkers is leaching of the 

photochemically-generated [CpRu(L)3]+ (L = ligand, typically solvent, e.g. CH3CN, (CH3)2CO) 

moieties, particularly from frameworks with large pore apertures. Additionally, as shown in 

Section 2.2.4, control of the metalation sites of extended-length linkers (e.g. biphenyl 

dicarboxylate, terphenyl dicarboxylate) can be difficult. Generally, MOFs in which the 

catalytically-active moiety is somehow permanently and directly attached to the framework 

through covalent or coordination bonds ought to be less susceptible to catalyst leaching. To achieve 

such a permanent attachment of a [CpRRuII(L)3]+ moiety to a framework scaffold, we have 

proposed synthesis of an arene dicarboxylate ligand which bears a covalently-bonded 

[CpRRuII(arene)]+ precatalyst by means of an organic tether. In principle, this method would not 

only allow for generation of catalytically-active [CpRRuII(L)3]+ species within the framework, as 

illustrated in Scheme 4.1, but may also prevent leaching of the covalently tethered catalyst. 

Additionally, it is conceivable that the photochemically-generated [CpRRu(L)3]+ species may be 

capable of “self-healing” via thermal remetalation of the framework post-activation. In this case, 

“self-healing” is taken to mean the deactivation of the [CpRRu(L)3]+ catalyst through thermal 
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annealing of the metallocyclopentadienyl moiety onto an arene ring within the same molecule, as 

demonstrated in the “inert framework” shown in Scheme 4.1. This type of deactivation allows for 

isolation and recyclability of the photochemically-generated [CpRRu(L)3]+ catalyst. 

 

Scheme 4.1 Proposed introduction and activation of a ligand bearing a covalently-tethered 
[CpRRu(arene)]+ precatalyst within the pores of a MOF. 

4.1.1 Heterogeneous [CpRM]+ Catalysts (and Precatalysts) via Covalent Tethering 

Prior to the start of this work, there were no examples of heterogeneous [CpRRu]+-type 

catalysts. In 2013, Matzger and coworkers reported the encapsulation of [Cp*Ru(CH3CN)3]+ 

within the pores of a MOF. Through post-synthetic cation exchange, [Cp*Ru(CH3CN)3]+ was 

encapsulated within the anionic framework of ZJU-28 (ZJU-28 = (Me2NH2)3[In(BTB)4] x solvent, 

BTB = 4,4’,4’’-benzene-1,3,5-tiryltribenzoic acid, ZJU = Zhejiang University) though no further 

studies beyond characterization were undertaken.116 Also in 2013, the first example of a tether-

based heterogenized [CpRMII]+-type catalyst was reported by McGowan and coworkers, who 

immobilized a series of Group 9 transition metal catalysts through the use of dimeric [Cp*RM2(µ-

Cl)2Cl2] complexes (M = Rh, Ir) in which one of the five methyl groups of Cp* was functionalized 

to create a tether of a desired length, terminating with a hydroxyl group.197 In situ conversion of 

the OH to a triflate salt then allowed for covalent tethering of the catalyst to the Wang resin 

(Scheme 4.2), which then performed catalytic transfer hydrogenation of benzaldehyde using 

isopropyl alcohol as the hydrogen source with little to no sign of catalyst leaching, though 

moderate amounts of catalyst deactivation over short periods of time proved troublesome. Later, 
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McGowan and coauthors further studied the immobilized [Cp*ORIrCl2]2 dimer from their 2013 

paper, examining the mechanisms of catalyst deactivation in detail, finding that alkoxides were 

binding to the [Cp*Ir]2+ species, resulting in decreased catalytic activity.293 

 

Scheme 4.2 Immobilization of hydroxyl-tethered [Cp*M]+ catalysts onto a Wang resin. Reproduced 
with permission from Ref. 197. Copyright 2013, Royal Society of Chemistry. 

Additionally, certain [CpRRu]+ precatalysts have been immobilized via covalent tethering. In 

2015, Matsuoka and coworkers reported the immobilization of the carboxylic-acid functionalized 

cyclopentadienyl ruthenium complex [CpCOOHRu(η6-benzene)][PF6] on the amino-functionalized 

silicate MCM-41 (Mobil Composition of Matter No. 41) via amide bond formation (Scheme 4.3). 

From this, they were able to photolytically generate the catalytically-active [CpRRu(CH3CN)3]+ 

species to perform catalytic hydrosilylation of 1-hexyne, though at a lower yield than the 

homogenous catalyst, which they remark as likely being a result of steric hinderance from the 

nearby silica scaffold.180 
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Scheme 4.3 Immobilization and photochemical activation of [CpCO2RRu(η6-benzene)][PF6] on 

MCM-41. Figure reproduced from Ref. 180 with permission. Copyright 2015 Royal Society of 
Chemistry. 

Another [CpRRu]+ catalyst that has been immobilized is the Shvo catalyst ([1-OH, 2,3,4,5-

Ph4(η5-C5)]2[RuH(CO)2]2, Figure 4.1) which was grafted onto silica nanoparticles but showed 

decreased catalytic activity for transfer hydrogenation of levulinic acid compared to its 

homogeneous counterpart.181  

 
Figure 4.1 The Shvo catalyst. 

Overall, immobilized [CpM]+- and [Cp*RM]+-functionalized arene catalysts have not shown 

significant improvement in their catalytic behaviors (e.g. turnover numbers) when compared to 

their homogeneous forms, though not much study has been done to optimize such reactions as yet. 

However, the fact that all of these means to immobilize [CpRM]+ catalysts have occurred during 

the course of this project suggests a high interest in immobilizing these highly-useful catalysts. In 

addition, these attempts to immobilize immobilize [CpRM]+ catalysts demonstrate a significant 

lack of substrate selectivity. The use of MOFs as an immobilization scaffold for these moieties 

could offer size and shape selectivity that other scaffolds cannot. 
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Of the above examples, the most promising finding that directly relates to our chemistry is the 

immobilization of [CpCOOHRu(C6H6)]+ within MCM-41,180 particularly because the researchers 

achieved full conversion to the catalytically-active [CpRRu(CH3CN)3]+ species via UV irradiation. 

This conversion suggests the possibility for forming such species within the framework of a MOF, 

where catalytic performance could perhaps be tuned through the significant control over pore 

environment that is available in MOFs.  

4.2 Hypothesis and Linker Design 

Our goal was to design and synthesize a relatively long aryl carboxylate linker (for MOF 

synthesis) bearing a covalently-tethered [Cp*RRu(η6-C6H6)]+ precatalyst, with the goal being 

incorporation of the air- and water-stable precatalyst-bearing linker into a series of open 

framework MOFs in either a single- or mixed-ligand synthetic approach. The MOF ought to then 

be amenable to photochemical activation of the tethered [Cp*RRu(η6-C6H6)]+ moiety to generate 

a heterogeneous MOF catalyst with active [Cp*RRu(L)3]+ species tethered to the MOF’s interior 

pores.  

Previous work by Robert Fairchild in our lab illustrated the first synthesis of several [η5-

C5Me4CH2R)Ru(η6-arene)]+ compounds which have “pendant arms” resulting from derivatization 

of the pentamethylcyclopentadienyl ruthenium (Cp*Ru) moiety (See Section 1.5.4). In general, 

these pendant arms are the result of the attack of a nucleophile on the tetramethylfulvene complex 

[(η5-C5Me4=CH)2RuCl(µ-Cl)]2 followed by reflux in 1:1 benzene:water. For the compound of 

interest in this synthesis, however, Fairchild found that simple reflux of [(η5-C5Me4=CH)2RuCl(µ-

Cl)]2  in 1:1 benzene:water results directly in [Cp*OHRu(η6-benzene)]Cl in near quantitative yield 

(Figure 4.2). 
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Scheme 4.4 Synthesis of Fairchild’s [(η5-C5Me4CH2OH)Ru(η6-C6H6)]Cl, which is further used for 
synthesis of [Cp*RRu(arene)]+-tethered ligands. Figure adapted from Ref. 196 with permission. 

Copyright 2008, American Chemical Society. 

 The terminal hydroxyl group of this compound can be deprotonated using a strong base, 

generating a particularly strong nucleophile for SN2 reactions, which can then be used to form 

covalent tethers between the [(η5-C5Me4CH2OH)Ru(η6-benzene)]Cl species and a desired 

scaffold, in this case, to a common triphenylene bridging ligand used in MOF synthesis. The 

desired ligand is thus a 4,4’’-terphenyl dicarboxylic acid bearing a covalently-tethered precatalytic 

[Cp*ORRu(η6-benzene)] moiety, which we propose to achieve via an SN2 reaction between [(η5-

C5Me4CH2OH)Ru(η6-benzene)]Cl and the ester of a brominated terphenyldicarboxylic acid 

derivative (Scheme 4.5).  

 

Scheme 4.5 Retrosynthesis of the desired [Cp*ORRu(benzene)]+-functionalized ligand, achieved 
through the SN2 reaction between [(η5-C5Me4CHO)Ru(η6-benzene)]Cl and the 

terphenyldicarboxylic acid derivative shown. The terphenyldicarboxylic acid is proposed to be 
synthesized via coupling between 1,4-dibromotoluene and 4-carboxyphenyl boronic acid. 
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Upon successful synthesis of the ligand, but prior to installation into a MOF framework, we 

must first confirm the ligand’s ability to generate a catalytically-active [Cp*ORRu(solvent)3]+ 

moiety upon UV irradiation. Secondly, as [Cp*Ru(solvent)3]+ species are known to thermally 

anneal to available arenes, re-forming [Cp*Ru(arene)]+, there is potential for “healing” behavior 

of the ligand via metalation of the arene rings of the ligand backbone or of another introduced 

arene. Predicting the products of such healing behavior for this ligand is complicated, as there are 

many possible ways for the healing to take place. We have hypothesized three different modes of 

healing, shown in Scheme 4.6.  

 

Scheme 4.6 Possible thermal “healing” modes of activated [Cp*ORRu(solvent)3]+-tethered 
terphenyldicarboxylate species. 

Three intramolecular “self-healing” products are possible, though metalation of the ring 

farthest from the tether is deemed unlikely, as simple molecular models suggest that the short -

CH2-O-CH2- linker is expected to be unable to reach the ring.  The other two possible “self-
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healing” products, though more likely, could have their own steric difficulties. In Scheme 4.5, all 

three arene rings of the triphenylene linker are shown to be coplanar for simplicity, presenting 

optimal accessibility for facial metalation by the [Cp*ORRu(solvent)3]+ species. However, as 

observed in many 2-substituted biphenyls, the torsion angles between arene rings are expected to 

deviate significantly from coplanarity. As a result, self-healing on the central ring, the most 

electron-rich of the options, could be sterically prohibited by the rings ortho to the tethered group. 

Similarly, a lack of coplanarity could prevent facial metalation of the ring positioned ortho to the 

tether. 

Oligomerization is another result of healing behavior, where, instead of intramolecular 

condensation, the tethered [Cp*Ru(CH3CN)3]+ moiety may instead metalate an arene of a nearby 

ligand ester. This metalation may also encounter similar difficulties with the staggered rings of the 

terphenyl in that the bulky moiety may be unable to access the non-coplanar 2-substituted biphenyl 

moiety, but metalation of the ring positioned meta to the tether would appear to be feasible. Finally, 

introduction of a simple, electron-rich arene (e.g. p-xylene) to the healing process could result in 

the active moiety annealing on to the introduced arene, as it is likely significantly more accessible 

than any of the arene rings of the ligand itself. These “self-healing” possibilities are presented in 

Scheme 4.6.  
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4.3 Considerations for Incorporation of a Tethered [Cp*ORRu]+-Functionalized Ligand 

into Metal-Organic Frameworks 

 

Scheme 4.7 Anticipated behavior of a [Cp*ORRu(C6H6)]+-bearing terphenyl ligand within a generic 
MOMF, illustrating MOF synthesis, photoactivation of the ligand to give the tethered 

[Cp*ORRu(solvent)3]+ catalyst, and possible means of thermal “healing”.  

Introduction and activation of the proposed [Cp*ORRu]+-tethered ligand can be further broken 

down into four sequential objectives, illustrated in Scheme 4.7. The first objective is, of course, 

successful synthesis of the [Cp*ORRu(η6-benzene)]+-tethered terphenyldicarboxylate ligand 

described in the previous section. The second objective would be the incorporation of the 

[Cp*ORRu(η6-benzene)]+-bearing ligand into a framework, in either mixed-ligand or full 

incorporation fashion. For the second objective, the targeted frameworks are those that typically 

incorporate terphenyldicarboxylate (TPDC2-) ligands, such as IRMOF-16 (Zn4(µ4-O)(TPDC)3) 

and UiO-68 (Zr6O4(OH)4(TPDC)6), into which functional ligands used for a variety of purposes, 

including catalysis294 and gas capture,174,295  have successfully been reticulated. Photoactivation of 

the [Cp*ORRu(η6-benzene)]+ moiety to generate the tethered [Cp*ORRu(solvent)3]+ moiety within 

the framework, and exploration of its function as a catalyst, is the third objective. The covalent 

tether is expected to prevent leaching of the active catalyst from the framework, despite relatively 

large pore apertures.  Finally, the fourth objective is to study “self-healing” and recovery of the 
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“inert” arene-passivated framework precatalyst. Notably, the [Cp*ORRu(solvent)3]+ catalysts 

should be susceptible to remetalation of the arene-lined framework via thermal annealing. 

Alternatively, introduction of an arene into the pores of the framework could result in thermal 

reaction with the non-framework arene. Any of these processes would constitute a “self-healing” 

or “healing” type of catalyst deactivation. Three of the most probable healing possibilities are 

shown in Scheme 4.8. Observation of the products of these healing pathways would serve to 

demonstrate successful photogeneration of the [Cp*ORRu(solvent)3]+ catalyst within the 

framework, and could serve as a mechanism by which the air-sensitive [Cp*ORRu(solvent)3]+ 

catalyst species can be recovered or recycled.  

 

Scheme 4.8 Schematic depiction of potential healing methods of the proposed, activated, 
[Cp*ORRu(solvent)3]+-tethered ligand within a MOF setting. Generic SBUs are noted by purple 

squares. For simplicity, a square pore aperture is depicted.  
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There are in theory two possibilities for remetalation of the framework arenes. First, the 

proximity of other arene ligands within the framework could result in “cross-healing”, in which 

the [Cp*ORRu(solvent)3]+ species tethered to one ligand thermally metalates an arene rings of an 

adjacent accessible ligand. The tether within the targeted ligand, however, consists of only three 

atoms (-CH2-O-CH2-), which limits the radius of the active moiety, and may prevent metalation of 

arene rings that are too distant. The observation of “cross-healing” may be highly framework 

dependent as distance between ligands is dictated by the framework’s SBU. Another potential 

healing behavior is “self-healing”, wherein the tethered [Cp*ORRu(solvent)3]+ moiety metalates an 

arene ring on the ligand to which it is tethered. Length of the tether and relative coplanarity of the 

aryl rings in the terphenyl ligand will significantly influence this process as well.  

Finally, introduction of a simple arene into the MOF pores, particularly an electron-rich arene, 

during the healing process could result in metalation of the introduced arene and recovery of an 

inert framework precatalyst. Without the steric hinderances that may prevent both cross- and self-

healing, the introduced arene ought to be easily accessible by the [Cp*ORRu(CH3CN)3]+ moiety, 

while the ionization potential of the arene would affect the rate of metalation/healing. Additionally, 

the arene could be introduced to the framework in significant excess, thus increasing the 

probability of arene exchange-based healing. To study the behavior and potential applicability of 

such a ligand within a MOF setting, we set out to synthesize a functionalized terphenyl-bsed ligand 

bearing a covalently-tethered [Cp*ORRu(η6-C6H6)]+ moiety and study its behavior under UV 

irradiation as well as its “healing” chemistry, and to incorporate it into MOFs of the the IRMOF 

and UiO family.  
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4.4 IRMOF-16 and UiO-68-type Metal-Organic Frameworks 

Triphenylene-based linkers are widely used in isoreticular MOF syntheses. The first 

reticulation of such a long linker was seen in Yaghi’s IRMOF (IRMOF = Isoreticular Metal-

Organic Framework) series, based around the Zn4(µ4-O)(O2CRCO2)3 building block (Figure 4.2) 

first used in MOF-5 (now also known as IRMOF-1).26,35 Reaction of Zn(NO3)2 with the extended 

aryl dicarboxylate linker 4,4’’-terphenyldicarboxylic acid (H2TPDC) results in IRMOF-16 

(Zn4(µ4-O)(TPDC)3), the first example of a triphenylene linker in the IRMOF framework, the 

structure of which is shown in Figure 4.2.34  

 

Figure 4.2 The Zn4(µ4-O)(O2CRCO2)3 SBU of the IRMOF family (left) and the structure of IRMOF-
16 (Zn4(µ4-O)(TPDC)3) (right), (teal = zinc, red = oxygen, grey = carbon).  

To date there are eight known IRMOF-type frameworks that are constructed from 

terphenyldicarboxylate linkers such as  H2TPDC, a summary of these frameworks is shown in 

Table 4.1, with unique linkers shown in Figure 4.3.34,47,296,297  
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Table 4.1 Summary of IRMOF frameworks utilizing triphenylene-based linkers. 
All frameworks have the formula Zn4(µ4-O)(L)3. 

 

aIndicates that SQUEEZE has been used on structure. bIndicates an interpenetrated structure. 

 

Figure 4.3 Unique linkers used in triphenylene-based IRMOF analogues. 

While other extended IRMOF-type frameworks have shown applicability in areas such as 

catalysis149 and small-molecule docking,298 terphenyl-based IRMOFs have not shown widespread 

applicability, though some have demonstrated gas capture, particularly of CO2 and H2.48,295 In 

2010, Yaghi and coworkers introduced an N-heterocyclic carbene (NHC)-functionalized 

triphenylene ligand to the IRMOF scaffold, which could then be post-synthetically metalated by 

PdCl2, though no catalytic or other particularly useful behavior was reported.47 

Interpenetration is observed in several members the IRMOF series when linkers become 

longer. In terms of conducting catalysis this can be a significant hinderance, as a significant 

fraction of the open pore space is now occupied by another framework. Additionally, Zn-based 

Framework Ligand a = b (Å) c (Å) α = β ɣ V (Å3) Space 
Group 

Temp 
(K) Ref. 

IRMOF-15 TPDC 21.459 21.459 90 90 9882 Im-3m 273 34 
IRMOF-16 TPDC 21.490 21.490 90 90 9925 Pm-3m 258 34 

IRMOF-76 L1 42.925 42.925 90 90 79089 Fm-3m 258 47 
IRMOF-77 L2 31.085 71.018 90 120 59427 R-3c 258 47 

MOF-BC-4a,b L3 21.490 42.883 90 90 19804 P42/ncm 143 296 
MOF-BC-5a,b L4 21.474 21.474 90 90 9903 Im-3m 153 296 

UPC-19b L5 29.923 37.639 90 120 29186 R-3 295 297 

UPC-20b L5 29.706 7.8313 90 120 5985 R-3 295 297 
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SBU is unstable under many catalytic (and ambient) conditions, including exposure to moisture, 

which may impact applications. Single crystals of IRMOF-type frameworks, however, are 

relatively easy to obtain, despite this susceptibility to decomposition. 

First introduced in 2008, the UiO-type (UiO = Universitetet i Oslo) family of metal-organic 

frameworks has become perhaps the most widely used in MOF chemistry. Built around 

exceptionally stable Zr6O4(OH)4(RCO2)12 SBUs, whose stability is attributed to the strong bonds 

of the high oxidation state Zr(IV)-carboxylate-oxo/hydroxy clusters, the UiO-type frameworks 

(and other related ‘Zr6’-based MOFs) have been shown to be chemically stable to a range of 

solvents, reaction conditions, and a wide pH range, while also being thermally stable to 

temperatures above 800 K.31 Additionally, the frameworks tend to be amenable to significant 

chemical modification, both pre- and post-synthetic.52,53,299 The use of common dicarboxylate 

linkers terephthalic acid (H2TPA), 4,4’-biphenyldicarboxylic acid (H2BPDC), and H2TPDC gave 

the original UiO series: UiO-66 (Zr6O4(OH)4(TPA)6), UiO-67 ((Zr6O4(OH)4(BPDC)6), and UiO-

68 (Zr6O4(OH)4(TPDC)6) respectively (Figure 4.4), that adopt the 12-connected fcu network 

topology. Increasing the linker length from H2TPA to H2TPDC results in a nearly three-fold 

expansion of the unit cell volume, and an increase in theoretical porosity (ε) from 0.51 to 0.74, as 

demonstrated in Table 4.2.31,53 
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Figure 4.4 View of the UiO series, with linker length increasing by one arene ring from left to right. 

 

Table 4.2 Comparison of porosity for UiO-66, UiO-67, and UiO-68. 

Framework UiO-6631,53 UiO-6731,53 UiO-6831,300 

Linker length (Å)	 6.857 11.240 15.407 

SABET (m2g-1) 1580 2500 3738 

Unit Cell Volume (Å3) 8870 19456 35212 

ε 0.51 0.66 0.74 

 

Highly stable and highly porous, UiO-68-type frameworks (based on terphenyldicarboxylate 

linkers) have proven exceedingly useful for a variety of applications, and the fcu net precludes 

interpenetration of the frameworks. In particular, the research group of Wenbin Lin, which has 

extensively studied functionalization and applications of the UiO family of frameworks, have 

utilized highly functionalized porous UiO-68-type frameworks for delivery of cisplatin,4 a 

common anti-cancer drug, intracellular pH sensing,301 ultra-sensitive metal detection,302 olefin 

hydrogenation,294 and a range of other catalytic transformations.294 Unlike the IRMOF-type 

frameworks, however, synthesis of UiO-68-type MOFs does not typically result in formation of  

Framework UiO-66 UiO-67 UiO-68

SABET

Linker length (Å)a 6.857 11.240 15.407

Total pore volume (cm3)

Average pore diameter (Å)

% Free space

UiO-66
Zr6O4(OH)4(TPA)6

UiO-67
Zr6O4(OH)4(BPDC)6

UiO-68
Zr6O4(OH)4(TPDC)6

a Length measured via centroids generated between carboxylate oxygens on either end of ligand  
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single crystals suitable for X-ray structure determination, occasionally resulting in solid polymers 

that are partially or completely amorphous and exhibit small particle sizes. A common method of 

ensuring crystalline product formation is the use of a modulating agent, typically a simple, non-

bridging monocarboxylic acid, such as acetic or benzoic acid, which can reversibly bond to the 

SBU, regulating polymerization rate to allow for control of framework structure, resulting in 

highly-crystalline UiO-68-type frameworks.300 These modulators can also be incorporated into the 

frameworks as defect sites, further allowing for control over pore size and functionality, among 

other properties.303  

4.5 Results and Discussion 

4.5.1 Synthesis of a [Cp*ORRu(benzene)][PF6]-Tethered Linker  

The proposed [Cp*ORRu(benzene)][PF6]-functionalized triphenylene linker [H4.4]·xHPF6 was 

obtained following the synthesis shown in Scheme 4.9. Palladium-catalyzed cross-coupling of two 

equivalents 4-carboxyphenylboronic acid with one equivalent 2,5-dibromotoluene following a 

previously-reported procedure304 resulted in 2'-methyl-4,4"-terphenyldimethoxycarbonyl (4.1) in 

56.5% yield. Bromination of 4.1 with N-bromosuccinimide (NBS) yields dimethyl-2'-

(bromomethyl)-[1,1':4',1''-terphenyl]-4,4''-dicarboxylate (4.2) in 51.4% yield. Reaction of 

Fairchild’s previously-reported [4.3(benzene)Cl]196 with NaH followed by addition of 4.2 yields 

the deprotected acid product [H4.4] xHPF6 in 84.1% yield following precipitation from water with 

NH4PF6 and purification by stirring in warm CH3CN to remove unreacted [4.3(benzene)]Cl.
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Scheme 4.9 Synthesis of [H4.4]·xHPF6. 

 [H4.4]·xHPF6 (x ≈ 0.5) was characterized by 1H NMR (Figure 4.x) and 19F NMR spectroscopy 

(Figure 4.x). Unfortunately, [H4.4]·xHPF6 is soluble only in DMF and dimethyl sulfoxide 

(DMSO). Therefore, the ligand’s photochemistry and its healing behavior in a homogenous setting 

cannot be studied in the preferred solvents acetone and acetonitrile.  

4.5.2 Analogues of [H4.4]·xHPF6 

Three analogues of [H4.4]·xHPF6, shown in Figure 4.5, including the simple [Cp*OHRu(η6-

C6H6)][PF6] species first reported by Fairchild,196 the benzyl-tethered analogue 

[4.6(benzene)][PF6], and the methyl ester form of the ligand, [4.7(benzene)][PF6] were 

synthesized. Their behavior under UV irradiation as well as conditions promoting thermal 

“healing” was studied to give insight into the behavior of [H4.4]·xHPF6 both in its molecular form 

as well as within the MOF setting.  

 

Figure 4.5 The three studied analogues of [H4.4]·xHPF6. 
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Firstly, we studied the behavior of the simple [4.3(benzene)][PF6]  compound. Previously, 

Fairchild has reported quantitative conversion of the species [4.3(benzene)][PF6]  to 

[4.3(CH3CN)3][PF6] by broadband UV irradiation with a medium-pressure mercury lamp in 

acetonitrile (Scheme 4.10).196  

 
Scheme 4.10 Generation of [Cp*OHRu(CH3CN)3][PF6] in acetonitrile following UV irradiation. 

In order to further characterize this transformation, 5 mg [4.3(benzene)][PF6] (0.01 mmol) was 

dissolved in 1 mL degassed acetonitrile to give a clear, colorless solution (0.01 M). Following 

irradiation with 365 nm light for one hour, the solution was found to have turned yellow in color. 

As species of [CpRRu(CH3CN)3]+ are yellow/orange in color, this was considered a strong 

indicator for formation of [Cp*OHRu(CH3CN)3]Cl.  

In addition, this color change was quantified by ultraviolet-visible spectrophotometry 

(UV/Vis) of [4.3(benzene)]Cl as well as the product resulting from irradiation of [4.3(benzene)]Cl 

in acetonitrile, the spectra of which can be seen in Figure 4.6. 	
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Figure 4.6 UV/Vis spectrum of compound [4.3(benzene)]Cl in CH3CN at 25°C (black) and 
[Cp*OHRu(CH3CN)3]Cl in CH3CN at 25°C (grey). [Cp*OHRu(CH3CN)3]Cl obtained by irradiation of 

[4.3]Cl in CH3CN for 1 hour. 

In the late 1980s through the mid 1990s, Mann and coworkers extensively studied the 

photochemical behavior of [CpRu(arene)][PF6] species, with particular focus on how the identity 

of the arene can affect the resulting electronic spectra. [CpRu(benzene)][PF6], the simplest of the 

species studied, displays one absorption in the UV/Vis spectrum, seen at (max = 320 nm as a 

shoulder on the low-energy side of a much larger absorption feature, and is assigned to a metal-

localized a1E1ß 1A1 transition.305,306 Substitution of benzene with more electron-rich arenes (e.g. 

p-xylene) resulted in slight red shifts of (max values, though no other major differences were 

observed.306 Later, the electronic spectra of [CpRu(benzene)][PF6] and [Cp*Ru(benzene)][PF6] 

were compared, and no significant difference in	(max was found, evidence in support of a metal-

based transition being responsible for the observed absorption signal.307 In addition, Mann and 

coworkers monitored the photochemical generation of [CpRu(CH3CN)3][PF6] from 

[CpRu(benzene)][PF6] via UV/Vis spectroscopy, and found that full conversion to 

[CpRu(CH3CN)3][PF6] resulted in the disappearance of the absorption peak at (max = 320 nm and 

the appearance of two new peaks at (max = 309 and 365 nm.182 The initial UV/Vis spectrum of 
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[4.3(benzene)]Cl shows one absorption peak at 320 nm (ε = 15.3 L mol-1 cm-1), identical to that 

seen for [CpRu(benzene)][PF6]. After exposure to 365 nm UV light (LED) for one hour, two new 

absorption peaks are seen at (max = 305 nm (ε = 44.5 L mol-1 cm-1) and 415 nm (ε = 18.2 L mol-1 

cm-1), with the absorbance observed at 415 nm slightly red shifted from the (max values observed 

for [CpRu(CH3CN)3][PF6]. Successful activation of [4.3(benzene)]Cl can further allow for study 

of the catalytic behavior of the [Cp*OHRu]+ moiety itself.  

Anticipating the challenges of studying the activation and, in particular, healing behavior of 

the full [Cp*ORRu(benzene)]+-tethered-terphenyldicarboxylate species, as discussed in Section 

4.2, we set out to study a simplified benzyl-tethered analogue, [4.6(benzene)][PF6]. Investigation 

of this analogue can provide insight into the possibility of the intramolecular metalation of a 

 -CH2OCH2-tethered benzyl group by the [(Cp*ORRu)(CH3CN)3]+ moiety, a reaction 

approximately analogous to  [(Cp*ORRu)(CH3CN)3]+ “self-healing” onto the central arene ring of 

the full terphenyldicarboxylate-based ligand (Scheme 4.11).  

 

Scheme 4.11 Irradiation of [4.6(benzene)][PF6] in CH3CN should result in formation of 
[4.6(CH3CN)3][PF6], which could potentially self-metalate to form the ansa compound [4.6][PF6]. 

[4.6(benzene)][PF]6 was synthesized via a simple SN2 reaction. Reaction of [4.3(benzene)]Cl 

with benzyl bromide in the presence of NaH, followed by precipitation from H2O with NH4PF6 

gives [4.6(benzene)][PF6] as a white solid in 96% yield (Scheme 4.12).  
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Scheme 4.12 Synthesis of [4.6(benzene)][PF6]. 

Single crystals of [4.6(benzene)][PF6] were obtained by crystallization from DMF with diethyl 

ether. The the structure is displayed in Figure 4.7. 

 
Figure 4.7 Thermal ellipsoid plot of the single crystal structure of [4.6(benzene)][PF6] (100 K) at the 

40% probability level (grey - carbon, red - oxygen, tan - ruthenium, green - phosphorous, blue - 
fluorine, white - hydrogen). Significant positional disorder omitted for clarity. 

To study its behavior under UV irradiation, [4.6(benzene)][PF6] was dissolved in degassed 

CD3CN in an NMR tube, 2giving a clear colorless solution. The solution was then exposed to 365 

nm LED light at approximately 278 K (under refrigeration), and reaction progress was monitored 

via 1H NMR spectroscopy. As shown in Figure 4.8, the protons of the η6-coordinated benzene of 

[4.6(benzene)][PF6]  absorb at 5.80 ppm, a value typical of [CpRRu]+-coordinated arenes. 

Formation of the [4.6(CD3CN)3][PF6] species can thus be monitored through disappearance of this 

peak as well as appearance of signal for the protons of free benzene. 
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Figure 4.8 1H NMR spectrum of [4.6(benzene)][PF6] (400 MHz, CD3CN, 298K). Solvent residual 
signal at 1.94 ppm. H2O signal at 2.14 ppm, HDO signal at 2.11 ppm. 

 

Figure 4.9 1H NMR spectrum [4.6(CD3CN)3][PF6]  generated by irradiating [4.6(benzene)][PF6] 
with 365 nm UV light for 12 hours (400 MHz, CD3CN, 298K). Solvent residual signal at 1.93 ppm. 

H2O signal at 2.13 ppm, HDO signal at 2.10 ppm.  
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The 1H NMR spectrum shown in Figure 4.9 illustrates full conversion of [4.6(benzene)][PF6] 

to [4.6(CD3CN)3][PF6] following 12 hours of irradiation, as evidenced by the complete 

disappearance of the signal associated with η6-coordinated benzene (5.80 ppm), and the 

appearance of the signal for free benzene at 7.37 ppm. The signals for the Cp* methyl groups are 

shifted upfield from 1.97 and 1.98 ppm in [4.6(benzene)][PF6] to 1.63 and 1.64 ppm as a result of 

the formation of [4.6(CD3CN)3][PF6].  

Conversion of [4.6(benzene)][PF6] to [4.6(CH3CN)3][PF6] can also be observed by the naked 

eye, as the colorless solution becomes yellow upon conversion. The UV/Vis spectrum of 

[4.6(benzene)][PF6] shows a peak, observed as a shoulder on a much larger absorption signal, at 

(max = 335 nm (ε = 16.0  L mol-1 cm-1), a slight red shift from the signal observed for 

[4.3(benzene)]Cl ((max = 320 nm). Irradiation of [4.6(benzene)][PF6] in acetonitrile results in 

conversion to [4.6(CH3CN)3][PF6], whose UV/Vis spectrum displays two strong new absorption 

peaks at characteristic [CpRRu(CH3CN)3]+ (max values of 315 nm (ε = 107 L mol-1 cm-1) and 365 

nm (ε = 102 L mol-1 cm-1), demonstrated in Figure 4.10.  

 

Figure 4.10 UV/Vis spectrum of compound [4.6][PF6] in CH3CN at 25°C (black) and resulting 
product [4.6(CH3CN)3][PF6] (grey). 
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This conversion was also studied with IR spectroscopy. Shown in Figure 4.11 is the IR spectra 

for the acetonitrile solvent, with the characteristic C≡N stretching peak at ; = 2253 cm-1 and C-C-

N bending peak at ; = 2292 cm-1. Suspension of [4.6(benzene)]PF6] in acetonitrile to create a 

saturated solution results in an almost identical IR spectrum, displaying only the solvent-based 

stretching and bending peaks. Following irradiation of the saturated solution of [4.6(benzene)]PF6] 

in acetonitrile and full conversion to [4.6(CH3CN)][PF6], the appearance of two new peaks at 

slightly higher frequency (; = 2359 cm-1 and 2342 cm-1) alongside the solvent peaks is observed  

(Figure 4.11). It has previously been observed that coordination to ruthenium results in the 

appearance of new peaks corresponding to Ru-coordinated C≡N stretches at slightly higher 

frequencies than those seen for uncoordinated acetonitrile species (e.g. ; = 2230 cm-1 for free 

CH3CN vs. ; = 2268 cm-1 for Ru-coordinated CH3CN),308 while [CpRu(CH3CN)3]+ has been 

reported to have a signal corresponding to an Ru-coordinated C≡N stretch at ; = 2282 cm-1.309 

 

Figure 4.11 FT-IR spectra of (a) CH3CN (b) [4.6(benzene)]PF6], and (c) [4.6(benzene)]PF6 
irradiated in CH3CN for 2 hours. All spectra taken in CH3CN at 25°C.  

Though irradiation of [4.6(benzene)][PF6] in acetonitrile-d3 with 365 nm LED light showed 

only clean conversion to the [4.6(CD3CN)][PF6], encouraging evidence in support of the self-

healing concept was observed when [4.6(benzene)][PF6] was dissolved in deuterated acetonitrile 
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and irradiated with lower-energy 405 nm LED light at approximately 278 K (under refrigeration) 

for 12 hours. In the resulting 1H NMR spectrum, shown in Figure 4.12, the peak for protons of η6-

coordinated benzene at 5.79 ppm not only decreases, but new arene peaks arise in the 5-7 ppm 

region (δ = 5.47, 5.94, and 6.10 ppm) that are indicative of formation of the ansa-type sandwich 

compound [4.6][PF6]. Comparing the resulting 1H NMR spectrum of this study to the 1H NMR 

spectra of [4.6(benzene)][PF6] and [4.6(CD3CN)3][PF6], peaks that belong to the self-healed 

[4.6][PF6] sandwich compound can be easily distinguished. The three new peaks from 5.47 to 6.10 

ppm sit in the typical region for metalated arenes, indicating (presumably intramolecular) 

metalation of the benzyl ring to which the [Cp*Ru]+ moiety is tethered.  

 

 
Figure 4.12 1H NMR spectrum of product mixture resulting from irradiation ((	= 405 nm) of 

[4.6(benzene)][PF6] in CD3CN (400 MHz, CD3CN, 298K). Solvent residual signal at 1.94 ppm. Water 
residual signal at 2.13 ppm. DMF residual signals (from synthesis) at 2.77, 2.89 ppm.  

Additionally, a broad peak appears at 4.02 ppm which is believed to belong to the hydrogens 

on the bridging carbons of [4.6][PF6]. Integration of this broad peak (k in Figure 4.12) equates to 
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nearly four hydrogens per metalated substituted benzene (peaks c, d, and f in Figure 4.12). The 

coalescing of what should theoretically be four individual signals for the four unique bridging 

hydrogens of the ansa complex is hypothesized to be the result of rapid conformational changes. 

The two proposed conformations of the ansa-type complex are seen in Scheme 4.13. 

 

Scheme 4.13 Two proposed conformations of the ansa-type compound [4.6]+, resulting from 
rotation of the Cp*OR ring around central axis of the compound.  

Further irradiation of the reaction mixture with 405 nm light results in no change in relative 

amounts of [4.6(benzene)][PF6], [4.6(CD3CN)3][PF6], and [4.6][PF6] . It is apparent that irradiation 

of [4.6(benzene)][PF6] with 405 nm LED light results in a photostationary state in which the 

product of intramolecular metalation (the ansa-type compound [4.6][PF6]) is a significant 

component, whereas no evidence of this product is seen when irradiating [4.6(benzene)][PF6] with 

365 nm UV light.  

The formation of this new ansa-type complex is particularly intriguing, as ansa compounds 

are widely studied in catalysis, particularly for polymerization.310 While a large number of these 

compounds are metallocene-based or are bridged by organometallic tethers, examples exist of ansa 

complexes that bear significant similarity to the purported [4.6][PF6].311–313 Shown in Figure 4.13 

are the two most related ansa complexes to [4.6][PF6] alongside their single crystal structures. 

Important to note for both compounds is the significant strain and resulting ring tilt caused by the 

short three-atom tether. It is anticipated that a similar strain exists in [4.6][PF6]. 

RuO RuO
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Figure 4.13 [4.6][PF6]-related ansa complexes 1,1’-trimethylenebenzenecyclopentadienyl iron(II) 
(left)311 and [3-(η5-tetramethylcyclopentadienyl)-1-(η6-mesityl) propane]iridium(II) (right).312,313 

Though the indication of self-healing behavior exhibited by [4.6(CH3CN)3][PF6] is promising, 

the compound is significantly less sterically hindered than [H4.4] xHPF6, where arene rings 

extend from both sides of the central arene ring to which the [Cp*Ru]+ moiety is tethered. Thus 

we sought to study the photochemistry of the terphenyl-based ligand through its methyl ester 

analogue [4.7(benzene)][PF6] as the acid form [H4.4] xHPF6 is insoluble in acetonitrile. 

Conversion of [H4.4] xHPF6 to its methyl ester was achieved by refluxing the carboxylic acid 

[H4.4] xHPF6 in acetone with two equivalents of dimethyl sulfate and potassium carbonate 

(Scheme 4.14). The workup requires only filtration and removal of solvent followed by 

recrystallization from 1,4-dioxane to give [4.7(benzene)][PF6] as a tan powder in 53% yield.  

  

Scheme 4.14 Conversion of [H4.4] xHPF6 to [4.7(benzene)][PF6].  
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As sterics are expected to have a significant effect on the behavior of the ligand, particularly 

regarding its self-healing ability, a single crystal of the [Cp*ORRu]-functionalized triphenylene 

ligand was strongly desired for structural analysis. The ester product is imperative for 

understanding the geometry of the ligand, as, despite considerable effort, single crystals of the 

carboxylic acid were not obtained. Happily, single crystals of [4.7(benzene)][PF6]·xDMF (x ≈ 3) 

were obtained by precipitation with diethyl ether from a DMF solution of [4.7(benzene)][PF6] 

(Figure 4.14). 

 

Figure 4.14 Single crystal structure of [4.7(benzene)][PF6]. Left: Thermal ellipsoid plot of the single 
crystal structure of [4.7(benzene)][PF6]·xDMF (100 K) at the 30% probability level (grey - carbon, red - 

oxygen, tan - ruthenium, green - phosphorous, blue - fluorine, white - hydrogen). Significant disorder 
omitted for clarity. Right: Wireframe view of the molecule, with [Cp*OHRu(benzene)]+ moiety removed 
for clarity. The torsion angles between arene rings A, B, and C can clearly be seen, as well as the slight 

bowing of the dimethyl-4,4’-terphenyldicarboxylate backbone. 

The most important feature gleaned from this structure is the expected nonplanarity of the 

terphenyldicarboxylate ligand, as expected. Torsion angles between the central ring (B) and the 

two terminal rings (A and C) are 37.6° and 50.0°, with the the larger angle existing between arene 

rings B and C. As both inter- and intramolecular self-healing of the putative [4.7(CH3CN)3][PF6] 

species requires the tethered moiety to be able to access at least one arene ring of the ligand, this 

conformation could prove troublesome, as previously discussed in Section 4.2. For more detailed 

discussion, the terphenyldicarboxylate backbone seen in Figure 4.14 is broken down into two 
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biphenyl moieties, where rings A and B constitute a 3-substituted biphenyl and rings B and C 

constitute a 2-substituted biphenyl. Rotation around the single bond in a 3-substituted biphenyl 

(i.e. between rings A and B) is essentially analogous to that of an unsubstituted biphenyl, which 

has a rotational energy barrier of only 2 kcal mol-1, 314 and essentially rotates freely about the single 

bond. However, rotation around the single bond in a 2-alkyl-substituted biphenyl (i.e. between 

rings B and C) has a larger energy barrier (7-15 kcal mol-1, depending on the identity of the alkyl 

substituent),315 and as such, 2-substituted biphenyls typically adopt dihedral angles between 45° 

and 135°.316 As a result, it seems reasonable that the rings of the 2-substituted biphenyl portion of 

the ligand may be sterically unavailable for metalation, whereas the C ring may be able accessible 

for metalation. 

To evaluate photoactivation and potential subsequent healing [4.7(benzene)][PF6] was 

dissolved in CD3CN, placed in an NMR tube, and irradiated with 365 nm ultraviolet light (LED) 

until the signal of coordinated benzene was no longer visible by 1HNMR spectroscopy, indicating 

full conversion to [4.7(CD3CN)3][PF6]. This conversion is demonstrated in Scheme 4.15. 

 

Scheme 4.15 Generation of [4.7(CH3CN)3][PF6] from [4.7(benzene)][PF6]. 

As with the conversion of [4.6(benzene)][PF6] to [4.6(CH3CN)3][PF6], this conversion is easily 

observed by the naked eye, as the solution goes from clear and colorless to yellow (see insets in 

Figures 4.15 and 4.16) upon conversion to the acetonitrile species.  
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Figure 4.15 1H NMR spectrum of [4.7(benzene)][PF6] (400 MHz, CD3CN, 298K). Solvent residual 
signal at 1.94 ppm. Water residual signal at 2.43. Dioxane residual signal at 3.59 ppm. Inset: Photo of 
NMR tube before and after UV irradiation, demonstrating a clear colorless solution before irradiation 

(indicated in red). 

 

 

Figure 4.16 1H NMR spectrum of [4.7(CD3CN)3][PF6], generated by irradiation of 
[4.7(benzene)][PF6]  with 365 nm UV light (400 MHz, CD3CN, 298K). Solvent residual signal at 1.94 

ppm. HDO signal at 2.13. Dioxane residual signal at 3.60 ppm. Inset: Photo of NMR tube before and after 
UV irradiation, demonstrating a clear yellow solution following irradiation (indicated in red). 
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The 1H NMR spectrum shown in Figure 4.16 illustrates full conversion of [4.7(benzene)][PF6] 

to [4.7(CD3CN)3][PF6] following 12 hours of irradiation with 365 nm UV (LED) light, as 

evidenced by the complete disappearance of the signal associated with η6-coordinated benzene 

(5.76 ppm), and the appearance of the signal for free benzene at 7.37 ppm. Additionally, the signals 

for the Cp* methyl groups are shifted upfield from 1.89 and 1.93 ppm in [4.7(benzene)][PF6] to 

1.57 and 1.60 ppm as a result of the formation of [4.7(CD3CN)3][PF6], while the signals belonging 

to the protons of the terphenyldicarboxylate backbone remain relatively unchanged. 

The UV/Vis spectra for [4.7(benzene)][PF6] interestingly shows no absorption signal, though 

irradiation of [4.7(benzene)][PF6] in acetonitrile results in conversion to [4.7(CH3CN)3][PF6], 

whose UV/Vis spectrum displays a single new absorption band at (max = 370 nm (ε = 123 L mol-1 

cm-1), demonstrated in Figure 4.17, a slight red shift from absorption band at (max = 365 nm 

observed for [4.6(CH3CN)3][PF6]. 

 

Figure 4.17 UV/Vis spectra of compounds [4.7(benzene)][PF6] in CH3CN at 25°C (black) and 
[4.7(CH3CN)3][PF6] resulting from UV irradiation of [4.7(benzene)][PF6] in CH3CN with 365 nm 

UV light (LED) (grey). 

This conversion was also studied with IR spectroscopy. Shown in Figure 4.18 is the IR spectra 

for the acetonitrile solvent, with the characteristic C≡N stretching peak at ; = 2253 cm-1 and C-C-
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N bending peak at ; = 2293 cm-1. Suspension of [4.7(benzene)]PF6] in acetonitrile to create a 

saturated solution results in an almost identical IR spectrum, displaying only the solvent-based 

stretching and bending peaks. Following irradiation of the saturated solution of 

[4.7(benzene)][PF6] in acetonitrile and full conversion to [4.7(CH3CN)3][PF6], the appearance of 

two new peaks indicative of ruthenium-coordinated acetonitrile at slightly higher frequency (; = 

2360 cm-1 and 2342 cm-1) alongside the solvent peaks is observed (Figure 4.18). These new peaks 

are identical to those observed for [4.6(CH3CN)3][PF6], which displays new peaks at ; = 2360 cm-

1 and 2342 cm-1 upon full conversion of [4.6(benzene)][PF6] to [4.6(CH3CN)3][PF6]. 

 

Figure 4.18 FT-IR spectra of (a) CH3CN (b) [4.7(benzene)]PF6], and (c) [4.7(benzene)]PF6 
irradiated in CH3CN with 365 nm UV (LED) light for 2 hours. All spectra taken in CH3CN at 25°C. 

Unlike the self-healing production of the ansa compound observed when irradiating 

[4.6(benzene)][PF6] with 405 nm light in acetonitrile-d3, no evidence of self-healing or 

oligomerization is observed when [4.7(benzene)][PF6] is irradiated with either 365 nm or 405 nm 

light in acetonitrile-d3. This lack of evidence of self-healing supports the hypothesis that the 

staggered geometry of the triphenylene ligand prevents approach of the bulky 

[Cp*ORRu(CH3CN)3]+ moiety and subsequent facial-metalation.  
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To further study this, [4.7(CH3CN)3][PF6] was carefully isolated as a solid under inert 

conditions via removal of the acetonitrile solvent in vacuo.  [4.7(CH3CN)3][PF6] was then 

resuspended in degassed non-coordinating methylene chloride. Heating of the resulting yellow 

solution results in no color change, suggesting that [4.7(CH3CN)3][PF6] remains the main 

component of the solution. Thermal “healing” of [4.7(CH3CN)3][PF6] to give any of the purported  

healing products is expected to result in a colorless solution, as [CpRRu(arene)]+ complexes are 

characteristically colorless, therefore no evidence is observed to suggest self-healing or 

oligomerization of the ligand. However, ultraviolet irradiation of [4.7(benzene)][PF6] in 1:1 

CD3CN:p-xylene showed evidence of arene-exchange type healing. Following 12 hours of UV 

irradiation, 1H NMR spectroscopic analysis of the reaction mixture shows a mixture of 

[4.7(benzene)][PF6], [4.7(CD3CN)3][PF6], and [4.7(p-xylene)][PF6], shown in Figure 4.19. Due 

to the excess of p-xylene in the reaction mixture, free p-xylene signals dominate the spectrum. 

Nonetheless, clear evidence of both of [4.7(benzene)][PF6] and [4.7(p-xylene)][PF6] is seen, with 

the integration values indicating that most of the compound is in the form of [4.7(CD3CN)3][PF6]. 

Two unique signals are observed in the metalated arene region of the 1H NMR spectrum: the signal 

at 5.61 ppm is assigned to [4.7(benzene)][PF6] while that at 5.40 ppm is assigned to [4.7(p-

xylene)][PF6].  
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Figure 4.19 1H NMR spectrum of the reaction mixture resulting from UV irradiation of 
[4.7(benzene)][PF6] in a 1:1 mixture of CH3CN:p-xylene (400 MHz, CD3CN, 298 K). Dioxane 

residual signal at 3.58 ppm. 

Signals belonging to the -H2C-O-CH2- tether can be observed between 4.0 and 4.6 ppm, with 

the most intense signals at 4.23 and 4.52 ppm belonging to [4.7(CD3CN)3][PF6]. Due to the low 

relative concentration of both [4.7(benzene)][PF6] and [4.7(p-xylene)][PF6], peaks for the -H2C-

O-CH2- tether belonging to either species are significantly less intense and difficult to integrate, 

but can be observed in the same region. Signals at 1.66 and 1.69 ppm are assigned to the 

[Cp*ORRu]+ protons of [4.7(CD3CN)3][PF6], further suggesting the continued presence of the 

species. As demonstrated in Figures 4.15 and 4.16, no significant shift differences are observed 

for the signals belonging to the protons of the terphenyldicarboxylate backbone of the ligand upon 

conversion of [4.7(benzene)][PF6] to [4.7(CD3CN)3][PF6], therefore no significant observable 

difference for those same protons in [4.7(p-xylene)][PF6] is expected. Indeed, the shifts and 

integration values of these signals remain relatively unchanged, though significant new singlets 
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are observed at 7.53, and 7.91 ppm, which are possibly indicative of decomposition of one more 

more types of ligand. Additionally, the two -OCH3 peaks from the terphenyldicarboxylate 

backbone remain unchanged at 3.89 and 3.91 ppm, as does their integration value. This observation 

of [4.7(p-xylene)][PF6] resulting from simple irradiation of [4.7(benzene)][PF6] in the presence of 

excess p-xylene is encouraging evidence that at least some form of arene-metalation-based healing 

should be possible inside a large pore metal-organic framework setting, and healing will most 

likely require an arene-exchange type reaction. 

4.5.3 Incorporation of [4.4]- into Metal-Organic Frameworks 

4.5.3.1 IRMOF-type Frameworks: [Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3] solvent and [Zn4(µ4-O)(4.4)3][NO3]3

solvent 

Two unique IRMOF frameworks were synthesized using either H22.1 or [H4.4]·xHPF6 as the 

ligand, following the general reaction shown  in Scheme 4.16,297 yielding [Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3]·xDMF  

as colorless cubic single crystals and [Zn4(µ4-O)(4.4)3][NO3]3·xDMF as pale yellow cubic single 

crystals.  

 

Scheme 4.16 Reaction of H24.1 or [H4.4(benzene)] ·xHPF6 with Zn(NO3)2 4H2O to give IRMOF-
type frameworks [Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3]·xDMF and [Zn4(µ4-O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xDMF. 

Seen in Figure 4.20 are optical micrographs of the as-synthesized frameworks [Zn4(µ4-

O)(4.1)3]·xDMF (a) and [Zn4(µ4-O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xDMF (b). The crystals, while cubic, 
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are moderately agglomerated. In addition, crystals of [Zn4(µ4-O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xDMF 

show an inhomogeneity in color, suggesting that [4.4(benzene)]- may not be evenly distributed 

throughout the framework. Photos are taken with product crystals suspended in DMF, as the 

frameworks decompose when removed from solvent, forming amorphous powders. 

 

Figure 4.20 Optical micrograph of crystals of a) Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3·xDMF and b) [Zn4(µ4-
O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xDMF.  

While [Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3] xDMF is a new IRMOF-type framework, the purpose of its synthesis 

was to provide a control for synthesis and further study of the [H4.4(benzene)]--containing 

IRMOF-type framework [Zn4(µ4-O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xDMF. Determination of the 

compositions for both [Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3] xDMF and [Zn4(µ4-O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3· xDMF 

was as straightforward as acid-dissolution of the resulting framework crystals for 1H NMR 

spectroscopy to ensure there are no signs of ligand decomposition, as well as TGA analysis to 

quantify the amount of solvent residing within the pores of the framework. [Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3]

xDMF is a neutral framework, requiring no charge-balancing counterion, while [Zn4(µ4-

O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xDMF carries an overall positive charge as a result of the incorporated 

[Cp*ORRu(benzene)]+ moieties, and therefore identification of the counterion was required. Most 

likely counterions were identified as [PF6]- (from [H4.4(benzene)]·xHPF6) or NO3- (from 
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Zn(NO3)2 4H2O). A combination of 1H NMR and 19F NMR spectroscopy of the acid-dissolved 

[Zn4(µ4-O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xDMF using trifluoroethanol as an internal standard shows no 

evidence of [PF6]- counterions residing within the framework, suggesting that the major counterion 

for the framework is NO3-, giving the general formula [Zn4(µ4-O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3· xDMF.  

For both [Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3]·xDMF and  [Zn4(µ4-O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xDMF, the product 

crystals diffract too poorly to obtain single crystal structures, as shown in the example single-

crystal X-ray diffraction (SCXRD) frames seen in Figure 4.21.  

 

Figure 4.21 Example X-ray diffraction frames acquired from a single-crystals of (a) [Zn4(µ4-
O)(4.1)3]·xDMF and (b) [Zn4(µ4-O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xDMF, Mo K<"> radiation ((	=	0.71073 

Å). 

4.5.3.1.1 Characterization of [Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3]·xDMF by X-ray Diffraction  

Despite the poor diffraction, experimentally-determined unit cells for [Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3]·xDMF 

were obtained, a primitive cubic unit cell dimensions a = 21.4(5) Å, and a rhombohedrally-

centered hexagonal cell with dimensions a =  29.7(4) Å, c = 36.3(4) Å. Both of these unit cells are 

similar to those observed for cubic and rhombohedral terphenyldicarboxylate-type IRMOF 

frameworks. In particular the primitive cubic unit cell of  IRMOF-16 (Zn4(µ4-O)(TPDC)3) (a = 

21.46 Å)34 and the rhombohedrally-centered hexagonal unit cell of UPC-19 (Zn4(µ4-O)(L5)3) (a 
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= 29.92 Å, c = 37.64 Å),297 are quite similar to the cubic and hexagonal unit cell possibilities 

obtained from single crystals of  [Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3]·xDMF. 

PXRD of as-synthesized [Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3]·xDMF and its solvent exchanged counterpart 

[Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3]·xCH3CN was compared to the predicted powder patterns for each of the 

triphenylene-based IRMOF-type frameworks given in Table 4.1 (Figure 4.22). 

 

Figure 4.22 PXRD pattern for [Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3]·xCH3CN compared with the predicted peak 
positions for IRMOF-16-type frameworks. Tick marks represent expected peak positions of (a) 

IRMOF-15 (CSD refcode: EDUVUU), (b) IRMOF-16 (CSD refcode: EDUWAB), (c) IRMOF-76 (CSD 
refcode: RUTNOK), (d) IRMOF-77 (CSD refcode: RUTPAY), (e) MOF-BC-4 (CSD refcode: TETRAN), 

(f) MOF-BC-5 (CSD refcode: TETRER), (g) UPC-19 (CSD refcode: HUPQIU), and (h) UPC-20 (CSD 
refcode: HUPQEQ). 

The experimental powder pattern of Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3·xDMF most closely resembles that of the 

five-fold interpenetrated IRMOF congener UPC-19 (Zn4(µ4-O)(L)3, UPC = China University of 

Petroleum (East China), L=4,4'-(2,3,6,7-tetramethoxyanthracene-9,10-diyl)dibenzoic acid)) 

which assumes the R-3 space group and has unit cell dimensions a = 29.706 Å, c = 37.639 Å. The 

reflections observed at approximately 5.2° and 11.5° 2θ, however, are not predicted for any of the 

above-mentioned frameworks. The peak at 5.2° does not diminish upon solvent exchange with 

acetonitrile, nor does it or correspond to any reagent, suggesting that the peaks correspond to 
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impurities or are intrinsic to the Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3·xDMF product. If the latter, then the additional 

peaks suggest a structure of lower symmetry than the unit cell(s) obtained by SCXRD.  

 

Figure 4.23 PXRD patterns of (a) [Zn4O(4.1)3]·xDMF and b) [Zn4O(4.1)3]·xCH3CN (298 K). Dashed 
lines at bottom represent expected peak positions for IRMOF congener UPC-19 (CSD refcode: HUPQUI)  

4.5.3.1.2 Characterization of [Zn4(µ4-O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xDMF by X-Ray 

Diffraction  

Like [Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3]·xDMF, single crystals of   [Zn4(µ4-O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xDMF 

were analyzed by X-ray diffraction. Diffraction intensities of [Zn4(µ4-

O)[4.4(benzene)]3][PF6]n[NO3]3-n·xDMF resulting from irradiation with fine-focused Mo K<"> 

radiation	 were too weak to obtain enough information for accurate unit cell determination 

(diffraction images shown in Figure 4.21b). Analysis of the crystals using micro Cu K<"> 

radiation ((=1.54187 Å) allowed an experimental determination of the possible unit cell 

dimensions for  [Zn4(µ4-O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xDMF. The resulting diffraction patterns, taken 

at 100 K, show some evidence crystal imperfection, which is unsurprising given the agglomeration 

and inhomogeneity of the crystals as shown in Figure 4.20b. Indexing of the intensities from 

collected data resulted in a triclinic unit cell with dimensions a = 21.063(8) Å, b = 21.206(5) Å, 

c= 21.249(7) Å, "	= 85.44(3)°, #	= 78.11(3)°, ɣ = 89.70(3)°. The lengths of the unit cell axes are 
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strikingly similar to those of IRMOF-16, suggesting that the crystals resulting from the above 

synthesis are indeed IRMOF-type frameworks. The X-ray intensities could also be indexed less 

satisfactorily to a primitive cubic cell with dimensions a = 21.150(18) Å, or a rhombohedrally-

centered hexagonal cell with dimensions a = 30.02(3) Å, c=36.75(6) Å. Shown in Figure 4.24 are 

overlays of the observed and expected peak positions of a selected diffraction image for the 

indexed triclinic cell (a), primitive cubic unit cell (b), and rhombohedral cell (c).  

 

Figure 4.24 Example frames from unit cell determination of  [Zn4(µ4-
O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xDMF with overlay of expected peak positions for (a) the indexed triclinic 

cell, (b) the indexed primitive cubic unit cell, and (c) the indexed rhombohedral unit cell.  

Though the expected intensities of the low-symmetry indexed triclinic unit cell appear to match 

the observed intensities for  [Zn4(µ4-O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xDMF the most closely, expected 

intensities for the cubic unit cell (b) and the hexagonal unit cell (c) appear to be a moderate fit.  

As-synthesized  [Zn4(µ4-O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xDMF was also analyzed by PXRD. The 

experimental powder pattern of  [Zn4(µ4-O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xDMF very closely matches 

that of rhombohedral, five-fold interpenetrated IRMOF-16 congener UPC-19 (Figure 4.25). The 

unit cell of UPC-19 has dimensions a = 29.706 Å, c = 37.639 Å, which closely compares with the 

dimensions a = 30.02(3) Å, c=36.75(6) Å found for the possible rhombohedrally-centered 

hexagonal unit cell of [Zn4(µ4-O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xDMF determined by SCXRD. Taken 
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together, the SCXRD and PXRD data highly suggest that [Zn4(µ4-

O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xDMF adopts the anticipated IRMOF-type framework structure.  

 

Figure 4.25 PXRD patterns of (a) [Zn4(µ4-O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xDMF and b) [Zn4(µ4-
O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xCH3CN (298 K). Dashed lines at bottom represent expected peak positions 

for IRMOF congener UPC-19 (CSD refcode: HUPQIU). 

4.5.3.1.3 Attempts at UV Activation of IRMOF-type Frameworks 

Both [Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3]·xDMF and  [Zn4(µ4-O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xDMF underwent 

solvent exchange in acetonitrile to give [Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3]·xCH3CN and  [Zn4(µ4-

O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xCH3CN, respectively. In both cases, the DMF-solvated framework 

was suspended in acetonitrile for 12 hours, after which the acetonitrile was decanted off and fresh 

acetonitrile added. This was repeated until the DMF solvent had almost completely exchanged for 

acetonitrile. After three days, a small, consistent amount of DMF was still observed by 1H NMR 

spectroscopy, indicating no further solvent exchange was occurs under these conditions. The 

PXRD patterns of both [Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3]·xCH3CN and  [Zn4(µ4-

O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xCH3CN confirm retention of the framework structure upon solvent 

exchange (See Figures 4.23b and 4.25b).  
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Following solvent exchange, crystals of both [Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3]·xCH3CN and  [Zn4(µ4-

O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xCH3CN were suspended in acetonitrile and exposed to 365 nm 

ultraviolet light for 12 hours. While crystals of the unfunctionalized [Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3]·xCH3CN 

displayed no visible color or morphology (Figure 4.26a and c),  those of functionalized  [Zn4(µ4-

O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xCH3CN changed from translucent (Figure 4.26b) to opaque orange 

(Figure 4.26d), suggesting formation of some amount of the desired [Cp*ORRu(CH3CN)3]+ 

species within the framework.  

 
Figure 4.26 Optical micrographs of crystals of (a) [Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3]·xCH3CN and (b) [Zn4(µ4-

O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xCH3CN before UV irradiation and (c) [Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3]·xCH3CN and (d) 
[[Zn4(µ4-O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xCH3CN after UV irradiation. 
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Figure 4.27 ATR-FT-IR spectra of a) [Zn4(µ4-O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xDMF, b) [Zn4(µ4-
O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xCH3CN, and c) [Zn4(µ4-O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xCH3CN following 

irradiation with 365 nm light for 12 hours. 

The formation of the desired [Cp*ORRu(CH3CN)3]+ species is also supported by IR 

spectroscopy. As seen in Figure 4.27a, the IR spectrum for the DMF-solvated [Zn4(µ4-

O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xDMF shows no peaks above1700 cm-1, though a sharp peak assigned 

to the C=O stretching mode of DMF can be seen at ;	=	1660 cm-1. Upon (nearly complete) solvent 

exchange with acetonitrile to give [Zn4(µ4-O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xCH3CN (Figure 4.27b), 

new peaks indicative of free acetonitrile can be seen at ;	=	2252 cm-1 (C≡N stretch) and 2293 cm-

1 (C-C-N bend), while a less intense peak indicative of DMF can still be observed at 1676 cm-1, 

indicating incomplete solvent exchange. Irradiation of [Zn4(µ4-

O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xCH3CN with 365 nm UV LED light for 12 hours results in the IR 

spectrum observed in Figure 4.27c, in which new peaks assigned to ruthenium-bound acetonitrile 

can be seen at ;	=	2238 cm-1 (C≡N stretch) and 2360 cm-1 (C-C-N bend). These peaks compare 

favorably to those seen for both the benzyl-tethered analogue [4.6(CH3CN)3][PF6] (; = 2342 cm-1 

and 2360 cm-1) and the terphenyldicarboxylate methyl ester ligand analogue [4.7(CH3CN)3][PF6],  

(; = 2342 cm-1 and 2360 cm-1). Thus, appearance of these new peaks in the IR spectrum after UV 

irradiation suggests the generation of at least a fraction of the ligands were transformed to 
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[4.4(CH3CN)3]- within the framework. Unfortunately, due to the instability of the IRMOF 

frameworks, further study, including UV/Vis spectroscopy, was made difficult as a result of rapid 

product degradation, though suggestion of active catalyst formation was considered promising.  

4.5.3.2 UiO-68-type Frameworks: [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)6]·solvent, [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4(4.4)2]X2 

·solvent, and [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.4)]6]X6·solvent 

Following the general synthesis shown in Scheme 4.14, terphenyldicarboxylate ligands H24.5 

and/or [H4.4(benzene)] ·xHPF6 were reacted with ZrCl4 in DMF at 90°C to give UiO-68-type 

frameworks [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)6]·xDMF (x = 3.5 as determined by TGA, 45.8% yield), 

Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2]X2·xDMF (x = 12 as determined by TGA, X = [PF6]-, NO3-, 

33.3% yield), and [Zr6O4(OH)4[4.4(benzene)]6]X6·xDMF (x = 10 as determined by TGA, X = 

[PF6]-, NO3-, 66.7% yield) were obtained as colorless crystalline powders. The MOFs require no 

special storage conditions to maintain their crystallinity.  

  

Scheme 4.17 General synthesis for UiO-68-type frameworks [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)6]·xDMF,  
[Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)x[4.4(benzene)6-x]X6-x·xDMF, and [Zr6O4(OH)4[4.4(benzene)]6]X6·xDMF, where n = 

0, 0.5, or 1.  

Determination of framework composition (and thus synthetic yields) for each framework was 

performed by a combination of 1H NMR spectroscopy, 19F NMR spectroscopy (where applicable), 

and TGA analysis. The previously-reported UiO-type framework [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)6]·xDMF317 

was synthesized to provide a control for synthesis and further study of the [H4.4(benzene)]--
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containing UiO-68 type frameworks Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)6-x[4.4(benzene)]x]X6-x·xDMF, and 

[Zr6O4(OH)4[4.4(benzene)]6]X6·xDMF. 1H NMR spectroscopic analysis of Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)6-

x[4.4(benzene)]x]X6-x·xDMF reveals a 33.3(4)% incorporation percentage of the [Cp*ORRu]+-

functionalized ligand [4.4(benzene)]-, giving the framework a formula of 

Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2]X2·xDMF. The control framework [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)6]·xDMF is 

a neutral framework, requiring no charge-balancing counterion, while frameworks  

Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2]X2·xDMF, and [Zr6O4(OH)4[4.4(benzene)]6]X6·xDMF carry an 

overall positive charge as a result of the incorporated [Cp*ORRu(benzene)]+ moieties, and therefore 

identification of the counterion was required. Likely counterions were identified as [PF6]- (from 

[H4.4(benzene)]·xHPF6) or Cl- (from ZrCl4). A combination of 1H NMR and 19F NMR 

spectroscopy of the acid-dissolved frameworks Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2]X2·xDMF, and 

[Zr6O4(OH)4[4.4(benzene)]6]X6·xDMF using trifluoroethanol as an internal standard shows at 

least some evidence of [PF6]- counterions residing within the framework, though [PF6]- appears to 

be present at substoichiometric ratios with the [Cp*ORRu(benzene)]+ moieties, giving frameworks 

the general formula Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2][PF6]y[X]2-y·xDMF and 

[Zr6O4(OH)4[4.4(benzene)]6][PF6]z[X]6-z·xDMF, as the identity of the other counterion has not 

been determined. 

PXRD patterns of the bulk products of all three synthesized UiO-68-type frameworks (Figure 

4.28) show excellent agreement with the predicted peak positions calculated from the single-

crystal structure of UiO-68 ([Zr6O4(OH)4(TPDC)6], CSD refcode: UVUFEX),300 suggesting 

approximately identical unit cells. Though fully-functionalized 

[Zr6O4(OH)4[4.4(benzene)]6][PF6]z[X]6-z·xDMF is not as crystalline as its partially-functionalized 
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counterpart [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2][PF6]y[X]2-y·xDMF, the resulting PXRD pattern 

indicates formation of a UiO-68-type framework. 

 
Figure 4.28 PXRD patterns for (a) [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)6]·xDMF, (b) 

[Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2][PF6]y[X]2-y·xDMF, and (c) [Zr6O4(OH)4[4.4(benzene)]6][PF6]z[X]6-

z ·xDMF (298 K). Tick marks at the bottom represent expected peak positions for UiO-68 (CSD refcode: 
UVUFEX). 

The face-centered cubic unit cell of UiO-68 has dimensions a = 32.77(1) Å, while indexing of 

the resulting PXRD patterns for both [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)6]·xDMF and 

Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2][PF6]y[X]2-y ·xDMF results in a face-centered cubic cell with 

dimensions a = 32.93(2) Å. Seen in Figure 4.29 are the PXRD patterns for the as-synthesized  

[Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)6]·xDMF and Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2][PF6]y[X]2-y ·xDMF alongside 

the predicted peak positions calculated for UiO-68 (UVUFEX) and the predicted peak positions 

for the experimentally-determined unit cell obtained from indexing of the PXRD patterns of 

[Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)6]·xDMF and Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2][PF6]y[X]2-y ·xDMF. 
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Figure 4.29 PXRD patterns of frameworks [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)6]·xDMF (black) and 

[Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2][PF6]y[X]2-y ·xDMF (grey). Tick marks at bottom indicate expected 
peak positions for UiO-68 (CSD refcode: UVUFEX) (black) and the experimentally-determined unit cell 

obtained from indexing of as-synthesized UiO-68-type frameworks (grey).  

 All three UiO-68-type frameworks underwent solvent exchange with acetonitrile. This was 

achieved by suspending the framework in acetonitrile for 12 hours, after which the acetonitrile was 

decanted off and fresh acetonitrile added, repeated until the DMF solvent had almost completely 

exchanged for acetonitrile. After three days, a small, consistent amount of DMF was still observed 

by 1H NMR spectroscopy in some frameworks, indicating no further solvent exchange under these 

conditions. Experimental PXRD patterns of the acetonitrile-exchanged frameworks 

[Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)6]X2·xCH3CN, Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2][PF6]y[X]2-y·xCH3CN, and 

[Zr6O4(OH)4[4.4(benzene)]6][PF6]z[X]6-z·xCH3CN show excellent agreement with the predicted peak 

positions calculated from the single crystal structure of UiO-68, indicating retention of framework 

architecture following solvent exchange (Figure 4.30).  
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Figure 4.30 PXRD patterns of frameworks (a) [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)6]X2·xCH3CN,  

(b) [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2][PF6]y[X]2-y·xCH3CN, and (c) 
[Zr6O4(OH)4[4.4(benzene)]6][PF6]z[X]6-z·xCH3CN (298 K). Tick marks at the bottom represent 

expected peak positions for UiO-68 (CSD refcode: UVUFEX).  

4.5.3.2.1 Attempts at UV Activation of UiO-68-type Frameworks 

Each solvent-exchanged UiO-68-type framework - [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)6]X2·xCH3CN, 

Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2][PF6]y[X]2-y·xCH3CN, and 

[Zr6O4(OH)4[4.4(benzene)]6][PF6]z[X]6-z·xCH3CN - was suspended in degassed acetonitrile with 

stirring and subjected to 365 nm ultraviolet light (LED) for 12 hours. The resulting PXRD patterns 

of the products confirm retention of framework architecture (Figure 4.31).  
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Figure 4.31 PXRD of UV-irradiated frameworks (a) [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)6]X2·xCH3CN,  
(b) [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2][PF6]y[X]2-y·xCH3CN, and (c) 

[Zr6O4(OH)4[4.4(benzene)]6][PF6]z[X]6-z·xCH3CN (298 K). Tick marks at the bottom represent 
expected peak positions for UiO-68 (CSD refcode: UVUFEX). 

While no observable color or morphology change occurred for unfunctionalized 

[Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)6]·xCH3CN (Figure 4.x), frameworks incorporating the functionalized ligand 

[4.4(benzene)]-, namely Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2][PF6]y[X]2-y·xCH3CN and 

[Zr6O4(OH)4[4.4(benzene)]6][PF6]z[X]6-z·xCH3CN, exhibited a significant color change from 

white to deep yellow as a result of irradiation (Figure 4.32), suggesting formation of the desired 

[Cp*ORRu(CH3CN)3]+ species within the frameworks.  

  

Figure 4.32 (a) Photograph of vials containing [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2][PF6]y[X]2-

y·xCH3CN before (left) and after UV irradiation (right) and (b) photograph of vials containing 
[Zr6O4(OH)4[4.4(benzene)]6][PF6]z[X]6-z·xCH3CN before (left) and after UV irradiation (right).  

IR spectroscopy of solvent-exchanged frameworks [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)6]·xCH3CN  and 

[Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2][PF6]y[X]2-y·xCH3CN interestingly show no signals indicative 
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of free acetonitrile (Figure 4.xa and 4.xb), however generation of a [CpORRu(CH3CN)3]+ species 

within [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2][PF6]y[X]2-y·xCH3CN is supported by the appearance of 

two new peaks in the IR spectrum of the UV-irradiated framework at 2342 cm-1 and 2357 cm-1. 

For comparison, these peaks indicative of a [CpORRu(CH3CN)3]+ species are seen at ;	=	2238 cm-

1 and 2360 cm-1 following  UV irradiation of the  the IRMOF framework incorporating 

[4.4(benzene)]-, [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2][PF6]y[X]2-y·xCH3CN. 

 

Figure 4.33 FT-IR spectra of (a) as-synthesized  [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)6]·xCH3CN, (b) as-synthesized 
[Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2][PF6]y[X]2-y·xCH3CN, and (c) UV-irradiated 

[Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2][PF6]y[X]2-y·xCH3CN (298 K). 

Solvent exchange of CH3CN with non-coordinating CH2Cl2 in functionalized and UV-

irradiated framework [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2[4.4(CH3CN)3]2-z][PF6]y[X]2-y·xCH3CN 

followed by gentle heating resulted in no color or morphology change of the solid. Direct 

comparison of the 1H NMR spectrum for the product of this treatment (Figure 4.35) with that for 

bulk [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2[4.4(CH3CN)3]2-z][PF6]y[X]2-y·xCH3CN (Figure 4.34) 

shows no evidence of self- or cross-healing, though there is evidence of successful generation of 

the putative [Cp*ORRu(CH3CN)3]+ species within  [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2][PF6]y[X]2-

y·xCH3CN). A peak for free benzene can be seen at 6.84 ppm, suggesting that at least some of the 

[4.4(benzene)]- ligands have lost benzene upon UV irradiation, presumably generating a 
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[Cp*ORRu(CH3CN)3]+ species within the framework, though proton signals indicative of the -H2C-

O-CH2 tether of an [4.4(CH3CN)3]- species are not observed. This conclusion is also supported by 

IR spectroscopy, as seen above. 

    
Figure 4.34 1H NMR spectrum of [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2][PF6]y[X]2-y·xDMF (400 MHz, 
3% DCl(aq) in DMSO-d6). Solvent residual signal at 2.50 ppm, HDO at 6.55 ppm. DMF residual signals 

at 2.71, 2.88, and 7.94 ppm. Artifact peak from 1H NMR solvent mixture at 8.13 ppm. Inset: Labeled 
peaks for [4.4]-. 

 
 

Figure 4.35 1H NMR spectrum of the product resulting from irradiation of 
[Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2][PF6]y[X]2-y·xCH3CN followed by solvent exchange with CH2Cl2 
and gentle heating (400 MHz, 3% DCl in DMSO-d6, 298 K). Solvent residual peak at 2.5 ppm, water 

peak at 5.67 ppm. 
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This lack of self- or cross-healing mirrors the lack of self-healing or polymerization seen in 

the methyl ester form of the ligand [4.7(CH3CN)3][PF6], once again suggesting that the staggered 

confirmation of the arene rings in the triphenylene linkers does not allow for approach of the bulky 

[CpORRu(CH3CN)3]+ groups and subsequent facial metalation. Current efforts are underway to 

study the possibility of arene-exchange type healing with the [Cp*ORRu]+-functionalized UiO-68-

type frameworks [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2][PF6]y[X]2-y·xCH3CN and 

[Zr6O4(OH)4[4.4(benzene)]6][PF6]z[X]6-z·xCH3CN. 

4.6 Conclusions 

We have achieved an improved, gram scale synthesis of the terphenyldicarboxylate ligand 

bearing a tethered precatalytic [Cp*ORRu(benzene)]+ moiety, [H4.4]·xHPF6. In addition, two new 

molecular analogues, the benzyl-substituted [4.6(benzene)][PF6], and the methyl ester 

[4.7(benzene)][PF6], were synthesized and their single-crystal structures determined. Ultraviolet 

irradiation of  [4.6(benzene)][PF6] showed not only full conversion to the [4.6(CH3CN)3][PF6] 

compound when irradiated with 365 nm UV light, but also revealed the ability of the generated 

[4.6(CH3CN)3][PF6] compound to “self-heal” via intramolecular arene ring metalation, giving the 

unprecedented -CH2-O-CH2-bridged ansa compound [4.6][PF6] when irradiated with 405 nm 

light. Study of [4.7(benzene)][PF6] when exposed to UV irradiation resulted in full conversion to 

[4.7(CH3CN)3][PF6], though evidence of self-healing of the ligand was not observed. The 

nonplanar structure of [4.7(benzene)][PF6] suggests that intramolecular “healing”/metalation of 

the ligand by the photogenerated [CpORRu(CH3CN)3]+ moieties may not be feasible, however the 

possibility of arene exchange as a viable healing method was demonstrated with addition of p-

xylene to the photochemical reaction, generating a small amount of [4.7(p-xylene)][PF6]. 
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[Cp*ORRu(benzene)]+-functionalized ligand [H4.4(benzene)]·xHPF6 was successfully 

reticulated into terphenyldicarboxylate-based framework types including an IRMOF-16-type 

framework ([Zn4(µ4-O)(4.4)3][NO3]3 solvent) and two terphenyldicarboxylate forms of a UiO-

68-type framework ([Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4b(benzene)]2][PF6]y[X]2-y·solvent, and 

[Zr6O4(OH)4[4.4(benzene)]6][PF6]z[X]6-z·solvent). Both IRMOF-16 and UiO-68-type metal-

organometallic frameworks displayed evidence for generation of presumed catalytically-active 

[CpORRu(CH3CN)3]+ species within the framework upon exposure to UV irradiation in the 

presence of acetonitrile, though no evidence of “self-healing” was obtained.  

4.7 Experimental 

4.7.1 General 

Palladium (II) acetate, N-bromosuccinimide, reagent-grade benzyl bromide, ACS-grade 

acetonitrile, and ACS-grade tetrahydrofuran (THF) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. 

Louis, MO). ACS-grade methanol was purchased from Macron Fine Chemicals (Center Valley, 

PA). Potassium hydroxide and trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) were purchased from Alfa Aesar 

(Haverhill, MA). ACS-grade N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) and carbon tetrachloride (CCl4) 

were purchased from Acros Organics (Pittsburgh, PA). Zn(NO3)2 4H2O was purchased from EMD 

Millipore (Billerica, MA). 1,4-dibromotoluene, 1,4-dibromoaniline, 1,4-dibromo-p-xylene, and 

1,4-carboxyphenylboronic acid were purchased via CombiBlocks (San Diego, CA). N-

Bromosuccinimide was used following recrystallization from deionized water. All organic 

solvents were dried on molecular sieves (3Å) and degassed with N2 prior to use. [4.3]Cl was 

synthesized according to a previously reported procedure.196 (CH3)24.1, H24.1,  and H24.5 were 

synthesized via previously reported syntheses.304 All other reagents were used without further 

purification. Air-sensitive syntheses were performed under N2 using standard Schlenk techniques. 
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1H, 13C, and 19F NMR spectra were obtained at room temperature on a Mercury Varian 

Spectrometer at 400 MHz (1H), 100 MHz (13C), or 375.5 MHz (19F). UV/Vis spectra were obtained 

on an Agilent Technologies Cary 60 UV-Vis Spectrophotometer. Infrared spectra were obtained 

on a Varian 3100 FT-IR equipped with a Pike Technologies MIRacle Single Reflection ATR 

attachment. TGA data was obtained on a TA Instruments Q500. UV photolysis was carried out 

using either a 450-watt medium-pressure mercury lamp (broad band UV irradiarion) or LEDS. 

Blue ((	=	455 nm) LEDs, power supplies, and electrical components were sourced from Creative 

Lighting (Minneapolis, MN). Violet ((	=	405 nm) LEDs were acquired from Waveform Lighting 

(San Francisco, CA). Both systems utilized 25-Watt power source and were cooled via a standard 

computer fan. All LED assemblies were purchased, assembled, and tested by Andrew Kelly.  

4.7.1.1 X-Ray Crystallography 

Single crystal X-ray diffraction data (SCXRD) were collected at 100(2) K on a Bruker APEX 

Duo equipped with an APEX II CCD detector (Bruker-AXS), using graphite-monochromated Mo 

K<α> radiation ((	=	0.71073 Å) and an Oxford Cryostream 700 Series. Data were integrated using 

the SAINT software series, with absorption correction done using SADABS. Crystal structures 

were solved via direct methods using SHELXS213 and refinements were performed using 

SHELXL-2018-1.214 X-SEED215 was used as a graphical interface for SHELX software suite as 

well as generation of graphics. All hydrogen atoms were either located in the Fourier map and 

refined or placed in calculated positions and refined with a riding model. 

Powder X-ray diffraction data (PXRD) were collected at room temperature on the same Bruker 

APEX Duo diffractometer employing Cu K<α> radiation (Iµs source, (	=	1.54187 Å). Samples 

were mounted in 0.5 mm capillary tubes (glass or Kapton®) with scans of 90 or 120 seconds. Data 

were integrated using APEX3 software (2-35° 2θ), converted to the appropriate file type using 
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PowDLL,290 and further manipulated using Panalytical X’Pert Highscore Plus.291 Experimental 

PXRD were compared to simulated powder patterns from single crystal data using either Mercury 

or the LazyPulverix216 software suite included with X-Seed. Crystallographic Information Files  

(CIFS) of known structures were obtained from the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD).  

4.7.2 Synthesis 

4.7.2.1 Ligand and Ligand Analogues 

1.6.1.30.1 [[(η6-benzene)Ru(η5-tetramethylcyclopenten-1-yl)methoxy)methyl)benzene]PF6 

([4.6(benzene)][PF6]) 

[4.3]Cl (0.50 g, 1.05 mmol) and NaH (0.280 g, 7.00 mmol, 60% dispersed in oil) were 

combined in 30 mL degassed DMF. To the heterogeneous solution was added benzyl bromide 

(0.220 g, 1.29 mmol) and the reaction was stirred on ice for ca. 1 hour. Water was added to the 

heterogeneous yellow solution until the solution was no longer cloudy and the solution was filtered 

to remove insoluble impurities. The product was precipitated from the filtrate by addition of excess 

aqueous NH4PF6. The product was isolated by filtration and the resulting solid rinsed with H2O 

several times, and dried under vacuum, yielding the [4.6(benzene)][PF6] as a white solid (0.57 g, 

1.01 mmol, 96.0% yield). Single crystals were obtained via vapor diffusion of diethyl ether into a 

saturated DMF solution of [4.6][PF6]. Relative [PF6]- ratio was determined via 1H and 19F NMR 

spectroscopy using CF3CH2OH as an internal standard. 1H NMR (CD3CN, 400 MHz, 298K): δ 

1.98 (6H, singlet, η5-CpCH3), 1.99 (6H, singlet, η5-CArCH3), 4.26 (2H, singlet, η5-CArCH2O), 4.56 

(2H, singlet, CArCH2O), 5.80 (6H, singlet, η6-C6H6), 7.36 (5H, multiplet, CArH5). 13C NMR 

(CD3CN, 100 MHz, 298K): δ 10.84, 10.88, 63.60, 73.55, 88.30, 95.72, 98.30, 98.90, 128.77, 

128.80, 129.39, 139.29. 19F NMR (DMSO-d6, 375.5 MHz): δ -70.94 (6F, doublet, 1JP-F = 889.9). 
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Single crystals of [4.6(benzene)][PF6] were obtained obtained by crystallization from DMF with 

diethyl ether. 

1.6.1.30.2 Dimethyl-2'-(bromomethyl)-[1,1':4',1''-terphenyl]-4,4''-dicarboxylate (4.2)  

 

(CH3)24.1 (2.04g, 5.64 mmol), N-bromosuccinimide (1.75 g, 9.83 mmol), and benzoyl 

peroxide (0.882 g, 3.64 mmol) were combined in 250 mL CHCl3. After 36 hours of UV exposure 

(365 nm, 168-Watt, ultraviolet lamp), the resulting orange solution was extracted with saturated 

aqueous NaHCO3 and dried with MgSO4. The solvent was removed under reduced pressure 

resulting in a yellow solid, which was then recrystallized from nitromethane to give 4.2 as an off-

white solid (1.28 g, 2.90 mmol, 51.4% yield). 1H NMR (CD2Cl2, 400 MHz, 298K): δ 3.93 (3H, 

singlet, OCH3 ), 3.94 (3H, singlet, OCH3), 4.53 (2H, singlet, CH2Br ), 7.39 (1H, doublet,  3J = 7.2, 

CarHg), 7.58 (2H, doublet, 3J = 8.4, CarHf), 7.68 (1H, dd, 4J = 1.2, 3J = 7.2, CarHe), 7.75 (2H, 

doublet, 3J = 8.4, CarHd), 7.84 (1H, doublet, 4J = 1.2, CarHc), 8.13 (2H, doublet, 3J = 8.4, CarHb), 

8.14 (2H, doublet, 3J = 8.4, CarHa); 13C NMR (CD2Cl2, 100 MHz, 298K): δ 167.32, 146.70, 145.62, 

141.43, 139.93, 136.60, 130.77, 130.59, 129.94, 129.91, 129.87, 129.59, 127.51, 125.29, 52.58, 

20.09.  
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1.6.1.30.3 [(η6-benzene)Ru(η5-2'-((tetramethylcyclopentadien-1-yl)methoxy)methyl)-

[1,1':4',1''-terphenyl]-4,4''-dicarboxylic acid x HPF6 (x  0.5) ([H4.4(benzene)]

xHPF6) 

 

Successful synthesis of {2'-([(η6-benzene)Ru(η5-C5Me4CH2O)]methyl)-[1,1':4',1''-terphenyl]-

4,4''-dicarboxylate}·xHPF6 (x   0.5) ([H4.4(benzene)]·xHPF6) was achieved following a similar 

procedure to that outlined by Fairchild.191 [4.3(benzene)]Cl (0.50 g, 1.13 mmol) and NaH (0.500 

g, 12.5 mmol, 60% dispersed in oil) were combined in 25 mL degassed DMF. To the 

heterogeneous solution was added (CH3)24.1 (0.91 g, 2.75 mmol) and the reaction was stirred on 

ice for ca. 1 hour. To this heterogeneous brown solution, excess H2O was slowly added. The 

solution was filtered and the solvent removed under reduced pressure, yielding a tan solid. The 

solid was redissolved in minimal H2O and neutralized via addition of HCl. Product was then 

precipitated via addition of excess aqueous NH4PF6. The solution was centrifuged, the H2O 

decanted, and rinsed with H2O several times, and remaining H2O removed under reduced pressure. 

The solid was washed by heating and cooling in acetonitrile to remove unreacted starting material, 

yielding [H4.4(benzene)] xHPF6 as a tan solid (628 mg, 0.95 mmol, 84.1% yield). Relative HPF6 

content was determined by 1H and 19F NMR spectroscopy using CF3CH2OH as an internal 

standard. 1H NMR (1% DCl(aq) in DMSO-d6, 400 MHz, 298K): δ 1.88 (6H, singlet, η5-CpCH3), 

1.93 (6H, singlet, η5-CpCH3), 4.26 (2H, singlet, Hj), 4.49 (2H, singlet, Hi), 5.92 (6H, singlet, η6-

C6H6), 7.43 (1H, doublet, 3J = 8.0, CArHg), 7.50 (2H, doublet, 3J = 8.0, CArHf), 7.79 (1H, doublet, 

3J = 8.0, CArHe), 7.84 (1H, singlet, CArHd), 7.86 (1H, singlet, CArHc), 7.95 (2H, doublet, 3J = 8.0, 
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CArHb), 8.05 (2H, doublet, 3J = 8.0, CArHa); 13C NMR (DMSO-d6, 100 MHz, 298K): δ 167.56, 

142.98, 142.56, 139.95, 138.16, 135.16, 130.06, 129.57, 128.67, 128.38, 126.16, 96.70, 96.17, 

92.64, 86.89, 69.43, 62.20, 9.71, 9.60. 19F NMR (DMSO-d6, 375.5 MHz): δ -68.66 (6F, doublet, 

1JP-F = 889.9).  

1.6.1.30.4 [(η6-benzene)Ru(η5-dimethyl-2'-(((2,3,4,5-tetramethylcyclopenta-2,4-dien-1-

yl)methoxy)methyl)-[1,1':4',1''-terphenyl]-4,4''-dicarboxylate]PF6 

([4.7(benzene)][PF6])  

 

[H4.4(benzene)] xHPF6 (750 mg, 0.93 mmol, x ≈ 0.5), Na2CO3 (750 mg, 7.08 mmol), and 

dimethyl sulfate (0.36 mL, 0.479 g, 2.15 mmol, 2.30 equivalents) were combined in 125 mL 

acetone. The heterogeneous suspension was then refluxed until all colored solid had dissolved, 

resulting in a slightly cloudy tan solution. The solution was filtered and solvent was removed in 

vacuo. The resulting tan solid was recrystallized from 1,4-dioxane, yielding [4.7(benzene)][PF6] 

as an off-white powder (407 mg, 0.49 mmol, 52.7% yield). 1H NMR (DMSO-d6, 400 MHz, 298K): 

δ 1.89 (6H, singlet, η5-CpCH3), 1.93 (6H, singlet, η5-CpCH3), 3.90 (3H, singlet, OCH3), 3.91 (3H, 

singlet, OCH3), 4.25 (2H, singlet, Hj), 4.50 (2H, singlet, Hi), 5.92 (6H, singlet, η6-C6H6), 7.45 (1H, 

doublet, 3J = 8.0, CarHg), 7.54 (2H, doublet, 3J = 8.0, CarHf), 7.82 (1H, doublet, 3J = 8.0, CarHe), 

7.88 (1H, singlet, CarHd), 7.89 (2H, doublet, 3J = 8.0, CarHc), 7.98 (2H, doublet, 3J = 8.0, CarHb), 

8.08 (2H, doublet,3 J = 8.0, CarHa). Single crystals of [4.7(benzene)][PF6]·xDMF (x ≈ 3) were 

obtained by precipitation with diethyl ether from a DMF solution of [4.7(benzene)][PF6]. 
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4.7.2.2 IRMOF Analogues 

All IRMOF analogues were synthesized analogously to a previously reported literature method.297 

 
1.6.1.30.5 [Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3] xDMF 

A solution comprised of 14.8 mg Zn(NO3)2 4 H2O (0.06 mmol, 3 equiv.) and 6.7 mg H24.1 (0.02 

mmol, 1 equiv.) in 1 mL DMF was heated to 90°C for 80 hours, resulting in colorless cubic 

crystals. Crystals were washed twice with DMF via centrifuge yielding [Zn4O(4.1)3] xDMF. Yield 

was not calculated due to the propensity of the framework to decompose when removed from 

solvent. [Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3] xDMF was characterized by SCXRD (See Section 4.5.3.1.1), PXRD 

(Figure 4.39), 1H NMR spectroscopy (Figure 4.40), and  TGA (Figure 4.41).  

 
1.6.1.30.6 [Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3] xCH3CN 

Crystals of [Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3] xDMF were suspended in acetonitrile for 12 hours, the acetonitrile 

was decanted off and fresh acetonitrile added, repeated until the DMF solvent had almost 

completely exchanged for acetonitrile. After three days, a small, consistent amount of DMF was 

still observed by 1H NMR spectroscopy, indicating no further solvent exchange was occurs under 

these conditions. [Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3] xCH3CN was characterized by PXRD (Figure 4.39), 1H NMR 

spectroscopy (Figure 4.42), and  TGA (Figure 4.43). 

 
1.6.1.30.7 [Zn4(µ4-O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3 xDMF 

A solution comprised of 14.8 mg Zn(NO3)2 4 H2O (0.06 mmol, 3 equiv.) and 16.1 mg 

[H4.4(benzene)]·xHPF6 (0.02 mmol, 1 equiv.) in 1 mL DMF was heated to 90°C for 80 hours, 

resulting in colorless cubic crystals. Crystals were washed twice with DMF via centrifuge, yielding 

Zn4(µ4-O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3 xDMF. Yield was not calculated due to the propensity of the 
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framework to decompose when removed from solvent. Zn4(µ4-O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3 xDMF 

was characterized by SCXRD (See Section 4.5.3.1.2), PXRD (Figure 4.44), 1H NMR 

spectroscopy (Figure 4.45), 19F NMR spectroscopy (Figure 4.46), and  TGA (Figure 4.47).   

 
1.6.1.30.8 Zn4(µ4-O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3 xCH3CN 

 Crystals of Zn4(µ4-O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3 xDMF were suspended in acetonitrile were 

suspended in acetonitrile for 12 hours, the acetonitrile was decanted off and fresh acetonitrile 

added, repeated until the DMF solvent had almost completely exchanged for acetonitrile. After 

three days, a small, consistent amount of DMF was still observed by 1H NMR spectroscopy, 

indicating no further solvent exchange was occurs under these conditions. Zn4(µ4-

O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3 xCH3CN was characterized by PXRD (Figure 4.44), and 1H NMR 

spectroscopy (Figure 4.48), and TGA (Figure 4.49). 

 
4.7.2.3 UiO-68 Analogues 

1.6.1.30.9 [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)6] xDMF 

 Into a 20 mL borosilicate glass scintillation vial was added H24.5 (8.3 mg, 0.024 mmol) and 2 mL 

DMF. The solution was sonicated until the ligand had completely dissolved.  To this clear, 

colorless solution was added ZrCl4 (14.0 mg, 0.059 mmol) and four drops trifluoroacetic acid. The 

solution was then capped, sonicated until clear, and heated at 90°C for 24 hours, at which point 

the reaction mixture was allowed to cool to room temperature. The resulting white solid was then 

isolated by filtration and  washed with fresh DMF, yielding [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4]Cl4 xDMF (x ≈ 3.5 

as determined by TGA) as a white powder (5.5 mg, 0.0018 mmol,   45.8% yield). 

[Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)6] xDMF was characterized by PXRD (Figure 4.50), and 1H NMR spectroscopy 

(Figure 4.51), and TGA (Figure 4.52).  
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1.6.1.30.10 [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)6] xCH3CN 

 [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)6] xDMF (5 mg, 0.0017 mmol) was suspended in acetonitrile for 12 hours, the 

acetonitrile was decanted off and fresh acetonitrile added, repeated until the DMF solvent had 

almost completely exchanged for acetonitrile. After three days, a small, consistent amount of DMF 

was still observed by 1H NMR spectroscopy, indicating no further solvent exchange was occurs 

under these conditions, yielding [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)6] xCH3CN (x ≈ 5 as determined by TGA) as a 

white powder (3.2 mg, 0.0011 mmol, 66.0% yield). [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)6] xCH3CN was 

characterized by PXRD (Figure 4.50), and 1H NMR spectroscopy (Figure 4.53), and TGA 

(Figure 4.54).  

 
1.6.1.30.11 [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2][PF6]y[X]2-y xDMF 

In a 20 mL borosilicate glass scintillation vial, H24.5 (4.3 mg, 0.012 mmol) and [H4.4]·xHPF6 (9.7 

mg, 0.012 mmol) were added to 2 mL DMF. The solution was sonicated until the ligand had 

completely dissolved. To this clear colorless solution was added ZrCl4 (14.0 mg, 0.059 mmol) and 

four drops trifluoroacetic acid. The solution was then capped, sonicated until clear, and heated at 

90°C for 24 hours, at which point the reaction mixture was allowed to cool to room temperature. 

The resulting white solid was then isolated by filtration and washed with fresh DMF, yielding 

[Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2][PF6]y[NO3]2-y xDMF (x ≈ 12 as determined by TGA) as a 

white powder (8.8 mg, 0.002 mmol, 33.3% yield). 

[Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2][PF6]y[NO3]2-y xDMF was characterized by PXRD (Figure 

4.55), 1H NMR spectroscopy (Figure 4.56),  19F NMR spectroscopy (Figure 4.57) and TGA 

(Figure 4.58). 
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1.6.1.30.12 [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2]X2 xCH3CN 

[Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2]X2 xDMF (5 mg, 0.001 mmol) was suspended in acetonitrile 

was suspended in acetonitrile for 12 hours, the acetonitrile was decanted off and fresh acetonitrile 

added, repeated until the DMF solvent had almost completely exchanged for acetonitrile. After 

three days, a small, consistent amount of DMF was still observed by 1H NMR spectroscopy, 

indicating no further solvent exchange was occurs under these conditions, yielding 

[Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2]X2 xCH3CN (x ≈ 18 as determined by TGA) as a white powder 

(3.3 mg, 0.0007 mmol, 74.8% yield). [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2]X2 xCH3CN was 

characterized by PXRD (Figure 4.55), 1H NMR spectroscopy (Figure 4.59), and TGA (Figure 

4.60). 

 
1.6.1.30.13 [Zr6O4(OH)4[4.4(benzene)]6]X6 xDMF 

 In a 20 mL borosilicate glass scintillation vial, [H4.4(benzene)]·xHPF6 (19.3 mg, 0.024 mmol) 

was added to 2 mL DMF. The solution was sonicated until the ligand had completely dissolved. 

To this clear colorless solution was added ZrCl4 (14.0 mg, 0.059 mmol) and four drops 

trifluoroacetic acid. The solution was then capped, sonicated until clear, and heated at 90°C for 24 

hours, at which point the reaction mixture was allowed to cool to room temperature. The resulting 

white solid was then isolated by filtration and washed with fresh DMF, yielding 

[Zr6O4(OH)4[4.4(benzene)]6]X2 xDMF (x ≈ 12 as determined by TGA) as a white powder (8.8 

mg, 0.0015 mmol, 66.7% yield). [Zr6O4(OH)4[4.4(benzene)]6]X2 xDMF was characterized by 

PXRD (Figure 4.61), 1H NMR spectroscopy (Figure 4.62), 19F NMR spectroscopy (Figure 4.63), 

and TGA (Figure 4.64). 
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1.6.1.30.14 [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.4)6]X6 xCH3CN 

[Zr6O4(OH)4[4.4(benzene)]6]X2 xDMF (5.0 mg, 0.0009 mmol) 

was suspended in acetonitrile was suspended in acetonitrile for 12 hours, the acetonitrile was 

decanted off and fresh acetonitrile added, repeated until the DMF solvent had almost completely 

exchanged for acetonitrile. After three days, a small, consistent amount of DMF was still observed 

by 1H NMR spectroscopy, indicating no further solvent exchange was occurs under these 

conditions, yielding [Zr6O4(OH)4[4.4(benzene)]6]X2 xCH3CN (x ≈ x as determined by TGA) as a 

white powder (3.0 mg) [Zr6O4(OH)4[4.4(benzene)]6]X2 xCH3CN was characterized by PXRD 

(Figure 4.61) and 1H NMR spectroscopy (Figure 4.65). 

 
4.7.3 Characterization  

1.6.1.31 [4.6(benzene)][PF6] 

Single crystals of [4.6(benzene)][PF6] were also obtained via vapor diffusion of diethyl ether into 

a saturated solution of [4.6(benzene)][PF6]  in DMF, with the structure displayed in Figure 4.36. 

[4.6(benzene)][PF6] crystallizes in the orthorhombic space group Pbcn. The PF6- counterion 

demonstrates significant positional disorder over three positions, while the cyclopentadienyl 

moiety and the benzene ring to which it is tethered are disordered over two positions. All 

hydrogens are calculated in their positions and refined with a riding model.  

 
Figure 4.36 Single crystal structure of [4.6]PF6 with thermal ellipsoids at the 40% probability level 
(tan – ruthenium, grey – carbon, white- hydrogen, green – phosphorous, blue – fluorine) Significant 

positional disorder omitted for clarity.  
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1.6.1.32 [4.7(benzene)][PF6] 

[4.7(benzene)][PF6] gives the ESI-MS spectrum seen in Figure 4.37.  

 

Figure 4.37 (a) ESI-MS spectrum (methanol) of [4.7(benzene)][PF6]. (b) The major peak of 
[4.7(benzene)]+ is shown (689.2 m/z calculated vs. 689.4 m/z experimental). Experimental data is shown 

in black, while calculated data isotope distribution pattern for [4.7(benzene)]+ is shown in blue. 

Single crystals of [4.7][PF6]·xDMF (x ≈ 4) were obtained via vapor diffusion of diethyl ether 

into a solution of [4.7][PF6] in DMF.  Shown in Figure 4.38, [4.7(benzene)][PF6]·xDMF 

crystallizes in the P21/c space group, with an asymmetric unit consisting of one full tethered 

molecule and one [PF6]- counterion. Solvent molecules were highly disordered. Thus the 

SQUEEZE routine in PLATON209 was employed. SQUEEZE returned a calculation of 150 e- per 

asymmetric unit, which equates to approximately 4 DMF molecules (160 e-) per ASU.  

 

Figure 4.38 Single crystal structure of [4.7(benzene)][PF6] with thermal ellipsoids at the 30% 
probability level (100K, grey – carbon, red – oxygen, tan – ruthenium, white – hydrogen, blue – 

fluorine, green – phosphorous).  
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4.7.3.1 Characterization of IRMOF-type Frameworks [Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3] solvent and 

[Zn4(µ4-O)[4.4(benzene)]3]X3 solvent 

1.6.1.32.1 [Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3] solvent 

PXRD analysis of [Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3] solvent indicated stability of the framework to solvent 

exchange with acetonitrile (Figure 4.39).  

 

Figure 4.39 PXRD patterns of (a) [Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3]·xDMF and b) [Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3]·xCH3CN (298 
K). Dashed lines at bottom represent expected peak positions for IRMOF congener UPC-19 (CSD 

refcode: HUPQIU).  

Formula determination for [Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3]  xDMF was explored via a combination of 1H NMR 

spectroscopy (Figure 4.40) and TGA analysis (Figure 4.41). 
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Figure 4.40 1H NMR of  [Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3] xDMF (400 MHz, 3% DCl(aq) in DMSO-d6, 298K). Solvent 
residual signal at 2.50 ppm, HDO signal at 6.13 ppm. DMF residual peaks at 2.71, 2.89, and 7.93 ppm. 

 

Figure 4.41 TGA of  [Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3] xDMF. Initial mass loss is ascribed to loss of 6.5 DMF 
molecules per formula unit (theoretical: 27.2%, observed: 27.5%), while the second mass loss is ascribed 

to decomposition of the framework. 

Formula determination and extent of solvent exchange for [Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3] xCH3CN was 

explored via a combination of 1H NMR spectroscopy (Figure 4.42) and TGA analysis (Figure 

4.43).1H NMR spectroscopy of [Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3] xCH3CN shows a small residual amount of 

DMF remaining following solvent exchange procedure. 
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Figure 4.42 1H NMR spectrum of  [Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3] xCH3CN (400 MHz, 3% DCl(aq) in DMSO-d6, 

298K). Solvent residual signal at 2.50 ppm, HDO signal at 6.00 ppm. Residual DMF peaks at 2.71 and 
2.81 ppm. 

 

Figure 4.43 TGA of[Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3] xCH3CN. Initial mass loss is ascribed to loss of 1.75 molecules of 
CH3CN per formula unit (theoretical: 5.3%, observed: 5.1%), while the second mass loss is attributed to 

decomposition of the framework.  
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1.6.1.32.2 [Zn4(µ4-O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3 solvent  

PXRD analysis of [Zn4(µ4-O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3 solvent indicated stability of the 

framework to solvent exchange with acetonitrile (Figure 4.44).  

 

Figure 4.44 PXRD patterns of (a) [Zn4(µ4-O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xDMF and (b) [Zn4(µ4-
O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xCH3CN (298 K). Dashed lines at bottom represent expected peak positions 

for IRMOF congener UPC-19 (CSD refcode: HUPQIU). 

Formula determination for [Zn4(µ4-O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xDMF was explored via a 

combination of 1H NMR spectroscopy (Figure 4.45), 19F NMR spectroscopy (Figure 4.46) and 

TGA analysis (Figure 4.47). Acid-dissolution of [Zn4(µ4-O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xDMF shows 

no evidence of ligand decomposition.  
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Figure 4.45 1H NMR spectrum of [Zn4(µ4-O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xDMF (400 MHz, 3% DCl(aq) 
in DMSO-d6, 298K). Solvent residual signal at 2.50 ppm, HDO signal at 5.02 ppm. DMF residual signals 

at 2.72, 2.88, and 7.96 ppm. Peak observed at 8.14 ppm is the result of solvent degradation of the 1H 
NMR solution. 

19F NMR spectroscopy of [Zn4(µ4-O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xDMF (Figure 4.46) shows no 

evidence of a [PF6]- counterion , suggesting the counterion for this framework is likely NO3- . 

 

Figure 4.46  19F NMR spectrum [Zn4(µ4-O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xDMF (375.5 MHz, 3% DCl(aq) in 
DMSO-d6, 298K). CF3CH2OH internal standard signal at -76.0 ppm. 
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Figure 4.47 TGA of [Zn4(µ4-O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xDMF. Initial mass loss is ascribed to loss of 16 
molecules of DMF per formula unit (theoretical: 32.4%, observed: 32.7%), while the second mass loss is 

attributed to decomposition of the framework.  

 

 

Figure 4.48 1H NMR spectrum of [Zn4(µ4-O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xCH3CN (400 MHz, 3% DCl(aq) 
in DMSO-d6, 298K). Solvent residual signal at 2.50 ppm, HDO signal at 4.38 ppm. Peak observed at 8.14 

ppm is the result of solvent degradation of the 1H NMR solution. 

 

32.7%

25.8%
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Figure 4.49 TGA of [Zn4(µ4-O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xCH3CN. Initial mass loss is ascribed to loss of 
4 molecules of CH3CN per formula unit (theoretical: 6.3%, observed: 6.2%), while the second mass loss 

is attributed to decomposition of the framework.  

The as-synthesized frameworks unfortunately do not withstand solvent removal, collapsing 

instead into an amorphous form. As a result, porosity data was not obtained, though UPC-19, the 

framework both [Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3]·xDMF and [Zn4(µ4-O)[4.4(benzene)]3][NO3]3·xDMF were 

found to most closely resemble by PXRD, is non-porous as a result of its significant 

interpenetration.297 

4.7.3.2 Characterization of UiO-68-type Frameworks [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)6]·solvent, 

[Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2]X2 ·solvent, and           

[Zr6O4(OH)4[4.4(benzene)]6]X6·solvent 

1.6.1.32.3 [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)6]·solvent 

 [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)6]·solvent was established to be phase pure as synthesized as well as following 

solvent exchange with either acetonitrile or acetone (Figure 4.50).  

6.2%

41.7%
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Figure 4.50 PXRD patterns of (a) for [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)6]·xDMF,  b) [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)6]·xCH3CN, 
and [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)6]·x(CH3)2CO (298 K). Tick marks at bottom represent expected peak positions 

for UiO-68 (CSD refcode: UVUFEX).  

Formula determination for [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)6]·xDMF was explored via a combination of 1H NMR 

spectroscopy (Figure 4.51) and TGA analysis (Figure 4.52). 

 

Figure 4.51 1H NMR spectrum of [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)6]·xDMF (400 MHz, 3% DCl(aq) in DMSO-d6). 
Solvent residual signal at 2.50 ppm, HDO at 6.55 ppm. DMF residual signals at 2.68, 2.85, and 7.96 ppm. 

Acetic acid signal at 1.87 ppm. Artifact peak from 1H NMR solvent mixture at 8.12 ppm. 

a)

b)

c)
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Figure 4.52 TGA of [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)6]·xDMF. Initial mass loss is ascribed to loss of 3.5 DMF 
molecules per formula unit (theoretical: 10.6%, observed 10.4%), while the second mass loss is ascribed 

to decomposition of the framework. 

Formula determination and extent of solvent exchange for [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)6] xCH3CN was 

explored via a combination of 1H NMR spectroscopy (Figure 4.53) and TGA analysis (Figure 

4.54).1H NMR spectroscopy of [Zn4(µ4-O)(4.1)3] xCH3CN shows a small residual amount of 

DMF remaining following solvent exchange procedure. 
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Figure 4.53 1H NMR spectrum of [Zn4O(4.1)3] xCH3CN (400 MHz, 3% DCl(aq) in DMSO-d6, 298K). 
Solvent residual signal at 2.50 ppm, HDO signal at 6.13 ppm. DMF residual peaks at 2.71, 2.89, and 7.93 

ppm. 

 
Figure 4.54 TGA of [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)6]·xCH3CN. Initial mass loss is ascribed to loss of 5 CH3CN 

molecules per formula unit (theoretical: 5.8%, observed 5.5%), while the second mass loss is ascribed to 
decomposition of the framework. 

 

1.6.1.32.4 [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2][PF6]y[X]2-y ·solvent 

[Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2][PF6]y[X]2-y·solvent was established to be phase pure as 

synthesized as well as following solvent exchange with either acetonitrile or acetone (Figure 4.55).  

5.5%

42.3%
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Figure 4.55 PXRD patterns of (a) for [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2][PF6]y[X]2-y·xDMF,  b) 
[Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2][PF6]y[X]2-y·xCH3CN, and 

[Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2][PF6]y[X]2-y·x(CH3)2CO (298 K). Tick marks at bottom represent 
expected peak positions for UiO-68 (CSD refcode: UVUFEX).  

Formula determination for [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2][PF6]y[X]2-y·xDMF was explored 

via a combination of 1H NMR spectroscopy (Figure 4.56), 19F NMR spectroscopy (Figure 4.57), 

and TGA analysis (Figure 4.58).  

b)

a)

c)
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Figure 4.56 1H NMR spectrum of [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2][PF6]y[X]2-y·xDMF (400 

MHz, 3% DCl(aq) in DMSO-d6). Solvent residual signal at 2.50 ppm, HDO at 6.55 ppm. DMF residual 
signals at 2.71, 2.88, and 7.94 ppm. Artifact peak from 1H NMR solvent mixture at 8.14 ppm. 

1H NMR spectroscopy of [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2][PF6]y[X]2-y·xDMF allowed for 

calculation of the incorporation percentages of [4.5]2- and [4.4(benzene)]-. Quantification of 

functional ligand incorporation in [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2][PF6]y[X]2-y·xDMF was 

obtained via 1H NMR analysis of the acid-dissolved framework, the spectrum of which can be 

seen in Figure 4.53. While the arene region peaks of [4.4(benzene)]- are significantly overpowered 

by those of [4.5]2-, other characteristic peaks for the functional ligand are easily seen. Seen at δ 

5.92 ppm is the signal for the η6-coordinated benzene, while the two signals for the bridging -CH2-

O-CH2- groups can be seen at 4.48 and 4.25 ppm, and finally the methyl peaks resulting from the 

Cp* have distinct, clean signals at 1.92 and 1.87 ppm. Integration of distinct signals for both [4.4]- 

and [4.5(benzene)]2- shows a ligand incorporation of 0.5 [4.4]- for every [4.5(benzene)]2-. While 

the synthetic feed percentage of [H4.4(benzene)]·xHPF6 was 50%, the incorporation amount of  

[4.4(benzene)]- averaged 32.8(5)%, which equates to two [4.4(benzene)]- per formula unit and an 
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overall formula [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2][PF6]y[X]2-y·solvent. 19F NMR spectroscopy, 

paired with 1H NMR spectroscopy using CF3CH2OH has an internal standard (Figure 4.x) 

indicates the presence of [PF6]- at substoichiometric ratios to the incorporated [4.4(benzene)]- 

ligands (~ 0.07 [PF6]- per [4.4(benzene)]-). 

 

Figure 4.57 19F NMR spectrum of [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2][PF6]y[X]2-y·xDMF (375.5 MHz, 
3% DCl(aq) in DMSO-d6). CF3CH2OH internal standard signal at -76.0 ppm.  

  
 

Figure 4.58 TGA of for [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2][PF6]y[X]2-y·xDMF. Initial mass loss is 
ascribed to loss of  12 DMF molecules per formula unit (theoretical: 21.4 %, observed 21.2%), while the 

second mass loss is ascribed to decomposition of the framework. 

26.8%

21.2%
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Formula determination and extent of solvent exchange for 

[Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2][PF6]y[X]2-y xCH3CN was explored via a combination of 1H 

NMR spectroscopy (Figure 4.59) and TGA analysis (Figure 4.60).1H NMR spectroscopy of 

[Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2][PF6]y[X]2-y xCH3CN shows no evidence of DMF remaining 

following solvent exchange procedure. 

 

Figure 4.59 1H NMR spectrum of [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2][PF6]y[X]2-y·xCH3CN (400 
MHz, 3% DCl(aq) in DMSO-d6). Solvent residual signal at 2.50 ppm, HDO at 6.33 ppm. Artifact peak 

from 1H NMR solvent mixture at 8.13 ppm. 
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Figure 4.60 TGA of [Zr6O4(OH)4(4.5)4[4.4(benzene)]2][PF6]y[X]2-y·xCH3CN. Initial mass loss is 
ascribed to loss of 18 CH3CN molecules per formula unit (theoretical: 16.7%, observed 16.5%), while the 

second mass loss is ascribed to decomposition of the framework. 

1.6.1.32.5 [Zr6O4(OH)4[4.4(benzene)]6][PF6]z[X]6-z·solvent  

While fully-functionalized [Zr6O4(OH)4[4.4(benzene)]6][PF6]z[X]6-z·xDMF is not as 

crystalline as its partially-functionalized counterpart, the resulting PXRD does indicate formation 

of a UiO-68-type framework, which withstands solvent exchange with both CH3CN and acetone 

to give [Zr6O4(OH)4[4.4(benzene)]6][PF6]z[X]6-z·xCH3CN and 

[Zr6O4(OH)4[4.4(benzene)]6][PF6]z[X]6-z·x(CH3)2CO, respectively (Figure 4.61).  

 
Figure 4.61 PXRD of (a) [Zr6O4(OH)4[4.4(benzene)]6][PF6]z[X]6-z·xDMF, (b) 

[Zr6O4(OH)4[4.4(benzene)]6][PF6]z[X]6-z·xCH3CN, and (c) [Zr6O4(OH)4[4.4(benzene)]6][PF6]z[X]6-

z·x(CH3)2CO (298 K). Tick marks at bottom represent expected peak positions of UiO-68 (CSD refcode: 
UVUFEX). 

16.5%

45.4%
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In addition, 1H NMR analysis of [Zr6O4(OH)4[4.4(benzene)]6][PF6]z[X]6-z·xDMF shows no 

evidence of  ligand degradation during framework formation (Figure 4.62).  

 

Figure 4.62 1H NMR spectrum [Zr6O4(OH)4[4.4(benzene)]6][PF6]z[X]6-z·xDMF (400 MHz, 3% 
DCl(aq) in DMSO-d6, 298K). Solvent residual signal at 2.50 ppm, HDO signal at 5.32 ppm. DMF signal s 

at 2.71, 2.87, and 7.93 ppm (overlaps with signal b). Signals for  CF3CH2OH internal standard seen at 
3.82 and 3.85 ppm. 

 

Figure 4.63 19F NMR spectrum [Zr6O4(OH)4[4.4(benzene)]6][PF6]z[X]6-z·xDMF 375.5 MHz, 3% 
DCl(aq) in DMSO-d6, 298K). Signal for CF3CH2OH internal standard seen at -76.0 ppm. 
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Figure 4.64 TGA of [Zr6O4(OH)4[4.4(benzene)]6][PF6]z[X]6-z·xDMF. Initial mass loss is ascribed to 
loss of 10 DMF molecules per formula unit (theoretical: 13.1%, observed 13.1%), while the second mass 

loss is ascribed to decomposition of the framework. 

 

Figure 4.65 1H NMR spectrum of [Zr6O4(OH)4[4.4(benzene)]6][PF6]z[X]6-z·xCH3CN (400 MHz, 3% 
DCl(aq) in DMSO-d6, 298K). Solvent residual signal at 2.47 ppm, HDO signal at 6.38 ppm. Peak at 8.10 

ppm is the result of sample preparation.  
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4.8 Crystallographic Data 

Table 4.3 Crystallographic data for molecular analogues of [H4.4]·xHPF6 

Compound [4.6(benzene)]PF6 [4.7(benzene)]PF6 xDMF 

Formula RuC22H30OPF6 RuC39H39O5PF6 xDMF 

Formula wt (g mol-1) 556.50 833.74 

Wavelength (Å) 0.71073 1.54178 

Crystal System Orthorhombic Monoclinic 

Space Group Pbcn P21/c 

Color Colorless Colorless 

Crystal Dimensions (mm) 0.14 x 0.13 x 0.11 0.18 x 0.12 x 0.10 

a (Å) 17.1792(5) 16.4121(16) 

b (Å) 14.0801(4) 17.7670(14) 

c (Å) 19.0017(5) 18.3456(13) 

α (°) 90 90 

β (°) 90 109.692(6) 

ɣ (°) 90 90 

V (Å3) 4596.2(2) 5036.6(7) 

Z 8 4 

&calc (g cm-1) 1.608 1.100 

T, K 100(2) 100(2) 

Reflections Collected 5546 6648 

Unique Reflections 4373 4245 

2θ Range (°) 4.74-56.00 5.72-111.98 

Rint 0.0515 0.0930 
No. of 

parameters/restraints 522/877 460/0 

R1(F), wR2(F2), (I>2'(I)) 0.1297, 0.2247 0.1341, 0.2726 

Goodness-of-fit on F2 1.141 1.156 

µ (mm-1) 0.812 3.289 

Project Number 18262 17018 
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Figure A.2 Permission to use Figure 1.6, granted by IUPAC/De Gruyter. 
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Figure A.3 Permission to use Figure 1.7, given by the American Chemical Society. 
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Figure A.7 Permission to use Figure 1.15, granted by John Wiley and Sons. 
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Figure A.8 Permission to use Scheme 1.2, granted by the American Chemical Society. 
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Figure A.10 Permission to use Figure 1.21, given by the American Chemical Society. 
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Figure A.11 Permission to use Scheme 1.4 and 4.4, granted by the American Chemical Society. 
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